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Battling over a
waterfront blueprint
A mutiny in portland's
Waterfront Alliance has
splintered its delicate
consensus and revived
the battle of 1987.
See page 8
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ucape!

from $125 pair & up
7 yrs. parts & labor
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NEW NAME, STIli. THE SAME

Leave the crowds behind and
hide away on our Garden
Terrace. Freeport's best kept
15"';Tt'-'. Enjoy a whole lobster or a
homemade lobster roll,
sandwiches, snacks, full dinners
or just a cocktail. WIne, tool Top
It off with our homemade Ice
creams or sorbets. Cones
aVailable I All while overlooldng
our beautiful summer gardens.
EaSy Parking. Easy living.
SubJect to advance booldnl/l. Call for
information or """,rvations.

865-1085

(207) 883-41 73

Port
Bake

3

205 Commercial St.
Our Old Port Sandwich
& Bakery Shop
773·2217

House

263 St. John St.
Portland
773.5466

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: August 19 through 25,1992.

Phil Dionne overcame Brunswick's battle

Autum Aquino wanted to return to Portland
after people in Lakeland, Fla. spoke against her attending a
local fi!lementary school. But an outpouring of support from
neighbors, parents and teachers convinced the 7-year-old girl
with AIDS to persevere. Autum, who contracted AIDS during
her mother's pregnancy, moved with her family to Florida
because the warmer weather might allow her to live longer.

A new campaign to close Maine's only nuke
plant was launched on Aug. 24 by a coalition called The Don't
Waste Maine Alliance. The group is seeking a fourth referendum on shutting down the Maine Yankee plant in Wiscasset.
Most of the group's members recently became activists when
their towns were eyed as sites for a low-level nuclear waste
dump.

OCKPARTY!
..... amto7pm
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Deirdre Nice has jumped into the Maine House
District 39 race. Nice, co-owner's of Silly's sandwich shop in
Portland, worked for Jerry Brown's campaign and was elected
to the National Democratic Committee this summer. She'll
challenge incumbent Republican Gary Reed for the seat which
covers Falmouth and parts of Cumberland and Portland.
A Portland man accused of terrorizing the city
was released on bail on Aug. 20. Portland police arrested Robert
Cordice on Aug. 13, after he had allegedly threatened to picket
the police station with an assault rifle. Cumberland County
Superior Court Justice Paul Fritzsche turned down the state's
request that Cordice enter a mental hospital and set bail at $200
cash. Fritzsche also prohibited Cordice, a manic-depressive,
from using a gun while his case is pending.

Fewer pot plants are being found than last year
in Maine's annual late-summer crackdown on marijuana
growers. Police around the state have seized 8,000 plants so far
this year compared to 11,000 at the same time last year. Drug
agents say that publicity about their helicopter raids have either
persuaded growers to tum to legal crops or move their plants
indoors.

Portland was 210 spots behind top-ranked Sioux
Falls, S.D. in Money magazine's 1992 list of the country's 300
best metropolitan areas. "Perhaps the main attractions are not
what Sioux Falls has but what it lacks: pollution, traffic congestion, violent crime and state and city taxes," the magazine said.
The Uptown Block Party in Congress
Square seeks arts and crafts of all
stripes
(painters,
bcxlyworkers,
crofters,
weavers,
astrologers,
florists, tatoo artists) to participate in
a day-long party on Saturday,
September 12. (Rain date, Sunday,
Sept. 13)

SPONSORED BY CASCO BAY WEEKLY AND THE CITY OF PORTLAND

Court rejects
depositors' suit

over the location of a new high school and won appointment to
the state Department of Education. The Legislature's Education
Committee had recommended against Dionne's appointment.
But the Senate voted 27-5 on Aug. 19 to appoint Dionne. A twothirds majority of the Senate was required to overturn the
committee's recommendation. As chairman of Brunswick's
High School Building Committee, Dionne ardently supported
the controversial Maquoit school site.

Charges that Scarborough Downs owner Joe
Ricci threatened a police officer earlier this year were dismissed
by the Portland Police Department. In return, Ricci has dismissed harassment charges against the department. The charges
stemmed from an argument that occurred in a convenience
store parking lot.

Only one bid was submitted for a contract to run a
management program that Gov. John McKernan touted as "the
hallmark" of his last two years in office. The $65,000 contract to
become the state's new total quality management consultant
attracted only the bid of Ken Ryder, an ex-Air Force captain
from Hallowell.

Linda Bean doesn't need People. That's the word
from the candidate vying for Tom Andrews' seat in the u.s.
House of Representatives. Bean declined an interview with a
People magazine reporter w~o says he'll write his story anyway.
Bean also faxed the local press a one-page list of interviews she
claims she's done lately. Al Diamon wasn't on it.
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It ain't over till the federal
judge rules, according to
Richard Poulos, the attorney
for depositors who claim they
were shortchanged when the
Maine Savings bank converted in 1984 from a mutual
association to a company
owned by stockholders.
The Maine Supreme
Judicial Court rejected a class
action suit by depositors on
Aug. 20.
The suit argued that
mutual banks are owned by
depositors who should have
received the $150 million net
value of Maine Savings Bank
when it was converted. The court concluded that
the theoretical ownership of
Maine Savings Bank by its
89,000 depositors did not
extend to actual ownership of
the bank's assets.
"The depositors in a
mutual institution have no
legal title to the surplus of the
institution and do not share
in any risk of loss since their
deposits are insured.
"The only 'vested' interest
a depositor has in the mutual
institution is in the
depositor's funds on account.
These rights or interests
remain unchanged in a
conversiop," the ruling said,
But Poulos claimed that
the court's ruling actually
bolsters the case he aims to
make in federal court.
"What the court did was
confirm that the property of
the depositors could be taken
away from them through the
conversion process," Poulos
said. "Was there any property right? That is the federal
issue. We're dealing with
constitutional rights. Under
the 14th Amendment,
depositors were deprived of
their property without due
process."
The conversion was
approved at a 1984 meeting
attended by 37 depositors.
Poulos claimed that depositors received inadequate
notice of the meeting.
As a result of the conversion, Maine Savings Bank
became a subsidiary of The
One Bancorp, a holding
company. Maine Savings
failed in 1991 and was placed
in receivership under the
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp. The One Bancorp has
filed for protection from
creditors under federal
bankruptcy laws.
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before you buy.
at BULL MOOSE we want you to know what you're
buying - that's why we have CD playbooths for your use
& an eager staff to help you find exactly what you need!

BULL MOOSE, the everything-always-in-stock,
new-and-used-cd's & tapes, funky-t-shirtsand-postcards, special-orders-overnight,
conveniently-located, guaranteed-Iowest-prices-

MONDO MUSIC STORE.

BULL MOOSE
CD'S • TAPES • ETC
151 Maine St.
Brunswick
725-1289

Shaw's Plaza - Rt. 302
No. Windham
893-1303

Maine's Largest Independent Music Store
Continued on page 4
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Wear the bloom ofgood health an
your slrin ... E"!"riel1Ce a soothing
hllrbal facial using the IJr. Haushlca
Preparations.

POP INN

POPCORN SHOPP!

f(,r afft. or info call

99

EXCHANGE
STREET
PORTLAND
871-0380

Treat yourself to our delicious gourmet popcorn, the perfect light
snack for munching on at home, at work, or on the go. Our
beautifully decorated canisters make excellent gifts,
See us for parties, fund raisers, etc ...

THERESA 13ERI1AN
Licensed Aesthetician
South Portland

m-mz •

"I can't afford to shop at
Joseph's."
Oh yes, you can!

~OSEPH'S
The New Fall Season
Fine Clothing for Men & Women
Surprisingly Affordable.
410 Fore Street Portland, Maine 04101
Men's Store: 773-1274

Women's Store: 773-4454

"SUMMERTIME AND THE liVIN' IS EASY"", at

~am1 ~a~
~~liVm!

HARMON'S
117 Brown street

584 Congress Street
Portland

Westbrook

774-5946

854-2518

Free parking at both locations. All major credit cards accepted on

Sik. 12452, retail
5 spd"
l+ package, AIC, PIW, cassette,
loaded,AMiFM stereo.

Retail $14,537. Stk.12648.
5 spd ., air tilt, p/W door locks, rear defrost.

$14,784*
NEW 1992 SUBARU LEGACY

orders.

3*

Music, tReater, art, restaurants, shopping, special outdoor activities ... it's all
right up the street or just around the comer from BACK BAY TOWER. Or if
you prefer the comforts of home - you can share a cool drink on the terrace
with friends, swim in the private pool, workout in the exercise room and
enjoy a sauna. Whatever you ChOO5e - out on the town· or the comforts of
home - Back Bay Tower can make your summertime living easy. We provide
state of the art security.
Stop by during the hours listed, or call for an appointment.
Open Sun. 124, rues & Thurs 10-6.

772-7050
401 Cumberland Av~nue, Portland, Maine 04101

Stk. 12470, retail 518,685, 4 wheel drive,
stereo, lilt, p/W, door locks, loaded,
5 &pd, AIC.age,AIC.

$14

NEW1
Wagon

TOP OF THE LINE
Retail $30,498, SIk. 12576, 4 wheel drive,
auto, spoiler, CO player, loaded.

5*

NEW 1992
SUBARU lOYAlE

995*
. SUBARU LEGACY 4x4

~j 3~

Retail $16,950. SIk.12619, 4 dr. tilt,
floor mats, AIC, PIS AIINFM stereo.

$13,617*

Retail $12,985. Sik. 112654, air, PIW,
locks, rear defrost, lilt Wheel, cas,seml.1

$11,166*

SII<. #2630,
$16,125,4 wheel drive,
S spd., PS, Pl, AIINFM stereo, mud flaps,
floor mats, cassette, loaded.

$14,854*

SEE US FIRST OR SEE US LAST, BUT SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY A NEW SUBARUl
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLDI
'PRlCES INCLUDE AU. APPUCABLE INCENTIVES. PRICES EXCLUDE nTlE,TAX. UCENSE. AND DOCUMENTATION, OPTIONAL. NON-STANDARD EQUIPME/tT IS AN ADDmONAL CHARGE.

Continued from page 3

GTE pays for water,
but ducks blame
GTE has agreed to pay for
extending town water to
some residents in Standish,
although the rompany did
not admit to polluting the
residents' wells.
The town will also pay a
share of the rost for extending water lines to residents,
in a deal approved by the
Town Council on Aug. 11.
The agreement apparently
ends a long-running battle by
residents to get public water.
Residents of Wildbrook
Lane and Shaw's Mill Road
have claimed for three years
that their wells were contaminated by chemicals that GTE
dumped into its nearby
waste-disposal lagoon. GTE
never accepted blame for the
contamination. But tests done
by the rompany - and
submitted to the state
Department of Environmental Protection - found
chlorinated hydrocarbons
and dichloroethane in two
residential wells in the area.
"It appears that low
concentrations of chlorinated
hydrocarbons ... that may
have originated in the (outof-service) leachfield area
have migrated downward in
the fractured bed rock,"
reported a GTE study in
March.
The chemicals are used as
industrial solvents and
cleaners. The GTE plant in
Standish manufactures
electronic control devices.
Company spokesman Mike
Smith said GTE's decision to
pay for water lines "boils
down to being a good
neighbor."
Extending water lines to
the seven residences in the
area will rost approximately
$62,000. Under the agreement
approved by the Town
Council, the town will pay
$36,000 and GTE will pay
$26,000. Residents will have
to pay to connect their houses
to the water line.
Wildbrook Lane resident
Elwood Milliken said he was
willing to pay an estimated
$2,000 hookup fee in order to
get water "at the earliest
possible opportunity."
Suing GTE would've cost
more and taken longer, said
Milliken, whose family has
been getting bottled water
from the state for the past
year.

Council votes
to play ball
It was warm outside, but
hotter inside as the Portland
City Council listened to four
hours of debate before voting
8-1 to fund Hadlock Field
renovations that would boost
Portland's chance of getting a
minor league baseball team.
Only Councilor Ted Rand

dissented. Rand sided with
citizens who told rouncilors
that the improvements
imposed a frivolous and
unfair burden on taxpayers.
Members of the Portland
Taxpayers Association led the
opposition to city-funded
stadium renovations. They
argued that millionaire
executive Dan Burke should
shoulder more of the expenses in his bid for a minor
league team.
The council approved
spending $1.3 million to
bring Hadlock Field up to
minor league standards.
Under the council's plan, the
sum would rome from a
$500,000 capital improvement
bond, $600,000 in surplus
capital improvement funds
and $200,000 in advance lease
payments from Burke.
The plan also calls for
$200,000 in private donations.
A private baseball booster
group has already raised
$27,000 in donations, acrording to group spokesman Jim
Pierce.
No money will be spent by
anyone, however, unless
Burke's bid for a team is
approved by minor and
major league baseball
officials. Burke is vying for
one of two new franchises
that will be created when
major league baseball adds
two new teams in 1994. A
decision is due in October.
State Rep. Herb Adams,
whose district includes the
Parkside neighborhood
where Hadlock Field is
located, urged rouncilors to
resolve his constituents'
parking concerns as soon as
possible.
"I too have a soft spot for
baseball," Adams said. "But
what if I said, I'll bring 6,000
people to your house tomorrow and we'll play you.'
Would you want to talk
terms now or after we get
there?"

BIW pins hopes
on new plan
Bath'lron Works failed to
land a key ron tract, but hopes
to keep its Portland shipyard
open with a new proposal to
the Navy.
The proposal would
ensure that Navy ships built
at BIW's Bath plant and
assigned to West Coast bases
are repaired in Portland.
Currently, ships based on the
West Coast get repaired at
West Coast shipyards.
The plan would keep 100
to 200 workers busy and keep
the Portland facility from
closing its gates, acrording to
BIW President Duane
Fitzgerald.
The Portland shipyard,
which performs overhauls of
older ships and sonar work
on new ships produced jn
Bath, will soon run out of
work when contracts on the
USS Kaufman and USS Lake
Erie are rompleted.
The shipyard had hoped
to land an overhaul contract
for the USS Ticonderoga that
would have provided a year's
work for at least 500 employ-

..-----FALL
LE

ees. But BIW learned on Aug.
21 that the Navy had
awarded the contract to a
Virginia shipyard.
Metro Machine Corp. of
Norfolk, Va. bid $11.6 million
for the overhaul project that
BIW officials had estimated
would cost $30 million.
In the future, the state's
largest private employer will
focus more on rommercial
shipbuilding to make up for
cuts in defense spending,
Fi tzgerald said.
'We're going top have to
be innovative," he added.
'We surely can't sit back and
wait for the Navy to tell us
what work we have."

~-------~
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Flowering Deciduous Shrubs
potted or balled & burlapped

Perennials also 20% off now
through September 6

The state has frozen the
bank accounts of a national
telemarketing company
based in Scarborough and
Auburn, charging it with
deceitful practices.
Attorney General Michael
Carpenter, who froze Capital
Advertising Inc.'s assets Aug,
21 and filed suit in Kennebec
County Superior Court,
alleged the rompany had
bilked elderly people out of
money by promising them
large prizes in exchange for
cash payments. Some of the
prizes promised included
jewelry, cash and stereo
equipment. In order to
recei ve their grand prizes,
people were first asked to
buy other gift items for a total
of $649.
But, Carpenter said, the
grand prizes turned out to be
inferior - cheap, secondhand stereos and jewelry
worth less than one tenth the
advertised value,
Company President Kevin
Francoeur of Lewiston
couldn't be reached for
comment. Under Maine's
Unfair Trade Practices Act,
company officials could be
fined $10,000 per fraud
violation, plus restitution and
additional penalties.

If a new group gets its

wish, Maine recyclers will
soon be banding together to
form a cooperative to market
and sell larger quantities of
the recycled materials they
are collecting. The Maine
Resource Recovery Association has created a cooperative
venture funded with both
state and municipal money.
"For some time, we've
offered both services and
advice," said Don MacLeod,
marketing director for the
association. "Now we're
seeking to consolidate those
services and advice."
Macleod listed several
advantages to forming the
cooperative.
"The most obvious one is
the fact that we can provide
some bargaining power in the
marketplace," he said. 'There
has not been a whole lot of
stability in Maine, or across

August 29 -September 4
,.
O'OONAL'S

NURSERIES

Open Mon. through Sat. 8-5:30, Sun. 9·5, Thurs, till 8
At the junction ofRts. 22 and 114, Outer Congress Street, Gorham
just five minutes from the Maine Mall
Phone: 207·839·4262
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'all usual guarantees are lXIIid

NO MONEY DOWN!
$199.91 per month

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mazda created the all - new Protege OX to be
everything you're looking for in a compact 4 door
sedan. If you seek room for 5, well equipped lUXUry and
top - notch perfonnance consider the Protege. Not' only
does this car show attention to every detail of
pleasurable driving, but these pleasures combine to
~rea~~ so':Tlething ,more - a uniquely satisfying "just
nght feehnQ. You II discover It the first time you slip
behind the tilt steering wheel and tum the key.
There's ample power from a fuel Injected 1.8 litre 103
f-!P engine; And the patented Mazda Twin Trapeziodal
Unk (ITL) Independent rear suspension provides
han~l\ng that's responsible and agile, yet stable. You'll
find It s easy to maneuver, aided by power assisted rack
- and - pinion steering. And part of the fun will be
allowing your friends to believe that it all set you back a
lot more than it actually did, The Protege: it's the
complete small car. Visit Clair for a test drive.

Air Conditioned
Power Steering
Power Brakes
Rear Defroster
Split Rear Seat
Much, Much, More!

• Air Conditioned
• Sunroof
• Interval Wipers

• Loaded

• Cassette
• Tilt Wheel
• Performance Tires

All this for just$199.90 per month!
And we pay for your first payment!
And we pay for your first years excise tax!
And we- pay for your first years registration fees!
And we do all this with no money down!
And only at Clair!

Volkswagen
Mazda
Continued on page 7
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20% OFF

Maine AG charges
telemarketing scam

Recyclers bulk up,
form own co-op

9

II

VWJETTA
~
283-2900 - US Route 1, Saco, ME -1-800-44 CLAIR
• 48 rmnth cloY(! end leaH. Sale6lax .tra. see salllPEIlOn lor dlla.

Buick
Cadillac
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Sale $2.39

Sale $1.89

Reg. $3.81

Reg. $2.85

TOO MANY SALES TO ADVERTISE! COME SEE US!

20 DESKS TO CHOOSE FROM!

the country, in these markets.
By pooling our resources we
provide stability to both the
buyer and the seller."
The cooperative would
also coordinate transportation arrangements among
members. ''When a town
doesn't have a full load, we'll
make arrangements with
other towns," he said. "If we
can make a connection for a
single train or a truck to do it
all·, we will."
MacCleod said the group's
first project will be to market
recycled newsprint in bulk.
The next project will be to
market Maine's corrugated
cardboard to nearby Canadian mills which recycle it
into more cardboard.
MacCleod also mentioned the
wastepaper recycling facility
scheduled to open in Auburn
as a marketing pOSSibility.
Macleod noted the
cooperative could be a boon
to the state's mandate of
reducing waste. "I think it
will encourage recycling," he
said. "There's a lot of frustration because of the instability
of markets. We have improved the volumes over the
past 10 years, and I think it'll
continue with this venture."
Private companies are
eligible to join the cooperati ve
in addition to towns and
cities, MacLeod said, noting
he'd "seen some interest"
from private recycling firms.
The association will charge all
members a $250 annual fee .•
Reported by PaulKArr, Bob
Young and The Associated Press

weird news
2 Drawer
Colonial School Desk

9 Drawer
Roll Top Desk

4 Drawer Desks

Oak
Computer Desk

Student Desk

~

~

$99~fi1i;::::::::-.

$289
Oak
Bookcases

Postmaster's Desk

883,,2145
Route 1
Dunstan Corner
Scarborough
Thurs 'til 8 • Sun 12~4 "~.w.i"'''''''''

or A federal appeals court
has upheld the right of
members of a certain church
to chew illicit peyote buttons
for religious uses.
Bob BoyIl, a carpenter
living outside Taos, N.M.,
traveled to Mexico in 1990 to
gather peyote for use in a
religious ceremony and
mailed it to the United States.
Boyll, a member of the Native
American Church in Taos,
was arrested when he
collected the hallucinogen at
his post office box in San
Cristobal, N.M.
But Justice Juan Burciaga
ruled last September that
Boyll was only practicing his
religion. He called the arrest
"offensive to the very heart of
the First Amendment,"
noting that peyote use is an
essential part of the church's
beliefs.
The 10th Circuit Appeals
Court in Denver upheld
Burciaga's decision last
month. It was the first time
non-Native American
members of the church had
been granted peyote use.

mistakes

ScarboroughonMarsh
Nature
Center
Pine Point Road
io

LAST CHANCE
THIS YEAR!

ByAl DiRmon

Right of the living dead
Moderate Republicans in Cumberland County thought they
had driven a stake through Paul Volle's heart. Either they
missed, or Volle (rhymes with jolly) doesn't need a h~~rt. He
slipped out of his coffin in early August, and now presides over
the linda Bean for Congress campaign.
Volle's appointment as campaign manager outraged the
moderates. Several prominent Republicans have sputtered that
because of this betrayal they won't vote for Bean. But they've
kept their sputtering conveniently off the record, recognizing
that short of voting for liberal Democrat Tom Andrews there's
little the GOP hierarchy can do about the situation.
Volle's resurrection has produced whoops of delight at
Andrews' campaign headquarters. The incumbent
congressman's followers are already making grandiOse predicgons about how many votes the mistake will cost the Republicans, apparently unaware that the average voter neither knows
nor cares about Volle.
The fury and frolic over Volle's latest bounce is for public
consumption only. Most political insiders knew Volle was
heavily involved in Bean's victorious primary campaign last
spring. He supplied computer services targeting likely voters on
the religious right. Volle's elevation from contractor to head
honcho was less a promotion than an acknowledgement of his
true role.
Since emerging in the Pat Robertson for President uprising in
1988, Volle has been the mastermind behind far-right efforts to
take over the Maine GOP. Bean has been the sugar mommy
whose bottomless bank account turned Volle's ideas into
actions.
At first Volle routed the sleepy Republican moderates in
Portland and Cumberland County. But his divisive tactics and
ideological rigidity turned off many rank-and-filers. A conviction for shoplifting killed his political credibility. Lawsuits and
public tantrums followed, but by 1990 the Volle revolt had
peaked. Within two years the moderates had regained the
ground they'd lost.
But Volle, safe in his Bean-bunker, was already planning a
second assault. If he couldn't take over the Republican Party,
he'd create his own political organization outside the party.
Once Volle created a successful structure by electing Bean to
Congress, he'd use it as a base for future statewide campaigns
for governor, Congress and the Legislature. Each victory would
increase the perception that the moderate Republican leaders
were irrelevant, and that the true power of the GOP rested with
V9lle.
As the Bean campaign began gearing up early in 1992, the
Volle-balls withdrew quietly from their guerrilla warfare with
the moderates, giving up the fight to hold onto town and
county committees. Bean had to win the three-way Republican
primary and couldn't afford to alienate potential supporters
with a lot of local infighting. Volle sent out the word: Let them
think they've won for now. We'll get it all back with interest
when Linda's in Congress.
Because Volle was anathema to many GOP activists, he was
kept out of sight during the primary. Once Bean had the
nomination she gave Volle a bigger role by naming him campaign manager, but continued the secrecy. Unlike most such
political appointments there was no announcement. A caller
from Republican headquarters in Augusta was told in early
August that the name of Bean's campaign manager was "confidential." Only when Miline Sunday Telegram reporter Steve
Campbell spotted Volle at a Washington, D.C., conference for
congreSSional campaign leaders did the word leak out.
By this time it didn't matter. The Bean strategy of running a
TV advertising blitz the like of which has never been seen in
Maine was firmly in place. The hundreds of thousands of
dollars the campaign will pump into the tube between now and
November will keep attention far from Volle.
If Bean loses to Andrews this fall, the other-worldly political
life of Paul Volle will come to an end. The Republican regulars
will have sufficient strength to deny him even a behind-thescenes role in the party's future. If Bean defeats Andrews, Volle
will be reborn.
Nervous members of the GOP are already stocking up on
wooden stakes and garlic.

This column is 4lrvtrys p/eRsed to receive thoughtful correspondena from
our reRders, even when the intelltdual content 01 said correspondna~ is
rroeranne by the emotional. In other words: We go nuts when somebody
sends in something rttllly juicy. Contact us CIlTe 01 CIlSCC BIlY Weekly,
551A Congress St., Portlimd, ME 04101. Or CIlU 775-6601.

9:30a.m. to 5:30p.m. ' 7 days a week through Labor Day
'END OF SEASON SALE'
....................................................
...
Bring this ad & get $2.00 off 1 hour canoe renta)
I
good through 9/7/92
:

--!

......................................................... J

Call for information or free brochure 883-5100
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Sun 10-6
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The Mikasa Building
Freeport, ME • 865-3158
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Battling over a blueprint for Portland's waterfront
./

The Waterfront Alliance has splintered, tossing the fractious debate over
how to zone Portland's waterfront back into the hands of the City Council
• By Bob Young

The Waterfront Alliance was supposed to bring
peace to the bitter battle over the future of
Portland's waterfront. And until late this summer, it
appeared to be doing just that.
But careful engineering on the part of the representatives of waterfront business - and careless
neglect by individuals and organizations who were
supposed to be looking out for the interests of
average Portlanders - has splintered the Alliance
and reopened the river of bitterness that flooded the
waterfront in 1987.

Old wounds, new questions
Formed in 1988, the Waterfront Alliance brought
together the opposing factions that warred during
Portland's 1987 waterfront referendum. Adversaries
like Keep the Port in Portland leader Karen Sanford
and Union Wharf owner Charlie Poole bridged gaps
in personalities and politics and found they shared
the same goal- preserving a working waterfront.
Sanford and Poole stood shoulder to shoulder at
Alliance fund raisers. She dished out chowder. He
buttered rolls. They won each other's trust and
understanding. Poole conceded that the publiC
indeed had a stake in the waterfront. Sanford
admitted that pier owners needed relief from the
referendum's ban on non-marine tenants. Both sides
compromised in order to produce a blueprint for the
waterfront's future.
But the Alliance started to splinter when its
blueprint was translated into more permissive
zoning rules by Portland city planners.
"If those proposals are adopted we'll have thrust
ourselves back to 1981," said Sanford. "Those
proposals could tum the waterfront into a glitzy
festival market minus condos and hotels."
In protest, Sanford submitted her reSignation to
the Alliance on Aug. 20. Claiming that the group
had strayed too far from its agreed-upon blueprint,
Sanford singlehandedly reignited the bitterness of
1987.
Poole and other Alliance leaders rushed to paint

Sanford as a lone mutineer. They insist that the
Alliance remains in solidarity.
But neighborhood leaders like state Reps. Jim
Oliver and Anne Rand defended Sanford - and
warned that the surviving Alliance might not
represent the broad consensus it claims.
Sanford and her allies promise to carry their fight
to the Planning Board, the City Council and maybe
beyond. USM law professor Orlando Delogu, who
helped lead the 1987 referendum, said he would
lead another referendum if necessary.
These promises distress Alliance leaders, who
insist that Sanford's voice was welcome but missing
from the meetings that produced the zoning proposals.
''Why didn't she come and meet us halfway?"
asked Poole. "To arbitrarily say 'I'm out,' without
bringing her concerns to the table, is real
frustrating.The Alliance was created for that process.
If she had a problem, she should have stuck with the
process."
That sort of bitterness is exactly what the Portland City Council had hoped to avoid when it asked
the Alliance to draw up a waterfront blueprint. As
'the issue heads toward a council vote scheduled for

For more Information:
• To get a copy of the Waterfront Alliance's
recommendations, contact the Greater Portland
Council of Governments at 1-800-649-1304 or
774-9891.
• To see the city's zoning waterfront proposal,
contact the Planning Division at 874-8300.
• For the full text of Barbara Vestal's letter to the
Planning Board, call the board at 874-8300.
• The Munjoy Hill Neighborhood Organization
sponsors a forum on waterfront zoning, featuring
Alliance members, on Aug. 27 at the Cummings
Center at 7 p.m. Call 775-3050 for more information.
• Portland West will discuss its position on the
zoning proposal at a board meeting on Sept. 8. Call
775-0105 for more details.

Oct. 5, new questions are surfacing: Why is this
happening again? Can consensus politics really
work? Or was infighting inevitable when the fragile
Alliance moved from dishing out chowder to
hammering out zoning proposals?

The courtship
The rising tide of public interest in the waterfront
can be traced to 1981, when then-Portland City
Manager Tim Honey hired American City Corp. to
create a master plan for the harbor. American City
_ the same folks who created tourist meccas at
Boston's Fanueil Hall and Baltimore's Inner Harbor
- proposed a $64 million plan for condos, shops,
offices and a hotel.
But local fishermen balked at the plan, and soon
widened their net of support. Reeling from political
pressure, Honey came up ·w ith a new zoning plan
which the council adopted in 1983. It divided the
central waterfront into two zones. One zone was
only for marine use. The other allowed for mixed
use.
Developers jumped at the mixed-use zone. In
1985, the Liberty Group bought Central Wharf and
built an 88-unit condo development called
Chandler's Wharf. The following year, Liberty
proposed a $50 million, 70-foot-tall office, condo and
retail project for Long Wharf (presently the site of
the parking lot for DiMillo's Restaurant).
Proposed developments spread like red tide. The
McCourt Co. of Boston aimed to build 142 condos
on Cumberland Wharf. Eastern Point Associates
proposed condos, shops and a marina for 12-acre
space at the foot of Munjoy Hill. Tony DiMillo
envisioned a 120-room "boatel" next to his floating
resta u rant.
Portlanders saw their waterfront being over taken
by developers. They also saw City Hall supporting
the developers - especially when the Portland
Planning Board approved a height variance for
Liberty's Long Wharf tower. Groups like Keep the
Port in Portland and Don't Kill the Hill were formed

Continued on page 10

The zoning plan now under debate: a compromise waterfront scheme
that's got something for everyone who wants so~ething to object to
• By Bob Young
Portland's Planning Division has drawn up new
zoning plans for the waterfront based on recommendations by the Waterfront Alliance. The defection of
Karen Sanford - and maybe others - from the
Alliance stems from differences between the city and
Alliance plans (see main story, at left).
Both plans aim to give property owners more
flexible zoning so they could attract 'non-marine
uses, such as those the 1987 referendum banned . But
the city's plan goes too far for Sanford and some
other waterfront observers.
The city plan proposes three waterfront zones
covering the nearly three miles of waterfront from
Tukey's Bridge to Veteran's Memorial Bridge:
Central Zone The biggest differences between
the city and Alliance plans lie in the Central Zone,
which covers the 16 wharves where most fishing
boats unload.
The city plan permits non-marine uses on upper
floors of all buildings within the zone. It allows
offices of up to 10,000 square feet, retail up to 6,000
square feet and restaurants up to 4,000 square feet.
Craft shops, banks, laundromats and art galleries are
among the permitted uses.
The plan allows new buildings to have 20,000
square feet of office space, if approved by the
Planning Board. Combined with allowed retail and
restaurant space, that means a new building could
be erected with 30,000 square feet of non-marine
uses. (By way of comparison, DiMillo's restaurant is
28,000 square feet. The Marine Trade Center is
~5,500 square feet.) The Alliance recommendations
prohibi ted "new large retail" and "new large office"
complexes in the zone.
The city plan also allows non-marine uses on the
ground floors of buildings if any part of the buildings are within 100 feet of the water. The Alliance
plan prohibited non-marine uses from all ground
floors within 100 feet of the water.
Port Development Zone The city's plan
consolidates the Alliance's East Port and West Port
Development zones into one. There's little difference

between the city and Alliance plans. Both stress the
harbor's deep water and potential for berthing large
ships, especially cargo ships. Both allow non-marine
uses only on a temporary basis. For instance,
parking lots and warehouses are allowed, but they
would have to relocate to make way for waterdependent uses.
Special Use Zone The Special Use Zone covers
the eastern extreme of the waterfront. Except for
residences, the city plan allows all kinds of nonmarine development, including hotels, convention
centers, theaters and aquariums. Alliance recommendations were vague and didn't prohibit such
uses. Instead the Alliance suggested that uses
should be "marine compatible," "environmentally
sound" and that they "not harm abutting neighborhoods."
Critics of the plan, like Sanford and USM
professor Orlando Delogu, argued that Portland's
harbor is an economic resource that must be preserved for marine uses. The city's plan allows nonmarine tenants to overrun the waterfront, they
claimed.
"The biggest difference (between the city and
Alliance plans) is the issue of what's marine compatible," Sanford said . "We agreed some flexibility was
needed on upper stories. But onl y if new businesses
weren' t threatening to marine businesses. (The city
plans) are calling for a complete transformation in
the character of the waterfront. They're proposing
Marina Del Rey, not a working waterfront."
Sanford and Delogu argued that restaurants,
offices and retail shops would be willing to pay
higher rents than marine businesses. That gives pier
owners economic incentive to displace marine
tenants and seek even more flexible zoning, they
said.
"If a French restaurant is paying $15 per square
foot for upper-story space and a fish processor is
paying $5 per square foot," Sanford said, "and the
restaurant needs more parking space, who is going
to get the landlord's ear?"
Sanford and Delogu also stressed that there's
plenty of available space for offices, restaurants and

retail shops on the landward side of Commercial
Street, never mind Congress Street, where 41 percent
of the retail space is vacant.
Union Wharf owner Charlie Poole insisted that he
and other pier owners have invested their careers,
money and lives in the working waterfront and
won't displace marine tenants.
"As long as I'm alive we'll stay marine use,"
Poole said. "All we're saying is allow us enough
flexibility to maintain this public resource. The way
we take care of it is by having people use it. We're
not going to allow our valuable dockage to be
overtaken by retail. And why the hell not allow
offices on upper floors? They come, they go, they
don't bitch."
Poole also said property owners have compromised much of the freedom they want - and need
- to satisfy public interest activists.
"You can't zone for good guys like Charlie
Poole," Sanford responded. "It's naive to think
pressure won't build again for upscale development.
We have to write zoning for the worst-case scenario,
for the most razzle-dazzle fat cat in a white limo."
While Poole and Sanford revived arguments from
the 1987 referendum debate, former Mayor Pam
Plumb offered a more objective voice.
Plumb, who chaired the Waterfront Task Force
from 1988 to 1990, doubts that the waterfront will
ever see the kind of development frenzy that
occurred in the late '80s. But she also cautioned
against allowing overly liberal zoning because of the
woeful economy.
"Things won't be so bad for long. There will be
renewed pressure to build ... so we ought to be
protective because there will be uses that generate
higher economic returns which will displace marine
industries," Plumb said.
At the same time, she said, 'We have to give up
this notion that mixed use is a pariah that will
contaminate everything it touches."
.
Former Planning Board member Barbara Vestal
used her expertise to look at the details of the city's

Continued on page II
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to protect the waterfront. They later banded together in the
Working Waterfront Coalition.
In October 1986, Coalition leaders sought a summit meeting
with City Manager Bob Ganley and Mayor Ron Dorler. They
were turned down.
The coalition struck back with a referendum. In May 1987,
grassroots activists blew their pro-bUSiness opponents away
with a referendum that banned non-marine uses on the
Portland waterfront for five years. The referendum won 2-to-l
at the polls even though the City Council and business communi ty fough t it.
City Councilor Peter O'Do~neli (who opposed the referendum) saw three messages in the vote: "The public felt they had
to tell City Hall that developers don't rule the city; that fishermen and marine uses come first (on the waterfront); and no
condos, we have enough housing."
The referendum battle left wide gulfs between people who
claimed to share the same overriding interest in a working
waterfront. Building a bridge between the factions seemed the
only alternative to perpetual conflict and paralysis.
The catalyst came when Merrill's Marine Terminal wanted
to erect cement silos in 1988. Merrill's met resistance from
nearby residents who claimed the silos would be ugly, dusty
and noisy. The battle went to City Hall, where it dragged on
for eight months. The delay cost Merrill's the cement silo
opportunity. The lost opportunity cemented the notion among
a handful of working waterfront advocates that they needed a
unified voice.
But they saw it would be no easy task to align the
waterfront's different and sometimes competing interestslobster boats, fishing boats, oil tankers, cargo ships, ferries,
yachts, pier owners, neighborhood groups and more. Political
acti vist Alan Caron was called on to steer the groups over the
rocky course.
Caron was a Munjoy Hill resident and consultant for
Merrill's. He knew the waterfront players. Although he had
worked against the referendum, Caron was savvy enough to
bring the factions to the bargaining table to stem the bloodletting.
The nascent Alliance hired Caron in December 1988 and
went about selecting 36 board members. If Caron thought
applicants weren't willing to compromise on behalf of a
working waterfront, he advised against them.
"There were certain people who were so agitated by the
referendum, so agitated by personalities, so fixated on crushing
someone like Karen. We wouldn't let them join because they
didn't have a good sense of purpose and goals," he recalled.
Caron wanted to ensure that public interest groups had a
strong voice at the table. He convinced Oliver to serve as a cochairman along with Armand Demers, a vice president at
Merrill's.
"Alan insisted on balance," said Oliver. "He insisted on
consensus. I think Alan was right on target."
The Alliance appeared to be working well, so in January
1991 the City Council asked it to draw up long-range economic
and zoning plans for the waterfront. The council's reasoning
was politically sound and convenient. The Alliance could
provide a consensus solution to the thorny problem of what to
do when the referendum ban expired in 1992. By adopting the
Alliance plan, the council could defuse the explosive debate
sure to arise.
In April 1992, the Alliance produced its recommendations
for rezoning the waterfront. They were asked to help city
planners translate their guidelines to more specific zoning
language. The City Council wanted the final product by Oct. 5.
Everything seemed to be on course - until Sanford jumped
ship.
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SPLINTERED ALLIANCE

Alliance leaders argue that the group still represents a broad
coalition. But key changes over the last two years have weakened the voice of public interest groups in the Alliance and
swung the balance of power to business interests.
The first change came when Oliver resigned because he was
too busy with his tasks as a state legislator and executive
director of Portland West Neighborhood Planning Council.
Oliver was replaced by Dick Ingalls.
.
Ostensibly, Ingalls represented South Portland's Ferry
Village neighborhood. But he also works for a construction
company, H. B. Flemming Inc., which specializes in marine
projects.
'''There was a major shift in leadership," said former Alliance member and boatwright Henri Gignoux. "I don't think
many of us were aware of the shift because we didn't know
Dick. But Dick turned out to be more of a pro-business, free
marketeer than even Armand."
Ingalls believes that waterfront property owners ought to be
free to do what they want with their land. He called the current
city zoning proposals "extremely restrictive." And he predicted that another referendum on the waterfront would go

A short history of waterfront zoning
down like the Titanic. "If it comes down to us or them," he said,
"they're not going to make it this time."
As a result, instead of having the pro-referendum, pro-public
interest Oliver as co-chairman, the Alliance wound up with two
anti-referendum, pro-bUSiness chairmen.
.
Ingalls' forceful presence in the Alliance was evident when it
met on Aug. 20 to endorse the city's zoning proposals.
Fewer than half of the 36 Alliance members were present.
And most of the 16 in attendance had just received Sanford's
reSignation letter, and hadn't yet seen the 30-page final draft of
waterfront zoning amendments prepared by the Portland
Planning Office.
Phineas Sprague, owner of Portland Yacht Services, which sits
on one of the larg~t pieces of property along the waterfront,
said he was reluctant to endorse parts of the zoning proposal
with which he wasn't familiar. "I couldn't defend some of this
for my life," Sprague said. "I don't have the expertise. I'm very
concerned there's stuff in here I don't understand."
But Ingalls pushed on.
'1t's imperative that the remaining members of the Alliance
back this 100 percent," he said. "If we start picking away at what
we're doing we'll sink the whole effort. Unless we back this 100
percent we're going to open a bad can of worms."
Ingalls stressed that the city proposals were overseen by the
Alliance subcommittee on zoning and reflected the Alliance's
April recommendations.
"I'll say it for fourth time. You asked the subcommittee to do
a job. You should support it 100 percent, unless you felt we went
beyond the scope (of the recommendations)," urged Ingalls.
Of course, members who hadn't read the complex document
couldn't have known whether the proposals went beyond the
scope of the Alliance recommendations.
Yet they heeded Ingalls' advice and unanimously endorsed
the proposals with the caveat that the proposals were likely to
change as they went through the public hearing process.

The separation
According to Gignoux and others, Ingalls spoke as forcefully
about another key change in the Alliance - the hiring of a
facilitator in 1991.
When the Alliance tackled the combustible zoning issues it
needed someone to play cop. The job would have been Caron's
except he had left the Alliance in 1989 when it ran out of money
to pay him.
Since Caron's departure, the Alliance had raised enough
money to pay for the job. The Alliance received bids from Caron,
business consultant Bill Richards and John Bubier, executive
director of the Greater Portland Council of Governments. They
chose Bubier.
"I would've been happy with any, although happier with
Alan," Gignoux said. "But John was offering his services for free.
Plus, Dick and others had problems with Alan.
"It was a power struggle," said Gignoux. "Dick saw Alan as
someone who would interject his own ideas and try to run the
debate. There was also a philosophical difference. Dick had a
free-market agenda. Alan was a consensus builder. He would've
made sure the public interest voice was heard."
The public interest voice got smaller when two of its strong
advocates left the Alliance in early 1992. Gignoux departed to
study engineering at the University of Maine at Orono. Tom
Kane, who succeeded Oliver in representing Portland West, left
when the federal grant enabling him to work for the neighborhood group expired.
Kane was replaced by Skip Matson, who said he has paid
little attention to Alliance business. "I've been pretty busy
fighting CMP and the telephone company rate increases,"
Matson explained.
But when Matson read the city's zoning proposals on Aug. 20,
he balked at attending the Alliance meeting that afternoon. '''This
is not what we're after. This looks like we're going back to 1983,"
he said. After consulting with Oliver, Matson refused even to
attend and cast a dissenting vote.
"Going down there would be like sitting in a card game with
a stacked deck," Matson claimed. "And if I went it might give
people the idea we are supporting (the proposals)."
Other public interest groups left in the Alliance were the
Casco Bay Island Development Association (CBIDA) and the
Munjoy Hill Neighborhood Organization (MHNO).
CBIDA representative Ed Gomes endorsed the zoning
proposals, although he hadn't read the latest draft. Gomes said
he didn't know the proposal allowed construction of 30,000square-foot office, retail and restaurant complexes. The new
construction provision flew in the face of the Alliance's call for
no "new large office" buildings.
Munjoy Hill representative Bob Fontaine didn't attend the
meeting. But it wasn't because he objected to the city's final draft
of zoning proposals. He couldn't object to them. He hadn't seen
them or the city's previous draft. Still, Fontaine said that MHNO
Contirlued on ptlgt! 12
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In 1772, all of the 200 dwellings in Portland - called
Falmouth then - were centered around the waterfront. But it
wasn't until 204 years later that the city adopted special zoning
for the waterfront. Before then it was zoned for general commercial use.
Here's a brief hiStory of waterfront zoning:
1971 Planning office urged retention of a "working waterfront" in its "City Edges" blueprint for revitalization.
1976 The city created its first waterfront zone around the
International Ferry Terminal. It allowed mixed uses, including
housing, hotels and theaters.
1977 Mixed-use zoning extended to nearly all the waterfront.
1981 American City Corp. master plan for waterfront called
for condos, shops, offices and parking garages to share space
with marine industry. Fishermen went ballistic.
1982 Fearful of becoming lobster bait, City Manager Tim
Honey submitted plan for a new waterfront zone allowing only
marine uses. City Council endorsed Honey's proposal.
1983 Planning Board approved revised zoning plan with 20
percent of the central waterfront for mixed uses, 80 percent for
marine use only. City Council passed new zoning.
1985 Liberty Group proposed 88 condos on Central Wharf
in mixed-use zone. All units sold in 21-hour spree. Top price:
$406,000. McCourt Co. of Boston wanted in on the fun, sought to
build 142 condos and offices in zone for marine use only. Keep
the Port in Portland formed to fight project. Board of Appeals
rejected variance for McCourt project.
1986 City Council nixed Planning Board bid to relax marineonly zoning. Wharf owners complained that upper-story space
was difficult to lease. Eastern Point Associates proposed condos,
shops and marina at foot of Munjoy Hill. Working Waterfront
Coalition started referendum drive to ban non-marine development on entire waterfront for five years.
1987 Seven of nine city councilors took public stand against
working waterfront referendum. Referendum won by 2-to-l
landslide, saved developers millions in potential losses.
1988 Waterfront Alliance formed.
1991 City Council asked the Alliance to develop zoning
plans and long-range economic goals for waterfront.
1992 City Planning Office developed proposals to relax
marine-only zoning. Endorsed by Waterfront Alliance on Aug.
20. First public hearing held on Aug. 25. Workshop scheduled
for Sept. 8; second public hearing scheduled for late September.
City Council slated to vote on proposal Oct. 5.
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WATERFRONT PLAN
Continued from page 9

zoning proposal. Associate director of the Marine Law Institute
at USM, Vestal spent two years studying zoning that protected
marine uses on waterfronts in six states.
Vestal wrote a six-page letter to th~ Planning Board dissecting the city's proposal. Her conclusion: "I believe the ordinance
as drafted fails to provide sufficient protection for water
dependent uses (WDU's)."
Among Vestal's criticisms:
• "As drafted now, (the central waterfront zone) is a step
backward to pre-1983, when the waterfront was opened up to
almost any use." Vestal suggested creating a new zone to "make
a distinction between a very limited retail/office area at the foot
of the Old Port and the rest of the central waterfront."
• Size limits for new construction are too generous. "If the
intent is to give relief to current owners with vacant upper story
space, why allow such large (non-marine uses) in new buildings.
This also is in direct conflict with the Downtown Plan and goals
of revitalizing Congress Street ... nothing prevents a series of
20,000+ square foot buildings on a single pier 100 percent of
which could be occupied by non-WDU's."
• The ordinance encourages parking and traffic that will
interfere with marine businesses. "(U)ses above the ground
floor should be required to lease off-site parking ... (or contribute) to support construction of a new centralized parking
facility, shuttle parking or other system."
• The city should ensure that non-marine uses create public
accessibility. "Public walkways, observations areas, decks,
interesting signage, pedestrian amenities, etc. should be required."
Vestal added that the Alliance recommendations should be
considered "just a starting point" for the ci ty' s plan. "I would
caution that even if they represent a consensus of that group,
the city has to use its own judgment," she said.
Concluded Vestal: '1 hope the Planning Board and City
Council don't abdicate their responSibility." •
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backs "anything that will generate jobs (on the waterfront)."
Fontaine's beliefs are likely to generate some friction when
his neighborhood group holds a forum with Alliance representatives on Aug. 27. "(Fontaine) was adamantly opposed to the
referendum and he certainly doesn't speak for all Munjoy
Hill," said Anne Rand, who helped spearhead the referendum
drive.
.
Rand blamed herself and other referendum supporters for
not staying abreast of Alliance activities.
"I didn't do my part after the referendum," said Rand. ''To
my shame and the shame of a whole bunch of others, we kind
of dropped the ball and left it in Karen's lap. I think if we had
Karen's persistence we probably wouldn't have this situation
now,"
"Karen is more than Karen," agreed longshoremen representative Jack Humeniuk. "She represents an umbrella of
public interest groups. That's important," he said.
But Bubier disagreed that the balance of power had tipped
too much to one side. He pointed to Sanford's role in shaping
the ~lliance recommendations as proof. "Karen clearly represents a number of folks. Her influence, her stamp is on that
document. She's a force to be reckoned with and she was
recognized," Bubier said.
Sanford contended that if she were the only public interest
voice recognized, that showed how skewed the balance had
become.
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schedule an audition.
For more information,
call 725-4258,
725-7103 or 846-5386
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But even that balance is now broken.
Alliance leaders expressed a combination of disappointment
and outrage that Sanford didn't stay to work on a compromise
on the zoning proposals.
"It hurts me to say it, but I think she's being unreasonable,"
said Demers.
Sanford said recent events have eroded her trust in the
Alliance. "My days of being used as a token public interest
representative are over," she explained.
The pivotal point for Sanford came on June 15, when City
Councilor Ted Rand proposed a zoning amendment to allow
non-marine uses on upper stories in the waterfront. The Rand
amendment itself didn't vex Sanford. But she was stunned that
the majority of Alliance members bolted from their pledge to
consensus and supported the amendment, before completing
work on their own zoning proposals.
Others didn't find Alliance support for the Rand amendment so surprising. Caron anticipated it after the Portland Press
Herald did a three-day series on the waterfront in March.
Essentially, the series blamed all the waterfront's economic
problems - including the condition of buildings that have
been deteriorating for more than 80 years - on the 1987
referendum. It also bolstered the notion that the Alliance
recommendations didn't go far enough, according to Caron.
"I said this will inflame property owners and embolden
them to grab for more: I know those personalities," Caron
recalled. "Lo and behold that's what happened."
When the Rand amendment surfaced, Sanford urged the
Alliance to take a formal stand against it. But the Alliance
rejected her plea. "We felt it was more important to keep
focused on our ideas," explained Demers.
Sprague went a step further, and garnered Alliance support
for the amendment. He sent city councilors a letter saying that
the amendment was opposed only by Sanford and Humeniuk
of the longshoremen's union. (Sprague said that Matson,
Demers and Avis Leavitt of the Maine Fishermen's Wives
Association weren't able to poll their groups in time.)
Caron agreed with Sanford and Humeniuk that Alliance
members who publicly supported the Rand amendment
breached the group's fragile trust.
''They signed on to the process the same way as Karen
Sanford and the city did. They made a deal, found a consensus
and should've supported it aggressively. When the pier
owners tried to go around and get more it was a bad mistake,"
said Caron. "It was stupid."
Poole argued that the move shouldn't have derailed the
consensus. ''The Alliance didn' t support it, individuals did," he
said. ''Try owning property on the waterfront, then you'd
know why Ted Rand's amendment fit in."
Sprague and Poole also claimed their real aim in backing the
Rand amendment was to show the City Council that waterfront businesses needed quick relief. They said the strategy
paid off because the council set an Oct. 5 deadline for voting on
zoning proposals.
''That's bullshit," Humeniuk responded. ''They were
crestfallen (when the City Council tabled the Rand amendment
in a 54 vote)."
The Rand amendment proved more than the turning point
for Sanford. It was the breaking point and the vanishing point.
'1t was obvious the Alliance was no longer pushing for a
carefully crafted consensus," Sanford said.
"It encouraged the open-zoning advocates to feel they were
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close to their wish list. It gave the Planning Board incentive to
interpret the Alliance recommendations more liberally. I give
Phineas a lot of credit. But it was a sad comment that they
couldn't restrain themselves and stick to the consensus."
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Custody battle
No matter who's to blame for violating the consensus, "once
it's violated, it all unravels and you have open warfare," said
Caron. ''Then no one wins and the waterfront loses."
The war began on Aug. 25 during the first public hearings on
the waterfront zoning proposals. But beyond the hot-button
bombast about glitzy festival markets and cold details about
overlay zones, larger questions loomed. Can government by
consensus work.? If so, how does a consensus like the Alliance
survive such volatile issues?
When City Councilor Tom Allen cast the,deciding vote
against the Rand amendment on July 6, he stressed the importance of letting the Alliance finish its task. Consensus was the
key to "how we govern ourselves in the '90s," Allen argued.
Allen insisted it's too early to venture a verdict on the
Alliance's success. 'Whether it works-or not can't be evaluated
until the process runs its course. And I don't see this process
anywhere near over," he said.
Allen added that he wasn't familiar enough with the
Alliance's internal problems to offer any specific remedies.
USM professor Dick Barringer also lauded the merits of
consensus government when he served in the administration of
Governors Jim Longley and Joe Brennan. Barringer said putting
the "best scientific facts on the table" is the first antidote for an
ailing consensus. "Often that resolves conflicts. It leads reasonable people to form reasonable solutions," he explained.
But sometimes, he added, the data is not conclusive enough,
or the issue is so divisive that people will go to the mat. "Maybe
the Portland waterfront is one of those issues," he said.
When the consensus gets mired in battles, someone with
strong vision, leadership and personality is needed to break up
the fighting, he said.
"It takes a lot of rhetorical, political and intellectual skill to see
through the maze of conflicting opinions," said Barringer. "The
real skill is not in merely abiding by consensus, but in defining
questions so the group arrives at consensus. It means sitting and
listening long enough so you can articulate a position around
which all the participants can rally."
Caron still believes that consensus "is the only way, no
question" to resolve waterfront problems. ''The real question,"
Caron asserted, "is has it been done right?"
''The role of the facilitator in this kind of mediation is critical,"
Caron said. ''The most fundamental element is trust. The most
fundamental notion is that everyone agrees that no one will be
sabotaged or ambushed. There' s no place for majority or minority votes. It requires somebody from beginning to end who
knows the fundamental rules and enforces them."
That's where the Alliance began to unravel. Bubier has had
virtually no role in the group since the recommendations were
produced in April. He acknowledged that strife has been
mounting ever since the city started converting the Alliance's
recommendations to specifics.
In thrashing out specifics, Caron said all parties need to keep
looking to the original agreement.
"(The zoning proposal) should be nothing more, nothing less.
They need to refocus attention on the agreement. Is (the zoning
proposal) consistent with that agreement? If it isn't, they have to
oppose it. That's why they made such a big mistake in support·
ing the Rand amendment."
The majority of Alliance members argue that it is consistent.
Yet Sanford points to the 3O,OOO-square-foot new construction
provision as just one inconsistency.
"Unfortunately what seems to be lacking is clear and forceful
leadership that pulls people together instead of pulling them
apart," Caron said. ''There are players within the Alliance who
can step forward and keep it together ... like Jack Humeniuk and
Armand Demers."
Demers doesn't think he could have exerted any more
leadership. "I put extra emphasis on keeping Karen on board,"
Demers said . "Actually, we' ve been at issue with property
owners more than Karen. This document is as good as it's going
to get. When all is said and done we're going to get it from both
sides."
Humeniuk said the current struggle was inevitable.
"Everyone was expecting too much from the Alliance in too
short of time," he explained. "1 think it will get ironed out in
public process. "
That takes Caron back to his main point.
'What is required is real leadership within the Alliance, the
community and the City Council to make sure everyone stays
committed. It's not a time to pick sides. It's a time to get behind
consensus, to focus on what it was." •

Bob Young is News Editor of Casco Bay Weekly.
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every day starting
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FROM BABIES TO BIG KIDS
tommvs COVERS THEM ALL!
BIG KIDS

sizes 4-6 & 7-14
Rainwear. windbreakers. rain boots.
winter boots, Polarplu~ jackets. 100%
cotton sweats and turtle necks. Iycra and
cotton leggings. sox. tights.
flannel dresses. winter jackets
galore. hats. gloves. mittens.
snow bibs. fun jeans
overalls. 100% cotton
long johns, canvas
sneakers. plus more ...

INFANTS and TODDLERS
I!

III
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100% cotton layeue, baby bags.
snowsuits, hooded PolarplusCl
~ack:ets. 100% cotton long johns.
rainboots. winter boots. sox. 100%
cotton sweatsuits & turtle necks,
lyCTa and cotton leggings, canvas
sneakers. booties. winter jackets
galore plus much much more ...
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"Functional Clothing and Outerwear

tommv-s
K

AMARYLLIS
41 Exchange Street, Portland. ME 04101 • m-4439
parking stamps available. rron-sat 10-9:30 • sun 12-6

I

THE TOp
MAINE
JEWELERS
DESIGNS
AT

•
•
•
•
WEARE
PROUD TO
WELCOME

Recycled Notebook Paper and Note pads
Twig Pencils
Canvas Lunch Bags
Nylon & Nylon Insulated
Lunch Carriers
• Recycled Notebook
Binders

Gifts of Environmental Consciousness
In the Ofb 'Port:
50 exckA""e screet
l'ortla,,~ . maine
(207)- 761-4482

Ecology HouS/! is oommilled to bei"g /l positiw {Ilc1Dr for illCmlSi"g
e7urironmmW ImHI!'meSS, IlCtilm, /l"Q. public i"ooIvemmt.

775-4871

49 Exchange St.
Old Port
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300/0 off

Fall S.A.T. Classes Begin Sept. 13th, Call Today
PROGRESSIVE CARDS
GIRS AND WRAP

fr....

Helly Hansen
SKI JACKET
reg.
7995 $95

6

the eartherafts workshop

Yemenite Jewelry
from Isreal, on sale

~~~~

It J-/ouse 'f~iAI
399 Fore St•• Portland. ME 774-8562

Pronouncing English
as a Second Language
offered in small group
or individual classes
beginning this fall.

BOOKS ETC
"... without doubt,
taday's unabridged
dictionary of
choice."
The Washington Post

Individualized programs
based on a phonetic analysis
of your s~h and accent
offered by
If. JI!iJIINmslrong, M.s., CCC·SPIL
Speech/Langl/lJge Pathologisl
Licenstd and Certified
879·1886

PORTLAND
POTTERY

From Random House
Publishers
$20.00

38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port 774-0626
Mon •• Sat. 10·9, SUD. 12-5
0

THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Bangor • Hanover • Portland
in

Portland
Theological Study for Laity and Clergy

... andJacia saon
8 EXCHANGE ST PORTLAND 775-2555 8:30·7 M-F • 8:30-5 SAT

New Testament Interpretation: The Gospels

of God

-A. Katherine Grieb

Thursday. 6:00 -9:00 PM

(Sept 10. 17.24; Oct 1. 8. 15, ']9; Nov 5.12.19; Dec 3. 10)

Celebrating the
Ufe of the Spirit
in

Worship, the Arts, &
Community Service.

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue
Portland. ME 04103
(2071 772-8277
Rev. Ken Turley
Service: lOam Sunday
Magical Music

Childcare

WELCOME

Monday - Saturday, 10 - 6
!!:::::=

142A High St ~ Portland ~ 772-2379
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1 992·93 Dance Classes
for Children ages 2·16

EVERYTHING FOR

BACK TO
SCHOOL
~ATLRIAL
O~JL(TS
500 Congress Street PorUand, Maine I n4-1241
Monday-Saturday 10:30-6:00pm I Sunday 12-5pm

Four !Three-Credit Course
Christian Ethical Perspectives on Sexuality and the
Social Order
·MaNin M. Blison
Wednesday. 6:00-9:00 PM

(Sept 16.23.30: Oct 7. 14.28; Nov 4. 11. 18; Dec 2. 9. 16)

Three-Credit Courses
Ministry With the Dying and Bereaved
Tuesday. 6:00-9:00 PM
-&/san E. DavIes
(Sept 15.22. ']9; Oct 6.13.20.27; Nov 3.10.17; Dec 1,8)
PsychOlogy and Religion
.f>a.JO.HJss
Monday. 6:00-9:00 PM
(Sept 14.21, 28; Oct 5. 19.26; Nov 2. 9.16,30; Dec 7. 14)
BANGOR TIIEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
159 STATE STREET

PORTLAND. MAlNE 04101
For in/ormalion or registration. please call 774·5212 al108

Child Car.
Swim Programs
Adult Enrichment
Fall Classes
begin Sept.21
Call for Catalog
874-1130

Fall term begins September 14

NEW EXPANDED PROGRAM!
• Modern Dance
• Ballet
• Creative Movement and Pre-Ballet
• Parent-Child Movement
• Character Dance
• Tap Dance
• Bailetti nter-arts
• Advanced Workshops

Privote Professional Instruction

JAIl • BLUES. ROCK
Beginner to Professional

•••
•••
•••
•••

Backpacks

To receive complet. schedule
and registration information

Wall Tapestries

CALL
773·
==2562

T-snirts and

RAM

25A FOREST AVEIIUE

PORTLAIID, MAIllE

Great Beadsl
GIfT CE.R.TII1CA1l.S TOOl

~~~tO IXCHANGl ST.

771-40~80~~Wi~'

BANGOR

From sophisticated to
casual. Our salon
professionals wiD create
the perfect hair style for
you. Want a whole new
look? A Matrix Essentials
Perm? Matrix Essentials
Hair Color? Call today for
an appointment.

Four-Credit Course

HIGHER
EDUC.ATION

0

NEW SCHOOL YEAR,
NEWLOOK

Fall 1992 Credit Courses
tt~!5~~~J[~

17 Sprinl SI PortlalUl

tt'l"rCl fir: <1

india PrInt Bedspreads, Cotton Shirts,
Wrap Sldrts, india Prlnt T-shirts &.. Fun JewellYo

579 Con ress St. 772-8929

~========~I~I

l::rning We Can Help!
Achievement 207 -773-READ
Center
(7323)'
53 Darling Ave. So. Portland, ME 04106

Inc.

eMdren's
Straw Hats

September Continuing Education
WordPerfect for Windows

Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows

WordPerfect
for
Windows
combines the best of word
processing
functions
with
desk-top publishing features!
This 4-week course will be
offered by Andover College
Tuesday and Thursday evenings
from 5:30 - 8:00 p.m. Cost is
$230, which includes the cost of
books. Classes begin Sept. 21,
1992, but class size is limited to
a first-come first-serve basis. Call
early to reserve your place.

Lotus 1-2-3 for Windows
combines the best of spreadsheet
functions with the speed and easy
access of Windows! This 4-week
course will be offered by Andover
College Monday and Wednesday
evenings from 5:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Cost is $230, which includes the
cost of books. Classes begin
Sept. 21, 1992, but class size is
limited to a first-come first-serve
basis. Call early to reserve your
place.

Call now for more information: 774--6126
or 1-800-639-3110 (in ME.. NH. & VTJ
Continuing YOUR Education Makes A Difference!
Avenue· Portland, ME. 04103. 207-774-6126.800-639-3110

17 years teaching
experience.
Also" . .J
"i", 6
Gvit~r
l...e SSOI)S

WESTERN PROM, PORTLAND
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How the waterfront referendum was rendered meaningless

I7

An opportunity squandered
The Waterfront Alliance's "unanimous" support
for the Portland Planning Division's latest waterfront zoning proposal represents nothing more than
the strong opinion of a narrow group of people.
The strength of this well-crafted consensus is a
tribute to the persistence of the waterfront business
community. The narrow makeup of the Alliance
itself is an indictment against the citizen activists
and neighborhood group leaders who have shame-fully neglected their duty to represent the people of
Portland in this process.
In the spring of 1987, the citizens of Portland
roundly rejected their City Council's vision of a
condo-and-high-rise waterfront. By a 2-to-l margin,
Portlanders banned non-marine uses of the waterfront for five years.
The waterfront referendum was widely hailed as
a victory in the battle for greater public participation
in the planning process. Among activists, its underdog organizers became local heroes.
But during these last five years, the once-in-alifetime opportunity presented by that now-famous
referendum has been squandered by a handful of
people who simply failed to do their part within the
Waterfront Alliance. The citizen-activists of Portland
dropped the ball.
How could such a thing happen? In the first
place, it's easier to fight against condos than to fight
for a working waterfront. And after the referendum
was won, everyone seemed to assume that someone
else would put together a plan.
No single person did as much harm to the cause
of citizen participation as did state Rep. Jim Oliver.
As the self-anointed heir to the Larry Connolly
legacy, Oliver would have been expected to make
the working waterfront a priority. Instead, he

,,

~

owners have been doing their homework and are
now chomping at the bit to have the moratorium
lifted.
Casco Bay Weekly urges the planning board and
the council to recognize the plan for what it is, and
what it is not. And CB W urges everyone who voted
for a working waterfront to take a close look at the
plan, then let your councilor know what you think.
The city planning office's interpretation of the
Waterfront Alliance's zoning recommendations for
the Portland waterfront do not constitute the ideal
waterfront vision.
But the cityI.
Alliance plan is a
.......................
better start than any
previously put before the City Council. And there is
still time to redress its shortcomings.
The-most serious shortcoming is not a flaw with
the plan itself, but rather its lack of public review.
The plan is outlined briefly on pages 9 and 11.
Anyone may pick up a free copy at Portland City
Hall. And there are still several opportunities for
citizens to speak:
• The Munjoy Hill Neighborhood Organization
is holding a meeting to discuss waterfront zoning on
Aug. 27 at 7 p.m. in the Cummings Center.
• The Portland Planning Board has scheduled a
workshop and public hearing for Tuesday, Sept. 8,
at Portland City Hall. There will be another hearing
scheduled for later in September.
• The Portland City Council is slated to vote on
the plan Oct. 5.
We've wasted five years. We simply can't afford
to continue to expect that "someone else" will look
out for the interests of our waterfront.

While these waterfront activists have largely
wasted the past five years, waterfront business

(MLP)

Gay rights vs. media "balance"
• By Jeff Cohen and Norman Solomon

.'

abdicated his hard-earned role as co-chair of the
Alliance to the fiercely pro-business Dick Ingalls,
which threw leadership of the Alliance out of
balance. Adding insult to injury, Oliver refused even
to attend meetings himself, sending Portland West
surrogates who did not make time for Alliance
business.
The leadership of the MunJoy Hili Neighborhood Organization did little better in selecting
Bob "Needs-a-job" Fontaine as their representative.
His anything-for-jobs outlook is far from representative of the hill as a whole.
By allowing the process to proceed with so little
meaningful public participation, Greater Portland
Council of Governments chief John Bubier failed to
provide the leadership that the Alliance sorely
needed. Bubier took advantage of a power struggle
by underbidding two professionals to get the gig as
facilitator, then performed the job in a negligent and
incompetent fashion.
Karen Sanford deserves credit for her year as
the sole strong public advocate on the Alliance. But
while her decision to bail out at the last minute was
understandable, it was nonetheless unwise.
(And although he was not a part of the Waterfront
Alliance, the group's failure does not reflect well on
City Councilor Tom Allen. As a vocal proponent of
consensus politics, Allen understood what the
Alliance was trying to do. And as Portland's mayor
during the most critical year of the Alliance's
existence, he should have known that the public was
under-represented. If Allen was unable to make
leadership-by-consensus work while he was mayor, '
why should Mainers put him in the Blaine House?)

Many top Republicans are determined to make
homosexuality a winning issue for George Bush in the
fall campaign. And they're hoping the news media
will help out.
Republican strategists are gambling that little has
changed in media attitudes since Parade magaZine
fondly reminisced in a 1987 article: "The '50s, viewed
through the rosy prism of nostalgia, were the good
old days ... Homosexuals stayed in the closet, not on
the front pages."
Gay men and lesbians, speaking out for equal
rights, are no longer strangers to the front pages. But
anti-gay prejudices run deep in U.S. Society, and
Bush's managers seem eager to fuel a backlash against
gays in the closing months of the '92 campaign.
Before the Republican convention, senior BushQuayle adviser Charles Black condemned Bill Clinton
for having "adopted the gay agenda." At the convention, ga y baiting was almost as incessant as oil drilling
used to be around Houston. Signs proclaimed:
"Family Rights Forever - 'Gay' Rights Never!"
In response to the onslaught, GOP fundraiser
Marvin Liebman - who is gay - commented: "We
[gays] have replaced the communists as the No. 1
menace to all that they pronounce is good and
traditional in American life." Observed Robert Bray of
the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force: "We're the
Willie Hortons of 1992."
The anti-gay backlash is gaining momentum this
election year.
In Oregon, a well-financed fundamentalist coalition allied with Rev. Pat Robertson has placed a
measure on the November ballot that would amend
the state constitution to declare homosexuality an

abnormality. The measure would prohibit human
rights guarantees for gays and require public schools
to teach that gay people are "abnormal, wrong,
unnatural and perverse."
Colorado voters will decide on a constitutional
amendment this November that would prohibit gay
rights laws in that state. And Portland, Maine, voters
will decide whether or not to overturn a gay rights bill
passed by the City Council earlier this year.
When covering anti-gay crusades, mainstream
journalists have assumed their traditional posture of
"balance" - not acknowledging that gay rights are
human rights. In practice, "neutrality" often means
reinforcing prejudice, as it did years ago in coverage
of the struggle against racism.
During the 1950s and early '60s, there was nothing
noble or professional about journalists who continued
to provide equal
space and stature to
civil rights leaders
and bigots alike.
Advocacy of racial segregation and discrimination
was treated then as a legitimate point of view - not
bigotry.
In November 1960, for example, network TV
showcased a pro-and-con debate on segregation
between Martin Luther King Jr. and James J.
Kilpatrick. Then a Richmond newspaper editor,
Kilpatrick offered high-toned language in defense of
the racial status quo. It's not that he disliked black
people, argued Kilpatrick, but he worried that
integration would erase "every distinction of race" in
society.
Like the old debates on racial segregation, today's
media discussions about gays typically feature bigots
- usually religiOUS fundamentalists - offering lofty

media

verbiage to justify hatred and discrimination. The
fundamentalists "don't hate homosexuals," they
assure us, but just believe ga ys should not have equal
rights to jobs, benefits, housing. Equal rights, it's
argued, would "sanction an abomina tion."
Vilifying certain people because of who and how
they love would be far less acceptable to the public if
mass media offered regular coverage puncturing the
prejudices and fears that surround attitudes toward
gays.
Three years ago the San Francisco Examiner broke
through the stereotypes with a 16-day, 64-page "Gay
in America" series, offering a multidimensional look
at a diverse spectrum of lesbians and gay men. Sadly,
the depiction of people who are gay as people - no
more or less human than the rest of humanity - is
still a revelation for many Americans.
President Bush wants to keep the prejudices in
place, as he made clear in his pre-convention television interview on NBC. Sitting in the Oval Office,
Bush said that he considers homosexuality a
'1ifestyle" that is "not normal" and "not right."
Such comments - and similar ones by Dan Quayle
- explain why this year's Republican ticket is the first
one not endorsed by the Log Cabin Federation, a
national group of 6,000 gay Republicans.
The Bush-Quayle campaign seems bent on pandering to those who oppose human rights for gay people.
Journalists may fancy themselves as caught in the
middle of a polarized debate. But human rights and
independent journalism must reinforce each other. Or
we will have neither .•

David McCann soaks up glory and applause after a tap dance routine which brought'
down the LIons Club Playhouse on Peaks Island. McCann perfonned In the 43rd annual
Peaks Island Variety Show on Aug. 11.

"Maine" Festival?
Funny that I haven't heard
any complaints this year, but
what the hell, last I knew it
was still a free country. So,
here are my thoughts about
the Maine Festival.
I'm glad the festival is
shunted off to Thomas Point
Beach this year, where it can't
do too much damage.
Remember Bowdoin College?
I was working at the festival
that year and watched half
the performers get parking
tickets. Remember Deering
Oaks Park? I was living
across the street that year and
watched the festival folks try
to tum a city park into a
cultural mecca. I also
watched every parking spot
.within six blocks of my
apartment become permanentlyoccupied.
I have to laugh when I
think of the eli te performers
(or is that performing
elitists?) strolling on the same
ground traditionallyoccupied by bluegrass bands and
enthusiasts, spittin' in the

Jeff Cohen is executive director of FAIR, the New York-based

letters

media WIltch group. Norman Solomon is author of a new book
about politicians' rhetoric, "The Puwer of Babble" (Dell) .
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sand and all.
Look Maine Arts, when
are you going to live up to
the truth and start calling
your event The "Maine"
Festival? Sure, the poets and
folk artists and a few of the
musicians actually live and
create in Maine, but we all
know the big draws and a lot
of the music groups don't.
Haitian world beat? A
Nashville singer/songwriter?
Rap from Boston? (Hey,
where's that outa-stater who
chased goats until they
fainted?) The big event, Chris
Williamson, is talented and
lovely and Californian. Why
are you ignoring Maine talent?
We're out there, you knowDarien Brahms, Anni Clark,
David Mallett, the Red Light
Revue, Bill Chinnock, the
PSO ... I could go on, but I
know you're not listening.
So Maine Arts, if actual
Maine artists won't fill your
coffers (and why not?), better
get those quotation marks
and stick them ... on next
year's festival program.

after completing her education.
'This is not why I went to
medical school and this is not
how I want to practice
medicine," she said. Will
many of our most needy
neighbors continue to find
quality medial care unavailable if George Bush is elected
to another four years? You
can count on it.

/L./~

Misogyny & sexism
In the church

Mary/ Karren
Portland

Quality medical
care unavailable
Recently I was talking
with a young committed
doctor who is part of a large
medical practice. She complained that poor people
were unable to be treated by
her because of the economic
demands of her practice and
the huge loans that remained

~?1&1:e(

Ph.D.

Portland

seen
than in Jesus' message of
charity and gentleness. This
is reflected in its hardened
attitude toward divorced and
separated Catholics and those
who feel the decision to
conceive and bear children is
a private and personal one.
I urge Catholics to remember that the opinion passed
down from the hierarchy is
not infallible, and that they
should vote their consciences,
just as Catholics have done
with contraception. Support
equal rights and vote to stop
the repeal of Portland's
human rights ordinance.

c~T./1~
Edward T. Moore
Portland

Too many people
In the world

I am expressing my
dismay at the Catholic
Church's call not to support
gay /Iesbian rights. Sexuality
is a personal thing and
nobody's business unless one
chooses to share it wi th
another. Responsible love is a
private matter that should
not affect one's civil rights.
Steeped in misogyny and
sexism, the Catholic Church
is more interested in authority and uncaring "tradition"

Facts for militant feminists, racial victimologists
and bizarre homosexualsideologues all.
1. During the inquiSition
women were seen by men to
have insatiable lust, the cause
of all social degradation,
hence witch burning. Nowfeminists attribute the lust to
men, find rapists around
every corner (fact, mean 6.3
per 100,000 white population)
and sexual harassers are
presumed everywhere.
2. Research shows women
unilaterally perpetuate as
much domestic violence as
men. Consider the mildmannered musician whose
wife struck him in the face
with his guitar. In the
emergency room, he was told

• By Tonee Harbert

that he looked worse than a
car accident victim. Like most
men, he didn't report it to the
police, get on the evening
news or become a case study
in a spousal-Violence seminar. He quietly got divorced.
And, sexual abuse of boys by
women is more prevalent
than that by men - fewer
complaints.
3. Yet, brain and hormonal
gender differences exist. Not
just a matter of socialization,
many more boys than girls
score extremely high in
mathematics, the base of hard
science. That part of the brain
concerned with speech may
be several times larger in
females. Victor Borge said his
grandfather did not speak to
his grandmother for two
weeks - he did not want to
interrupt her. Shakespeare,
Beethoven and Einstein had
mothers. PMS is not a myth.
4. Contrary to Alex
Haley's imaginative "Roots,"
historians agree that the vast
majority of slaves shipped
from Africa were enslaved by
fellow Africans and sold to
European traders who didn't
dare to leave their coastal
forts. African chiefs arid
merchants bitterly resisted
British efforts to stamp out
the slave trade.
5. Some homosexuals are
crazy. They seem to end up in
the news a lot. Opinion,
homosexuality may be a
blessing - too many people
in the world already.

fl'f h~, ~P.
John E. Harrigan, Ed.D.
Portland
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You'll be bluer than
blue when you hear this
crew Sept. 4-6.

• Dance, Portland! A Festival
. of Maine Dance brings
together four of Maine's top
dance companies - Portland
Ballet, Casco Bay Movers,
Ram Island Dance and Maine
State Ballet - tonight
through Aug. 29. See Dance,
page 23.
• You'll be bach for more
when you hear St. Alban's
Festival Orchestra, but you'll
have a long wait - till next
summer - unless you show
up tonight at 7:30 for their
final performance of "Early
Music on the Cape." They'll
play Bach's Brandenburg
Concerto #5 and Peasant
Cantata with soloists
Kathleen Fuller-Cutler,
soprano; Bruce Canterbury,
bass; and Delmar Small on
the harpSichord. St. Alban's
Church (885 Shore Road,
Cape Liz) is home to the
orchestra. Tix are $4 at the
door. Call 767-7375 for more.
• Sports/Comedy Night TBirds is putting on a show
tonight at 7:30 including
professionally touring
comedians, sports video
highlights presented by
WCSH-TV's sportscaster
Bruce Glasier, and a raffle
and auction of sports-related
items, services & memora_bilia. There's also a VIP
reception at 5:30 for anyone
who'd like to test his or her
skills at a sports trivia contest
hosted by WCSH's Bill
Green, or mingle with sports
& comedy celebs.
The evening's a benefit for
the Maine chapter of the
Arthritis Foundation, as
sports stars are often sidelined by arthritis. Admission
to the show is $20; VIPs pay
$50 to hit the reception. TBirds is located at 126 N.
Boyd St., Portland. Call 7730595 for details.

• Redefining the meaning of
bass: Cecil McBee, part-time
Maine coast summer resi-

dent, explores the possibilities of jazz bass at cafe no
tonight and tomorrow at 9
p.m. He'll be joined by
galvanic tenor & soprano
saxophonist George Garzone
of The Fringe, percussionist
Matt Wilson of the Either /
Orchestra & The Charlie
Kohlhase Quintet, and
planoman Bevan Manson.
The no graces 20 Danforth St.
with its coolth. Call 772-8114
forhep .

• All-ages education day:
Join the folks at Danforth
Gallery (34 Danforth St.)
today for a series of classes
from 10 a.m.-4:3O p.m.:
Creative Drama and Art with
Stephen Perazone, Jennifer
Holm and Salazar; a Marbling Workshop with Richard
Lee; and a Photography
Workshop with Stuart
Nudelman. Each class costs
$5 for members, $8 for nonmembers; all three are $12 or
$20. Bring a box lunch. Call
775-6245 or 775-6550 for
further details.
• Play the body electric Join
"Dancing with the Firebird,"
a funk-rock-reggae-AfricanNew Age dance party,
tonight from 9 p.m.-l a.m. at
Gotta Dance, Portland's
jammingest fount of spontaneous expression. Since the

party is chern-free, it's also a
great place for people in
recovery to play. Admission's
$4 at the door, $3 in ad vance
- including half-time
entertainment and refreshments. Call 772-6351 or 7618022 for more info.

• Country Sunday: Maine
Country Music Association
presents a variety show &
dance today from noon-5
p.m., featuring the Country
Lads, Fingers Three (a
colloquium of retired mill
workers), Jessi McKinnon,
Colleen Hoyt, Lorre Marie,
Nick McNichols & Friends,
and lots of other guests.
Bonus: Country Sunday takes
place at the Nicholodeon on
Route 121 in Mechanic Falls,
so you can take a drive in the
country on your way.
Admission is $4 for adults, $3
for members & seniors. Call
966-2771 or 799-8938 for
more information.

• Born on the bayou: Just
because the Democratic and
Republican national conventions have ended is no reason

chea thrill

Follow your star
It takes some sleuthing to figure out where Port Star Productions, Portland's most elusive video and theater production
company, is hanging out its star. Since the company's inception
in 1986, it's graced eight different locations with its evanescent
presence.
Currently the folks at PSP -led by founder Mark Mannette
- are rehearsing Anthony Shaffer's "Sleuth," directed by David
Severance and starring Mannette and Harlan Baker (whose
multifarious activities lend credence to the idea that politics and
the stage are virtually indecipherable avocations).
"Sleuth" is the story of a wealthy man in England who has
invited the lover of his wife over to his house for the evening
while his wife is out of town. He's invited him there to playa
pOSSibly deadly game.
The show runs Sept. 7-9 &. 14-16-Monday through Wednesday at 7 p.m. - at The Garage Sound and Art Gallery, 92 Oak
St., Portland. Tix are six bucks. Call 775-0514 to follow your star
to further clues.

to stop watching those crazy
politicians and their zany
antics. Of course, no matter
how colorful you think local
or national politicians, most
pale beside the politicos of
Louisiana, the state that
produced Huey Long and
David Duke, to name just
two. You can take a romp
through the high jinx and low
morals of the Bayou State,
courtesy of public TV's POV
(Television with a Point of
View), tonight at 10 on
WCCB Channel 10.

• Portland School of Art
opens its first show of the
season - straightforwardly
entitled "Student Exhibition"
- today. If you just can't
wait to feast your eyes on the
season's first art, go right
away. If you'd like to feast on
punch and cookies as well,
hit the opening tomorrow
from 5-7 p.m. Gallery hours
are Tuesday through Sunday,
11-4, Thursdays till 9 p.m.
Call 775-5152 for more.

• Behind the scenes at PMA:
Many wonder, few can say
for sure what goes on behind
, Portland Museum of Art's
elegant facade. But you can
learn about the making of
''The Elegant Auto" tonight
at 7, courtesy of PMA former
Director of Exhibitions
Duncan Smith. Smith's talk is
free with admission to the
show. For more information
call 775-6148.

• Fiy Spinach Fly: Like their
highly original name, this
band has its own original
ska-funk-reggae sound, as
well as their own "Young
Hunks" hom section. Hear
them at Granny Killam's
Industrial Drinkhouse (55
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The Casco Bay Weekly
Calendar: 10 days and more
ways to be Informed, get
Involved and stay IImused.

Market St.) tonight at 10:30.
Psychovskyopens. Call 7612787 for details.

Submissions for
Entertainment Weekly
sections must be received
In writing on the Thursday
prior to publication.
Send your Calendar and
Linings Information to
Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

• Separate but equal: In the
spirit of the grange hall
movement (which combined
farm biz with agrarian
fervor), People Renaissance,
Durham, N.H.-based arts
group, is doing very
interesting things
tonight at the Saco River
Grange Hall in Bar Mills.
They'll wed two artistic
traditions - AmerAfrican
jazz and Amerindian poetry
- in "God, Earth, Man, .
Woman."
Amerindian Candace ColeMcCrea, jazz poet-artistic
sociolOgist-video ethnographer, jazz trumpeter David
Ballou, acoustic bassist
Martin Ballou & drummer
Les Harris Jr. will perform
their work in a respectful yet
separate form that unites the
art without compromising
the integrity of either. Don't
you wish relationships were
this easy.
Witness this synergistic
marriage of spirit and form at
7:30 p.m. Tickets are $7, $5 for
seniors & students. Call 9296472 for peaceful details.

.If you're blue because
summer's ending, mark the
changing of seasons appropriately by hitting Thomas
Point Beach for the 15th
annual Bluegrass Festival,
Friday, Sept. 4-Sunday, Sept.
6. The Fogg Bros., Red Wing,
The Warrior River Boys and
Charlie Waller &. The Country Gentlemen are just a few
of the bands who'll twang &
croon the cooling nights
away. There will also be a
"showcase preview" Thursday from 5-9 p.m., open to all
bluegrass bands, one of
which will be chosen by the
audience to perform during
Saturday's scheduled
program. Tickets range from
$10-$50. For more information, call 725-6009.
-
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• Thursday. August 27th
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Four Maine
dance companies
present a festival
of dance

THE MARK POLlS HOOK
QUARTET, Featuring

I

Scott Reev.,., Trombonill

(

• Friday & Saturday
August 28th and 29th
THE CECIL McBEE
QUARTET featuring
SaxophoniSl
George Garzone
reeervatioaa welcome

clo-l ounda),. lilliabor day
c10eed monday.
20 d• ..rorlllOt. • 772-8114

Portland Baller Company
Ram Island Dance
Maine Srare Bailer
Casco Bay Movers

Dance Portland
FRI & SAT, AUGUST 28 & 29 AT 8PM SUN, AUGUST 30 AT 2PM

&1a~dActivities on

Saturday, August 29

12PM Forum Discussion - Free + 2PM Performance by Perennial EI!ects - $5

Tzeleets: $12, Ca// 774-0465 Portland Pnfonning Arts Cnttu, 25A Form All<, Portland

Sponsorlll by CIUeO BIIY

~ekJy .nd WGLZ

t ONLY 2·1 /2 MILES TO L.L. BEAN I
I

CQme to Freeport,

I

:fSE.
~~::;·rt :
I
of Maine
1
Maine's Famous
I Natural Ptuinomenon
I Giant sand CJun9s • NaITated
I Coach TQurs. Nature 7faiIs

NOW PAYING

to

$

00
for

CASH

I

• Sand Mist .17s3 Bam
L
I • World's ~;gest S(lt1d Painting I
ruot, OU;,;) <JlCl other
tH1es cr.oIclbe on tape &CD at

in the Old Port • 774-6010

I

• Gift $hop ~:Storp
Off u.S. Route 1 and 95
• Desert Rd .• Dept-. CB.

i

1

Tel. (2Q7) 865-6962
WITH THIS AD. $.1 OfF

YARMOUTH MARKElPlACE

U'*T ONE COUPON PER PERSON

Q'/y 15 rOO. Iran Porb1d

'lUmoIAh. ME C2Cm 846-C711
CIpa17 days a week. 1010 10

ADULT ADMISSION

I

J

ALSO . CAMPING AVAILABLE

Ordinary
People

LOBSfER! IDlNfER!
Bowl of creamy
lobster stew
by afresh
lobster TOU!

Op8!1 M}JY 8th
t~,Octob8f 12th

CDs. TAPES. VIDEOS

~........~For

accompani£d

FreeP9li 04032

Used CD's
Right on the coner
ot Lower EuhaDge Street

I
I
I
I
I

I,

"Doesn't
hurt to
eall!~~
Center For
Performance
Studies
774-2776
Beginning
Week of Sepember 26

---------- ---------------------August 27, 1992
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Contillutd from lO-dsly CALENDAR

Live Entertainment on
the Patio all summer long

AMIGOS.
.

...

..

MEXICAN FOOD SINCE .972

9 DANA ST.
OLD PORT,
PORUAND
772-0772

_ LUNCH Tues-Frt 11 :30-2.:00 - DINNER T-Th 5-9, Frt-Sat 5-10 _ LOUNGE Tues-Frt 11 :30am-doslng. Sat-Moo 4pm-doslng -

-FULL

Entertainment

COLOR-

SILVER
SCREEN
A League of Their OWn
In 1943, allthebaseban-playing men wem
at war overseas and women were given
their chance to play prolessional ball.
Penny Marshall diractsthiscomedyabout
the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League. Starring Goona Davis, Lori
Petty: Tom Hanks and Madonna.

Honey, l Blew Up the Kid
Wayne Szalinksi (Rick Moranis), the same
scatterbrained inventor who shrank his
kids, now finds his problems magnified
when he accidentally zaps his son Adam
Vllith an enlarging ray. Not surprisingly, the
towe~ng toddler, who grows to 1 t 2 feet,
wmaks havoc on his family's unsuspecting
community. Also starring Marcia
Strassman.

Honeymoon In Vega.
Sarah Jessica Parl<er plays a New Yorl<
schoolteacher who heads to Vegas with
the intention of getting married. things get
dicey when her fiance (Nicolas Cage) treats
her ike a chippy and loses her in a highstakes pokergame. Also stars JamesCaan.
House.ltter
Goldie Hawn plays a con artist who has a
one-night stand w~h an architect (Steve
Martin), moves Into the man's home and
pmtends to be his w~e wh~e trying to win
his heart.

HowardaEnd '
In this adaptation of E.M. Forster's novol,
the clash between different segments of
early 20th-century British society is reflected in the mlations between the bohemian Schlegel sisters and the conventional
Wilcox family. Starring Vanessa Redgrave,
IVlthony Hopkins, Emma Thompson and
Helena Bonham-Carter.

~"'"
In Stev.en Soderbergh's follow-up to 'sex,
lies and videotape,' Jeremy Irons plays a
man living in Prague in 1919, who works a
tepious job by day and writes at night. His
name is Kafka, but the story is fiction, not
biography. Kafkagets involved in the search
for a fellow worker who has disappeared.
When the person tums up dead, Kafka finds
himself under investigation for murder.

...t ....1Weapon III

Bring your color
photos & slides
to Generated
Image in,the Old
Port and we will
make a
personalized
T-Shir:t of your
vacation, pet,
child &
TIMES!
WE MAIL
ANYWHERE!

Ta" 16.95
Short
slaava 21.95
Long

slaeva 25.95

Yet another encore for the hard-core.
Murtaugh has plans to retire but can't help
being sucked into one last free-far-a. case
- this time involving stolen firearms from
the poIicedepartment-Vllith partner Riggs.
Stars Danny Glover and Mel Gibson.
Uttle Nemo
IVl animated feature folloVlling the adventures of a 12-year-old boy, besed on the
Buffy the Vampire Slayer
comic strip 'Utle Nerno In Slumbe~and"
Buffy, a Calffomia high school cheMeader
by aninatian pioneer Zenic McCay. With
(played by Kristy Swanson), discovers
the voices of Mickey Rooney and Rene
that she is the latest in a long line of
Auberjonois.
women destined to slay vampires. It's a Mlndwalk
good thing too, lor a team of vampires,
A failed presidential candidate, an Ameriplayed byRutger Hauerand PaulReubens
can expatriate poet and a disillusioned
(a.k.a Pee-_Hennan),decideto pull up
physlc~ meet at a medieval abbey in
stakes in Romania and move to the San
France. Whatlollowsisa Iwo-hourconverFernando Valley. Also starring Luke peny
sation about the world and Hs problems,
and Donald Suthertand.
covering such weighty topics as the vanChrt.topher CoIumbu.: The DI_very
ishing rainforest, Descartes' theories,
Five hundred Iater,thestOl)'of Columbus's
quantam mechanics and the ozone \ayer.
Uv Ullmann, Sam Waterston and John
mostfamous voyage lives on, Vllith George
Comlface in the title role. Also stars Tom
Heard star.
Selleck, Rachel Ward, Marton Brando, Pet8ematary2
The Nina, The Pinta and The SanfaMaria.
lhey're funy, they're peeved, they're dead
Despite a screenplay by Mario Puzo and
and they're buried in Ludlow, Maine John Briey,thismove isadog-lacklustre
your own backyard.
acting, clumsy dialogue and a storyline Plnoc:chlo
_'va al heard before.
Disney's aninated classic about a wooden
puppet who must prove himself worthy of
being a real boy.

GENERATED IMAGE
Monday· Friday 8-6' Saturday 10 - 4

Corner of Market &Middle Sis. • Portland·

118ll11ngC8ln
John Lithgow stars as a psycho psychok>g~ who becomes obsessed with raising
his chid. As his obsession grows he takes
a couple of years off to raise his daughter
and begins to monitor her every move.
• Analy, seeking total control, he kidnaps

774-4455

his child and frames his wife's Innocent exlover for the crime. Also starring Lolita
Davidovich and Steven Bauer. Directed by
Brian De Palma, responsible for "Carrie,"
"The Untouchables" and most recently,
the Infamous "Bonfir. of the Vanities."

118pld Fire
Brandon Lee, Bruce's son, stretches hin-

Death 8ec_ Her
Two narcissistic, age-obsessed women
-an actress (Meryl Streep)and an author
of beauty books (Goldie Hawn) - vie for
the love of a plastic surgeon (Bruce Willis).
Both are Vlliling to go to any lengths to
defy the aging process, including swalIoVlling a potion they believe Vllil grant
them eternal youth - INi1h dire consequences. Diracted and produced by Robert Zemeckis and Steve Starl<ey,theteam
msponsible for"Who Framed Roger Rabbit" and the..!lBack to the Future" trilogy.

sen es an actor by playing a martial arts
expert who helps a veteran Chicago cop
bleak up a heroin cartel.

DJe

to scheduling changes after

caw goes to press, fOOvie goers •
am advised fa confirm times
with theatres.

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S . Portland

774-1022
Dates effective Aug 28-Sept 3
Hon~. I Blew Up the Kid (PO)

12:40,3:05,5:10
Buffy the Vampire Slayer

(PO-13)·

2:40,5,7,9:30
Death Becomes Her (PO·'3)
1,3:15,5:30,7:40,9:50
Stay Tuned (PO)

5:10,7:20,9:20
Plnocchlo (0)

12:30,2:45
Lmle Memo (0)

12:15
Unlawful Entry (R)

7:15,9:35
Honeymoon In Vegas (R)

12:15,2:30,5:05,7:10,9:15
Enchanted April (PO)
12:20,2:40,5:15, 7:30,9:40
Pet Sematary 2 (R)
12:45,3,5:20, 7:25, 9:45

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 CIar1I's Rd., S. Portland

879-1511
Dales effective Aug 28-Sept 3
SIster Act (PO)

1 :20, 3:50, 7:10, 9:20
A League of Their OWn (PO)
6:50,9:40
Unforglv8n (R)

12:40,3:20,6:40,9:30
Ralslng ,Caln (R)

7:40,10
Thr. . Ninja KIds (PO)
1:40, 4:10
Single White Female (R)

1:10, 3:40,7:20,9:50
Rapid Fire (R)

1:30,4,7:30.9:55
Christopher Columbus:
The Discovery (PO-13)

1,3:30,7,9:45
Twin Peaks:
Fire Walk with Me (R)

12:30,3:10.6:30,9:10
Freddie . . F.R.O.7 (PO)

12:50,2:50,5

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600

Matinees Sat & Sun

Mlndwalk (PO)
Aug 26-30
Wed-Fri 7, 9; Sat-Sun I, 7

Kafka (PQ-13)
Aug 29-Sept 1
Sat-Sun 3, 9; Mon-Tues 7, 9

Until the End 01 the World (R)
Sept 2-3
Wed-Thurs 6, 9

Nickelodeon
TeJTllIe and Middle streets,
Portland

772-9751
Dales effective Aug 28-Sept 3
Lethal Weapon III (R)

Ench.ntMl April
Four very different British women rent a
castle near Portofino, Italy, to escape
their troubled lives and "sit in the shade
and mmember better times and better
men." The beauty of Italy rejuvenates the
women and helps them rediscover their
romantic and idealistic selves. Stars
Single White Female
Miranda Richardson and Joan PIowright.
Allison Jones' (Bridget Fonda) search for a
Far.ndA_y
roommate ends when the seemingly deA tum-of-the century Irish laborer enmure Hedra Cartson (JeMifer Jason Leigh)
dures hardship In Eire, then in an unlikefy
arrives at her doorstep. But this perfect
tum of events, ftees Ireland INi1h the _Isetup turns into roommate heD when Hedra
to-do deughter of the rich landlord who
also moves into the mosl personal aspects
oppressed his family and falls in love with
of Allison's life, imitating the way she
her in America. StarTing Tom Cruise and
dresses, walks and talks, winning over her
Nicole Kidman .
friends and attempting to seduce her boyFreddy •• F.R.O.7
friend. The two characters are wei develIVl animated feature about a French prince
oped up to a point, then SWF deteriorates
who's IJansformed into a Irog by an evil
Into the usual bIoo<bath.
aunt. Instead of getting bogged down by SI.terAct
hlstroubies, he leaps Into action, trying to
AlJashy lounge singer(Whoopi Goldberg)
rid the wortd of evil and becoming agent
goes Into hiding In a convent after witF.R.O.7, the toast of the French seaet
nessing a crime. She takes over the choir

service.

WHERE'S
WHAT

and transrrutes them into superb jazz
singerS, thereby attracting the attention
of the thugs Involved in the murder.

12:50. 3:40,6:50,9:30
Basic Instinct (R)

12:40,3:30,7,9:45
Howards End (PO)

12:30,3:15,6:30,9:20
Universal Soldier (R)

1 :10,4,7:10,9:40
Far and Away (PO)

1,3:50, 6:40, 9:25
Housesltter (PO)

1 :20, 4:20, 7:20, 9:50

Pride's Corner Drive-In
651 Bridgton Road, Westbrook
797-3154
Dates effective Aug 2B-Sept 3

Batman Returns (PO-13)

8:05
Lethal Weapon III (R)

10:10
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Stay Tuned
A suburban couple want to put some
excitement back into their marriage, and
lacking even a modicum of imagination,
they choose to do this by installing, on a
trial basis, a mega-channel satellite dish.
Once connected, they are pulled Into an
altemate television dimension called
Hellvision. Appropriately starring John
Ritter and Pam Dawber.
Three NlnJ. Kids
An FBI agent is ordered to track down an
ev~ martial arts master. In retaliation, the
master plots to kidnap the agent's three
sons. Little does he know that the boys,
ages 6-t2, have been instructed In the art
of ninjHsu by their grandfather and are
more than a match for any bad guy.

TwIn Peaks: Fire Walk with Me
David Lynch directs this prequel to the TV
show, which focuses on the seven days
preceding Laura Pa\mer's mysterious and
untimely death. Stars Kyle Maclachlan,
Sheryl Lee, Hany Dean Stanton, David
BoVllie and Chris Isaak.

"Some say
life is the thing,
but I prefer reading."

Unforglven
Clint Eastwood plays an aging glJ'lSlinger
who leaves his secure, but sloppy,lile as
a pig farmarto pursue the $t ,000 bounty
placed on the heads of two men who
attacked and disfigured a young prostitute in Big Whiskey, Wyoming of 1880. He
and his ex-pardner(Morgan Freeman) are
joined by a young, would-be bad guy who
wants to shoot everything in sight but is
practically blind. wnh its unhurried pacing and thoughtful examination of violence, "Unforgiven" paints a down-toearth picture of how the West was "won"
by a bunch of inept losers. Also stars
Gene Hackman and Richard Harris.

Unlve .... 1Soldier
A mporterdiscovers a seemt government
experiment to cmatethe ultimate fighting
machines, genetically engineemd soldiers
made from dead GI s. But a flaw in the
programming of the six prototypes enables them to break free from their masters. In the.ensuing battle, one (played by
Jean-Claude Van Damme) struggles to
mgain his lost humanity, subdue his rampaging companions and protect the reporter. Also starring Dolph Lundgren.

Unlawful Entry
After a young couple's home is vandalized, the police officer assigned to their
case begins to terrorize them . Stars Kurt
Russell , Madeleine Stowe and Ray Liotta,
who does a nasty tum as the cop. This
movie is excessively violent and has little
mdeeming social value.

Until the End of the World
Wim Wenders' sci-fi spy thriller follows
the adventures of a woman Vllith either a
penchant for adventum or a death wish.
Driving across Europe she meets some
bank robbers and agrees to transport
their stolen money to Paris in mtum for a
third of the take. Still in a social mood, she
then mscues an atlractive fugitive escaping from a bounty hunter. When he steals
her money, she decides to pursue him.
Meanwhile she Is being chased by her
longtime lover. All their paths lead to an
inventor, also on the lam. Stars William
Hurt,Jeanne Moreau and Max von Sydow.
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STAGE
Comedian. Tim Fe"elt, Joanne Cheule
& Kevin Shone
This demented trio, who take audience
ideas and transfonn them into two hours
of comic mayhem, Vllill give their last performance Thursday, Aug. 27 at 8 pm, at
the Cave, 29 FomstAve. Admission is $3.
879-0070.

Country Sunday
Maine Country Music Association presents a variety show and dance, featuring
Country Lads, Fingers Three and more
Aug3O-Sun,12-5pm-atNicholodeon,
Route 121 , Mechanics Falls. Tix: $4, $3
seniors, $1 kns. 966-2771 .

Dance Portfand: A F..tlval of Maine
Dance
Portland Bal1e1 Company, Maine State
Ballet, Ram Island Dance and Casco Bay
Movers perfonn new worl<s and mvlvals
Aug 26-30 - Fri-Sat, 8 pm; Sun, 2 pmat Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A
FomstAve, Portland. Tix: $t2. 774-0465.

"Jacques Brei I. Alive and Wen and
Living In Pari."
VlIltage RepertOl)' Company presents a
musical review of the works of Jacques
BmI, Belgian singer/songwriter, through
Sept 4 - FrI, 8 pm - at Jordan Hall,
Temple Avenue, Ocean Pari<, Old Orchard Beach. Tix: $7, $9. For more info
cal 826-4654.

Macbeth"
The Theater at Monmouth presents William Shakespeam's tragedy - Aug 6, 12,
15, 18 & 28 at 8 pm - at Cumston Hall,
Main Street, Monmouth. Tix: $111, $14
seniors, $10 students. 933-9999.

Continued on page 22

- Ruth Rendell
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Rames Cafe
Bookstore
555 Congress St., Portland
207-3930
Mon-Fri 9:30-5, Wed-Thurs 9:30-8, Sat
9:30-5, Sun 12-5

•

Visit the Independent
Booksellers
know and love

Books Etc.
38 Exchange St., Portland
207-77 4-0626
Mon-Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5

Southern Maine's Literary Mecca.
Extensive collection of: Fiction classic & contemporary, poetry, art &
architecture, psychology & sell-help,
philosophy & religion, mythology &
folklore, Native American, nature,
history & politics, business, cooking,
nautical, travel & maps, children's
books, etc. We special order any
book in print. Gilt wrap and shipping
world wide. Corporate inquiries
welcome.

•

Recycle your gently-read paperbacks
at Annie's. We have thousands 01 preread paperbacks from current
bestsellers to the classics for readers
01 all ages.

:.!·I I!III.:·IIIIII::I:II!!i:

Carlson Turner
IlaAl1iBI II1I.,ji Books
Center for New
Age Sbldies
Atraditional antiquarian shop:
thousands of reasonably priced 19th
Bookstore
& early 20th century classics,
241 Congress St., Portland
207-773-4200
Open every day 10-5, Sun 12-5
We buy books too!

Thompson's Pt. Bldg. 1A , Portland
207-775-7135
Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 10-4
Credit Cards Accepted

Our bookstore offers a large variety 01
metaphYSical and sell-empowering
literature; magical crystals, crystal
jewelry, flower essences, essential
oils, runes, angel chimes, rain sticks,
inspirational new age cards, tapes,
incense, pottery and Native American
crafts. We also offer aNetworking
Center available to all.

Books

II.Blmmil·'·:;f··;::I;:·:.:

Annie's Book Stop 11Ie Book Review
295 Forest Ave., Portland
207-761-4474
Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5

second-hand books in alilieids from
horticulture to the Civil War,
paperbacks in our bargain basement
at the lowest prices in town.
Knowledgeable staff- great selection
- since 1974. JUST PURCHASED: A
nice lot 01 prints including 4CRIES
OF LONDON, ASUITE OF
HOGARTH'S HARLOTS PROGRESS,
JOHN TAYLOR ARMS ETCHING with
signed letter and the catalog 01
Roland Clark's etchings with original
signed print. All prints 20% oH.

40A Lafayette St., Rt 88
Yarmouth, ME 04096
207-846-6306
M-Th &Sat 9-6; Fri 9-8; Sun 12-5

·luEIIDm:l l.:.: :!,:it.,· :1!.:;
Gulf of Maine

books.
:::;BifJ;·im~B!I·!··:···I·::·::!;·

Harbour Books
A lovely setting, avery complete
selection and specialties in marine,
children's and fiction books. Special
orders. Water side restauranl next
door. NY Times hardcover bestsellers
- always 20% Oil!

they're the ones who

Classic and contemporary literature.
Small, University and Alternative
press titles. Hard to find periodicals.
Discounts lor reading groups and
frequent buyers. Special orders and
shipping with asmile.

::filg::!igR.m~!'I.:·!:i·.:'I:i".il~:!.
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Falmouth Shopping Center
Between Shaw's and Rich's
US Rt One, Falmouth
207-781-4808
Open 7 Days, including every weekday
evening, Mon-Fri 9-8, Sat 9-5,
Sun Noon-5

Afamily-run (would you believe
brother and sister?!) shop, in a
convenient location, with a unique
mix of mainstream and independent
publishers. There's a nice lealher
armchair lor you to peruse our books
and acouple of small ones lor the
youngsters in our large children's
department. Also magazines you
won't lind in the supermarket and a
large selection 01 greeting cards from
recycled paper. Fast special orders at
no additional charge.
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61 Main St., Brunswick 04011
207-729-5083
Mon-Sat 9:30-5

Since 1979, Maine's independent
altemative. Specialties include
literary remainders, women's titles,
regional and small press titles, green
and bioregional, Native American
poetry and children's titles, mixed
with hot sauce, magazines and cards.

lRB~I_lml.

Standish Marine
Books &Prints
The Shipyard
Kennebunkport, ME 04096
207-967-8616
Summer Hours: 10-9, 7 days/week

We offer acomprehensive selection
of maritime titles including practical
subjects Irom boatbuilding to
waterway guides, as well as regional
and nautical fiction. We also carry
marine related prints in a broad price
range.

: llli!~··,.:::".·!':I;·:I!::.· ·'.i:I·:III~II,··':I··

11Ie Store at Maine 11Ie Book Rack
Audubon SOClehr
•

I)

118 Old Rt One, Falmouth
Mon-Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5

Maine's natural history book store
stocking field guides, Ld. guides,
children's books &toys, binoculars,
bird feeders and gilts. Come visit the
boOKstore at our lovely wildlife
sanctuary. We have the books to help
you enjoy and understand nature.

Shop 'N' Save Plaza
Main St., Saco
283-2711
Mon-Fri 9:30-8, Saturday 9:30-6

We sell &trade used paperback
books and also offer alull line of
teaching aids and supplies as'well as
comic books, greeting cards and
sports cards.
We sell new paperback best sellers at
reasonable prices. Hard cover best
seller rentals.at $2.00/Week.

22 useo &y vw.ekly

General Practice of Law including:
• drug! criminal defense. personal injury
• personal and small business bankruptcy and reorganization
VJSA & Me
ACCErn:D

Evening & weekend
appointments available

50 EXCHANGE STREET PORTLAND MAINE 775-0028

Ph iliph ose
Chiropractic Clinic
If you think chiropractors just treat backaches.
disc pains, sciatic problems or whiplash", you
don't know modem chiropractic,

lml'J
'
~tmuedfrom~ge21
SUNDAY 8.30
STAGE TUESDAY 9.1
_
!
I'

WEDNESDAY 9.2

---------------- ~~ I

This Coupon Worth $25,00 When Presented By
New Patients For Services Rendered on Initial Visit,

I
I

Offer Expires September 30, 199.2,

Phlllphose Chiropractic Clinic
778 Main Street South Portland 828-1490

._---------------

$25 ·

Today'. chiropractor
does much more than

Just let bac:ka to work,

778 Main Street, South Portland828-1490

n.:

UPCOMING

n.:

151 Middle Street
Portland

is FREE.

772-0704
Fax 774-1908
Mon-Fri 7-8, Sat. 10- 5

n.:

n.:

n.:

CLUBS

SUNDAY 8.30

THURSDAY 8.27

AUDITIONS

NOW THRU AUG. 31st!

MONDAY 8.31

d¥

SAVE
UP TO

$1200

K~!~~TY~~A~!!
Gently Worn Items for Children

Always Buying, All Seasons' Infant - Size 10
Drop Off or Call for

an Appointment

Mall Plaza· S. Portland (by Ames and Bookland) • Mon.-Sat. 9:30am - 8 :30pm

772-7333 or 1-800-564-7333
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SATURDAY 8.29

Dr. Alexander Phlllphose, RN, DC

phaGraphics Country
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Entertainment FRIDAY 8.28

STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESQ.
Attorney at Law

No Charge for
initial consultation

A Cool Sh.de of Blues (blues) The Living
Tree Cultun! Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874-0022.
Active Culture (rock) Moose Nley, 46
The Oakhu ..t Boya
Marl<et St, Portland. 774-5246.
(bluegrass) 12 pm, Monument Square,
NoRe.t N.lghborw(rock)OId PortTavem,
~
Portland. Free. 772-&28.
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
SavOj/ Truffle (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.
The Raz. (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Country Music 8pectacular
(country) 1-5 pm, The Roost, Chicopee Jenny Wood"",n (rock) T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd St, Portland, 773-8040.
Road. nx: $7, $3.50 children. 854-5520.
Curt _ H e (acoustic) Topperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 7756161.
B.B. J.m (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub
at Port Biniards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
"M.lody Hour Murd. ."
775-1944,
Dougl •• M.Jor
at The Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre,
(classical organ) 7:30 pm, Portland City
Baker's Table Banquet Room, 434 Fore
HaH Auditorium, 389 Congress St, PortSt, Port1and. Shows fN9ry Saturday at 8.
land. Donation. 874-8683.
For Inlo and reservations call 693-3063 or
Suzanne
a the Guys with TIe.
1- 800-834-3063. i ,
(a cappella) 12 pm, Congress Square,
"A Mldaummer NIght's Drum"
Bill C.meron (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769
Portland. Free. 77~148.
The Theater at Monmouth presents William
Congress St., Portland. 773-9873.
Shakespeare'scomedy-Aug7,11,20,28
The Cecil McBee Qu.rt.t with G_rge
& 29 at 8 pm; Aug 8 &30 at 2 pm - at
Galzone (jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St,
Cumston Hall, Main Street, Monmouth. Til(:
Portland. 772-8114.
$16, $14 seniors, $10 students. 933-9999.
Th. UpaeH..... (R&B) Casco Bay Lines
MNun. ." . .Only Motion.
Summer Music Series, Casco Bay Lines
Ogunquit Playhouse presents Pat Carroll
FerIY Terminal, comer of Con-mercial &
(rhythm & groow) 12 pm, Canal Plaza,
in Don Goggin's award-winning musical
Frank~n streets. 774-7871.
Portland. Free. 772-e828.
comedy Aug 24-Sept 5 - Mon-T ues, FriUnited stat. . AlrForeeAcademy Bra.. Be.lathe Hell out of Me and O,..,m. of
Sat, 8:30 pm; Wed-Thurs, 2:30 pm and
Quintet
Oblivion (grunge rock opera) Geno's, 13
8:30 pm - on State Road, Ogunqu~.
Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 .
(pop/classical) 8 pm, The Center for the
$19. 646-2402.
Arts at the Chocolate Church, 804 Wash- H. .ven. to Mergatrold (altemative rock)
Perennl.1 Effect.
ington St, Bath. Free, but reservations
Granny Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse, 55
As part of "Dance Portland: A Festival of
recommended . 442-8627 .
Marl<et St, Portland. 761-2787.
Maine Dance" this intergenerational dance
Rockln' Vibration ••nd Too Much Truth
collective performs Aug 29 - Sat, 2 pm (reggaelpop)TheLivingTreeCultureClub,
at Portland Performing Ms Center, 25A
45 Danforth St, Portland. 874-0022.
Forest Ave, Portland. Til(: $5. 774-0465.
Bicycle Thieves (rock) Moose Alley, 46
"PlaybOj/ of the Weatem World"
Marl<et St, Portland. 774-5246.
The Theater at Monmouth presents this Bluegras. Festival
No Real Neighbors (rock)Old PortTavem,
romantic comedy set in Ireland -Aug 29
913192-916192 (bluegrass) Thurs, &-9 pm;
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
at2 pm - at Cumston Hall, Main Street,
Fri, 12-9 pm; Sat-Sun, 9 am-9 pm, Tho- Bonehe.d. (rock) Raoul's Roadside AtMonmouth.
$16, $14 seniors, $10
mas Point Beach, Brunswick.
3-day:
traction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773students. 933-9999.
$50; Thurs: $10; Fri: $16; Sat $22; Sun :
6886.
"Selnt Jo.n"
$22. 725-6009.
The Raze (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
The Theater at Monmouth presents P_pl. Ren.lnanc.
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
George Bernard Shaw's play - Aug 27 at
9/4192 Oanlpoetry) 7:30 pm, Saco River
Jenny
Wood"",n (rock) T- Birds, 126 N.
Grange Hall, Salmon Falls, Bar Mills. n.:
8 pm - at Cumston Hal, Main Street,
Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
Monmouth_ Tix: $16, $14 seniors, $10
$7, $5 studenls and seniors.
Shadow PI.y (pop/rock) Tipperary Pub,
B-!52'• • nd Violent Femme.
students. 933-9999.
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775"SId. By SIde By Sondhelm"
9/16192 (rock) 7:30 pm, Cumbet1and
6161 .
The 42nd Street Theater presents a musi- ' County Civic Center, 1 Civic Center
calrevueoltheworkolStephenSondheim
Square, Portland. nx: $22.50, $19.50. B.B. J.m (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub
at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland .
Aug 20-30 - Thurs-Fri, 8 pm; Sat, 5 &
775-3458.
775-1944.
8:30 pm; Sun, 7 pm - at The Theatre
Project, 14 School St, Brunswick.
Fifth Annlv...... ry Show with lD D,J,.
$12, $1 0 seniors and studenls. 833-5952.
(all types of music) Zootz, 31 Forest Ave ,
Portland. 773~1 87 .
"Sleuth"
Port· Star Productions presents Anthony
Shaffer's play Sept 7-9 & 14- 16 - MonWed , 7 pm - at the Garage Sound and
Art Gallery, 92 Oak St, Portland. Ti.: $6.
775-0514.
Big ChlefatheContinentala(R&B)Casco
Storytelling Night
Bay Lines Sumner Music Series, Casco
Tony Montanaro hosts a night 01 drama
Bay Lines FenyTem1inal, comer of Comand humor Aug 28 - Fri, 8 pm - at
mercial & Franklin streets. 774-7871 .
Celebration Bam Theater, Stock Farm
O.J, Landry .nd Widow'. Web (acoustic)
$6, $3.50 forchiklren .
Road, S. Paris.
Geno's, 13BrownSt, Portland. 772-7891 .
743-8452.
O.J. Tlah (top 40/reggae) The Living Tree
V.udeville V.riety Show
Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland.
Celebration Bam Theater presents Randy
874-0022.
Judkins in a one-man show Aug 29 - Sat, The Mark PolI.hook Band Oazz) cafe no ,
Th. O.lton OIIng (rock) Old Port Tavern,
7 pm & 9 pm - at Stock Farm Road, S.
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Paris. Tix: $6, $3.50 for children. 743-3452. Steve Geriach a Company (acoustic)
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Geno's, 13BrownSt,Portland.772-7891 . Pete GIe.aon (acoustic) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland . 767-4627 .
SWift Ic. Cubes (altemative contemporary) Granny Killam's Industrial He.dllner Comedy Night with Rich
Celslar (comedy) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd
Drinkhouse, 55 Marl<et St, Portland. 761 St, Port1and. 773-8040.
2787.
Downe. .t G.y Men'. Choru.
Ken Grimaley .nd Solstice (acoustic)
Ch.vln
.nd
In.nn.
(Andean
music/Afriholds aud~ions Sept 12 from 2-5 and
Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773can drumming) The Living Tree Culture
Sept 13 from 4-6 at First Parish Unitarian
0093.
Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874-0022.
Universalist Society, 425 Congress St,
Actlv. Culture (rock) Moose Nley, 46 TBA The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port BilPortland. For more info call 839-4506.
liards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland . 775-1944.
Marl<et St, Portland. 774-5246.
The Schoolhou. . Art. Cent.r
No
Real
Nelghborw
(rock)
Old
Port
Tavern,
is looking for one female and two males
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
between the ages of 25-45 to appear in
"Hide and Seek," a chiiing ghost story. Funky Blue.te.. (funk blues) RaoUl 's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Foresl Ave,
Production is set for October. Audition
Portland. 773-6886.
Sept 2-3 from 7-8:30 pm at the center,
Th. O.lton OIIng (rock) Old Port Tavem,
Route 114, Sebago Lake. For more Inlo Deej.y Rocket Ru.ty (karnoke) Spring
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland.
cal 642-3743.
Open
Mlc with R.ndy Mortlblto (b.y.o.)
787-4627.
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Comedy Bene1lt for Arthrltl. FoundaAve, Portland . 773-6886.
tion (comedy) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd 51.
Open
Mlc with Ken Grim.ley (acoustic)
Portland. 773-8040,
Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773Deej.y Greg Pow... (karaoke) Tipperary
0093.
Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland.
775-6161 .
The Ske...ton Crew (Oead cover group)
The Wrong Brothers' Pub at PortBiAiards,
Open Mlc with Bill C.meron (b.y.o.
39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944.
acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port B~liards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
775-1944.

CON

CERTS

FRIDAY 8.28

Bill C.meron (acoustic)Bramhali Pub, 769
Congress St, Portland. 773-9873.
Th. Cecil McBee Qu.rtet with George
G.l2One gazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St,
Portland. 772~114 .
Red Light Revu. (R&B) Casco Bay Lines
Summer Music Series, Casco Bay Lines
FerIY Taminal, comer of Commercial &
St. Alban' ......lval Orchestra
Franklin streets. 774-7871.
(classicaO 7:30 pm, St. Nban's Church, Hard TIme .nd Greg J.ckson Bum.
885 Shore Road, Cape Elizabeth . Bach's
(original rockIacoustic)Geno 's, 13 Brown
BrandenblJ"g Concerto .5 and Peasant
St,PcfUand. 772-7891 .
Cantata. Tix: $4. 767-7375.
Thumper and ~ Ore.... (skat
Tom Plrouo/I
altematiw rock) Granny Kilam's IndusJfolklrock) 12 pm, Tommy's Pari<, Porttrial Drinkhouse, 55 Marl<et St, Portland.
land. Free. 772-6828.
761-2787.

THURSDAY 8.27

TUESDAY 9.1

TBA (jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Open Mlc with Nell Collins (b.y.o. electric) Granny Killam's In<;lustrial Drinkhouse,
55 Marl<et St, Portland. 761-2787 .
Jenny Wood"",n (rock) Moose Alley , 48
Marl<et St, Portland. 774-5246.
Bicycle Thl._ (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St Portland. 774-0444.
T.J M.hal (blues) Raoul's Roadside Attrection, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.
Open Mlc Night with Petar Gle. .on
(acoustic) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett
St S. Portland. 787-4627 .
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below)

e.plore the connectlon$ betw..n peopl•• nd the n.tunl wortd In the pr.ml.... of "Cr.n."
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First annual festival melds Maine's best dance artistry
In a warm, familial spirit of collaboration, four of
Maine's premiere dance companies - Portland Ballet
Company, Ram Island Dance, Casco Bay Movers and
Maine State Ballet - will join the weekend of Aug,
28-30 at Portland Performing Arts Center to present
Dance Portland, the first annual Festival of Maine
Dance, produced by Phyllis O'Neill,
'1t's serious and fun and acts as a mirror for what's
happening in our times,"
said Artistic Director
Millicent Monks, who
wants to make the public
aware of Greater
Portland's dance resources, Featured in the
show are two world
premieres commissioned
by Monks,
The Portland Ballet
Company performs "The
Silver Seal," a ballet
based on Monks' libretto
and choreographed by
Lisa de Ribere. Inspired
by the ocean view at Ram
Island Farm, the piece is
set on an island in Maine,
It opens with a
lobsterman fishing the
sea and struggling with
feelings about the
direction his life is taking,
He discovers a Selkie, a
woman who lives in the
sea as a seal, and they
dance their touching and
impossible love to John
Williams' score, ''The
Jane Eyre Suite," Erotic
and understated, 'The
Silver Seal" trenchantly conveys the pain of a doomed
love,
Ram Island Dance offers "Grass," a multimedia
collaboration by choreographer Daniel McCusker and
visual artist Katarina Weslien, which focuses on the
resonance of small moments in nature resounding in
memory,
Having "Grass" commissioned by Monks "allowed
me to just think about the dance," said McCusker. He
used a poem by Mary Oliver to generate movements
magnified by lighting and enhanced. by Weslien's
slides of images from nature, and a soundtrack of Eric

Satie's music and environmental sounds, The dance
captures the feeling of summer and explores "moments
people normally don't pay attention to," McCusker
explained,
Three members of Casco Bay Movers, a Portlandbased jazz dance company, have choreographed a new
piece titled "Freewheelin'" specially for this event, Set
to music by Stanley Turrentine, "it's a lyrical piece in

dance

the style of cool jazz,"
explained Artistic
Director Sheila
Bellefleur, and
celebrates the joyous spirit of dance,
"Britten," a ballet in the neoclassical style, will be
performed by The Maine State Ballet, Choreographed
by Artistic Director Linda MacArthur Miele and set to
Benjamin Britten's "Simple Symphony/ the piece
expresses the synergy of music and dance when they
become one,

All four companies will appear at each of the
festival's three performances, Friday and Saturday at 8
p.rn. and Sunday at 2 p,m,
At noon on Saturday, Dance Portland holds a free
open forum discussion on "Developing Dance in
Maine," followed by a performance at 2 p,m. by
Perennial Effects, a collective of dancers whose ages
range from 7 to 77, Director Betsy Dunphy stressed the
group's belief that "you can
dance no matter how old
you are or how much
training you have," Perennial Effects will perform
dances based on their
reactions to social issues,
including "Fire in the
Melting Pot," a plea for an
end to violence in the world.
Dance Portland is a
wonderful way to end the
summer and to begin the
annual cross-pollination of
Maine's dance companies,
And there's more to come:
Monks said she plans to
continue helping choreographers and dancers in Maine,
and to bring new companies
to Maine,
"Mixed media is a
wonderful thing to do," said
Monks enthusiastically, "For
next year we are planning a
seminar on dance and film
with the head of Harvard's
Film Institute, I am hoping
also that ou t of these
summers come productions
that can tour and reach
schools," she added,
"Unfortunately, the arts are the first to go in tough
times," lamented Monks, "Down the road I'd love to
get the arts on the Democratic and Republican platforms, I have so many dreams,"
Monks invited everyone to share her dreams and to
support Maine's dancers with a quote from the mock
turtle in Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland, "Will you,
won't you, will you, won't youJ will you join the
dance?"
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Entertainment

NOW OFFERING

IVJL~HAIR COLOt](J18{!4.L'YSIS
jf

Learn which colors
are best for you.
Call for details.

::Fuf{ Service Salon!

~ntnnentstaken

Walk- ins welcome

865-9214
13 Royal Ave (off School St) Freeport. M-F 9-7 • Sat 8-4

Traditional Pakistani Dinners
llam-lO:30 pm, Take·Out Wel<Xlnle

629 Cangte" St., PIId • 874·2260

featuring
Authentic Tandoori Chicken Tiki.

ANTIQUES • TV'S. TOOLS • SILVER • GOLD. SILVER • DIAMONDS

·PfRSONAlINJURY • WORKERS COMP
CML LmGATlON
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JOHN J. SEARS
Attorney At Law

Five Stores to Serve You·
"We Buy Anything Worth Buying"
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Wise Trading Company

_I

en

•

1-800-870-4555
97 A Exchange St.,
Portland, Me.

en

•
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~
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•

•
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• WE BUY, SEll & TRADE •

zCO)

en

•
iii:
Gold, Silver, Diamonds, Guns, Musical
z
c:
en
cz:
Instruments,
Watches,
Rings,
Cameras,
g
,...
...::c•
Antiques, 1V's & Tools
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*Free Initial consultation for Injury cases' l
Fees paid only upon recovery.
EvenIng appoIntments available.
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CLUBS
JlmDuffyand Maryjan.(acoustic)Wharfs
End. 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.

WEDNESDAY 9.2
TBA Oazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth 51, Portland. 772-8114.
8wIft Ic. Cubes (alternative contemporary) Casco Bay Lines Sunmer Music
SerIes. Casco Bay Lines Ferry Terminal,
comer of Commercial & Frankin streats.
774-7871.
0..... Mlc with J . . . . Jam. (b.y.o.
acoustic)Geoo's, 13 Brown St, Portland.
772-7891 .
TBA Granny Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse,
55 Market 51. Portland. 761-2787.
Bach.lora' Night (topless) Moose Alley,
46 Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
BIcy<:leThl_(rock)OIdPortTavern, 11
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
BeBop Jazz En. .mbl. Oazz) The PorthoIeRestaurant.20CustomHouseWharf.
Portland. 772-5575.
Sk.leton Crew (Dead cover band) Wharfs
End. 52 Wharf 51, Portland. 773-0093.
0 ..... Mlc Night with Th. Cool Whlpe
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland.
775-1944.

DANCING
0 _ Danc.. Inc., Thompson's Point,

~

i
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BRING HOME
A WINNER!!!
You can be a winner
with your family tonight
- or any night - by
bringing them the pizza
that won "best in New
England." Are you a
pizza fanatic? Ever
eaten truly GREAT
pizza? Does your family
like pleasant surprises?
Now, just imagine what
they would say if you
brought them home
some of our awardwinning pizza. We'll
even help by giving you
a special discount
coupon! Select a
hot-from-the-oven pizza
to go, or try a Foodee's
TAKE 'N BAKE - a
fresh, made-to-order
pizza that you bake in
your home oven when
you want to. Just select
one of our 5 heart .,
healthy crusts, then ask
for one of our 15
international
combinations - or
create your own
masterpiece from 30
fresh toppings
(Including 5 kinds of
cheese!) Either way,
you'll have a WINNER!

Best Pizza in
New England
Boston Globe 1989, WBZ, Boston 1990

Foodee's: A World of Nutrition
• Nutra-Dough™ the finest, healthiest,
tastiest crust, with unbleached flour
and whole wheat fiber - ours alone.

• 20% of U.S. RDA of eight key
nutrients in every slice.

• Low fat - low moisture skim
Mozzarella cheese.

• Complete meals - high in protein
& complex carbohydrates.

ART

• Low fat meat.

• No ugly words like preservatives,
fillers, rnodifyers, or enhancers.

OPENING

• Low salt - a diversity of seasonings
provides great flavor.
• Low cholesterol - only extra virgin
olive oil.

• On a diet? Our pizza is lower in
calories.
• All fresh vegetables.

Been searching for the best Pizza?
The quest ends at foodee's

$2 off any large pizza with this ad exp.9·30·92

Th. Baxt. . aall.ry
Portland School of Art. 619 Congress St,
Portland. Opening reception Sept 2 from
5-7 for an exhiMion of student work.
Through Oct 18. Gallery hou... : Tues-Sun
11-4, Thurs 11 -9. 775-5152.
Dean V.I ...tga. aallery
60 Hampshire St. Portland. Opening ....
ception Sept 4 from 5-8 for the paintings,
print.andconstructionsofCha~esHewitt .

1

Through Oct 11 . Gallery hours: Toors-Sat
11-4. Sun 12-4 and by appt. 772-2042.
Hardwa.. Caf' • aallery
115 Island Ave, Peaks Island. Opening
reception Aug 27 from 4-8 for WOf1(s in
mixed media by Julie Weisberg and Peter
Gorski and metal works by Beth GorskI.
Through Sepl 7. Gallely hours: Mon-Fri
11-7. Sat-Sun 10-6. 76&-5631 .
Portland Chamber 01
145 Middle 51. Portland. Opening receplion Sept 9 from 5-7 for the works of 10
local artists, including Gerda Andersen,
David Duprve. Raymond Lord. Stuart
Nudelman. Salazar. Steve Sechak, Leif
Johnson, Glenn Murray, Lyda Pols and
laurie Hasty. On view through Sept.
Hours: Mon-Fri 8-5. 7n-2811. ext. 223.

eo.-rc.

At Woodford's Comer

Eat In
Take out

Second Floor Bldg lA. Portland. Smokeand chern-!rea dances with swing. Letin &
ballroom music Fridays from ~12 pm &
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
Th.UvlngT.... Cultu .. C1ub,45Danforth
St, Portland. African . world baat, reggae
andallemativerock.OpenTues-Sun.8740022.
Maine Ballroom, 614 Congress St. Portland. Every Sat ~midnight. Cost: $5. No
reservations required. 773-0002.
Th. Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
nightly, 8 pm on ... Naked Thi... tdays: no
cover, drinks $1 .25 & drafts 25<1:; Frl-Sat
until 3 am; Sun-Mon: chern free. Cover:
$3. 772-1983.
Salut_, 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
T-Blrd'., 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun:
comedy night; weekdays: special events;
Fri & Sat: rock & roll, dance. 773-8040.
Whe..house Dance Club, 29 Fores1Ave,
Portland. Progressive music. Fri: chem
!rea, all ages with deejay; Sat: women's
night from ~ 1 with deejay Deb. 8749770.
Zootz,31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: chern!rea; Thu ...: cutting edge dance; Fri: live
national acts; Sat: deejay tin 2:30 am,liva
al The Cave; Sun: request night. 7738187.

688 forest Ave. Portland, ME.
207-774-4100
fAX 207-874-4922

Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 11 AM - 9PM
fri.-Sat. 11 AM - 10PM
Sunday 12PM - 8PM

AROUND TOWN
African Importa and New England Arts
1 Union St. Portland. Original artwork &
advice to collectors. Hou ... : 10-9 MonSat, 12-6 Sun. 772-9505.
Alberta'.
21 Pleasant 51. Portland. "Intimate Allegories." recent photographic post"", of
Denise Frohlich, showing through Sept 5.
"Interio...." the realist paintings of Sherry
Edmonds. showing from Sepl S-Oct 17.
Hours: 7 am-I 0 pm. 774-0016.
CongntU Squa.. Oallery
42 ExchangeSt. Portland. "Coastal Landscapes." the oil paintings of Heam Pardee
and Gina Werfel. Through Sept 1. Group
show of gallely artists. including Ph~ip
Barter. Jil Hoy and Brita Holmquist. showingthrough Sept. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat
10:30-5. 774-3369.
Danforth Gallery
34 Danforth St. Portland. Members' exhibit, showing from Aug 14-28. Galei)'
hours: Tues-Thu ... 11-3. Fri4-8.Sat 11-3.
775-6245.
Elena'a Cafe
606 Congress St, Portland. Paintings and
drawingsofPortland artist ZooCain through
Sept 1. Hours: Man-Wed 11 am-12 am.
Thurs-Sat 11 am-3:3O am. 871-8933.
Free Street studio
8 City Center, Portland. Sculpture by Lyn
Mir and paintings by Chris Mir. Showing
lhrough August. GaMery hotn: Mon-Sat
10-7, Sun 12-5. 774-1500.
Fro.t Oully Oallery
411 Congmss 51. Portland. Work of gallery artists. Gallely hou ...: Mon-Fri 12-6,
or by appointment. 773-2555.
areenhut GaIl.rI_
146 Middle SI, Portland. New mixed media WOf1(s on paper by Alison Goodwin
showing through Aug 31 . Group show of
gallery artists. including Kathleen Galligan.
George Uoyd. Duncan Slade and Sarah
Knock , showing from Sept 4-30. Hounl:
Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 10-5. 772-2693.

ITS TIME FOR PORTLAND TO GET IN
ON PEAKS ISLAND'S SECRET Me. Sunday Telegram

Will's
Restaurant

%

• Peaks Island •

THE SMALLEST
RESTUARANT ON THE ·
WATER
Loves To Do Large Parties
Please book early
for your fall business
and/or personal gatherings
in our intimate dining room
or overlooking Portland Harbor
on our oceanside deck.
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Always the freshest seafood,
aged beef, charbroiled burgers,
interesting vegetables and innovative
sauces, soups & chowders.

7:45
9:00.
11 :15

12 :15
2 :15
3:15
4~

5:35
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8:15
9:15
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DEPART PEAKS
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AM
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PM

6: 15
7 :t 5
8 :15
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7:1S CF
8:1S CF

6 :1S CF
7:15 CF
8 :15 CF

10 :40

9:45 CF
10:45 CF
11:45 CF

9 :45 CF
10:45 CF
11:45 CF

8 :45 CF
9 :45 CF
10;45 CF
11 :45 CF

12:4.5 CF

12:45 CF

12:45 CF

2:45 CF
3:45 CF
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6:00 CF

2:45CF
3 ;4SCF
5:oo CF
6:oo CF

2 :45 CF
3:45 CF
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6:00 CF
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2:45CF
3:45CF
5:00 CF
6:00CF

5:00
6 :00

7:40
8:40

7:40
8 :40

11:00
11 :55

11 :00
11 :55

DAILY:

.....
"

~: ' 5 CF

SIJN LJAY!i

'NEONESDAY

2· 5 Soup." Burgcra, Nacho.
5-9 Dinner (till 10 on Fri. & Sat)

4~~
•..

6 :45 CF
7:45 CF

MONDAY

TUESDAY

HOURS:

78 Island Ave
Peaks Island
766-3322

5:45CF

6:45 CF
7;45 Cf

THURSDAY

Fresh Ground Coffee, Herbal Teas, Beer, Wine & Spirits Available
Reservations for parties of six or more. Sorry, no Credit Cards

Monday - Friday
5:30am-lOam Continental Breakfaat
10-2 Lunch
Saturday and Sunday
7am-l0am Breakraat
10am-2pm Brunch

5:£5 CF

12:1 5

PM

J....... Wor1t
30 Exchange St. Portland. AIl exhibition
of jewelry by eighl design"",. No set gallery hours.
Je_lIaaliery
345 Fore St. Portland. Impressionist and
realist oils and watercolo ... by Bill Jewell,
Paul Black, Cynthia McMullin and other
local artists. 51ained and painled glass by
BiMJa-liand BurtWeiss. Onviewthrough
Sept. Galery hou ... : Mon-Satl0-5, or by
appointment. 773-3334 .
Lewl. Oallery
Portland Public Library, 5 Monument
Square. Portland . ·Over Portland," an
exhibit of black and white photographs
by Lloyd Ferriss, showing through Sept
30. Gallery hou ... : Mon. Wed & Fri 9-6;
Tues & Thurs 12-9; Sat ~5. 871-1700.
Main. Emporium
85 York St, Portland. "Human Rights:
Prisoners of Conscience," a USM senior
exhibit 01 inslallalions by Marcella
Manoogian. ThroughAug 30. Hours: MonSat 11-6, Sun 12- 5. 871-0112.
Nancy Margolis Gallery
367 Fore St, Portland. Decorative arts,
including ceramics by Paul Heroux and
Barbara Diduk. fiber wal paintings by
Michael Davis a nd metal line sculpture by
Steve Lohman. Through lhe summer.
Gallery hou ... : Mon-Sat 10-6, Sun 11 :304. 775-3822.
Meand.r Oallery
40 Pleasanl St, Portland. "Mythscapes:
Aboriginal Dreaming ," showing through
Oct 31 . Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 12-6, or
by appoinlment. 871-1078.
Pin. Tree Shop. Bayview aallery
75 Mar1<et St, Portland. "Three Views of
Maine,.. the paintingsofDavid Little. Brian
Kliewer and Ron Goyette. Showing
lhrough Aug 28. "Selected Landscapes"
by Gordon Allen , Consuelo BaKey, Carol
Conti, Helen St. Clair, Wendy Newcomb
and Matthew Sm~h. On vi8'jV lrom Aug
31-Sept 30. Gallery hou ... : Mon-Sat9:305:30. 773-3007 .
Portland Mu. .um of Art
Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hou...:
Tues. Wed. Thu ... 10-9, Fri & Sat 10-6,
Sun 12-5 . Admission : aduHs $6, senior
citizens and students with 10 $5. youth 618 $3.50. children 5 and under are !rea.
Museum admission is hall-price 100noon
Saturday. 773-2787 .
°Endangered Landaca .....
Lynn Butler photographs places threatened by development. from New York 's
Coney Island to the south of France.
Through Nov 1.
°Th. Hotocaust
Conlemporary AmericansculpiorGeorge
Segal has distilled the meaning of this
atrocity in a life-size composnion ofhaunting white plaster figures. TIYough Oct 18.
°Th. May Family Collection
Twenty-two works from the 19th & 20th
centuries thai unne the cuHural diver.>ity
of America from East to West. Through
Sept 6 .
°Artl.ta You Lov.: Mon ... Renoir and
Oth.. Ma.t...
Works by European masters 01 the past two
canturies from the Joan Whitney Payson
Collection and other private lenders.
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11;15CF
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Entertainment

Brunch so tasty you'll
to lick your plate.

J

ervl .. g Su .. days 9-2

• Tony's Comedbeef Hash • Omleltes • Eggs Benedict
.Fruit Filled Crepes .Salmon & Eggs .cTieese BlinlZes
• Lisa's Baked Beans .Greek Soul Food • Almond Crusted
• Serving Bloodies & CeuaJS

• The Good
Table
Restaurant :
ill~ hn
lulU.. h
•

akf.l... t.
&. dilllU.'r ... d..l}"
Ih . ..,.., • ( apt' l.I"ahC.'1h • "''-)9 (,oui)
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LIFE
RlJBBING
YOU THE
WRONG

~

;
•

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS
presents:

WAY?

I

l

WE can help!
WE now offer
FULL BODY MASSAGE!
Carolann Present, certified massage
therapist and member of AMTA comes to us
with RAVE REVIEWS!
Make an appointment now
and let us rub you the RIGHT WAY.

We're Maine's only AVEDA. concept salon.
NOW OPEN MOl\lJ)AYS:
ONTIIE CORNER OF MIDDLE & EXCHANGE SfREETS
IN TilE OLD 1'01n'

i.
J

~

tim ferrell
joanne chessie
kevin shone
,'ifllaJi"')jJM;1aaW';flla:Ir1:lal
thursday, sept. 3 at 8 pm $3

773-4457

*SIlent wttn...
Judy Ellis Glickman's photographs of
Polish ghettos aoo death ' camps of
Treblinka. Auschwitz and Birkenau. taken
OVeK the past folM' years. On view through
Oct 18.
"WIn ..... Homer Wat .....olors
Seventeen paintings from the Museum's
permanent collection. Through Sept 6.
*The Elegant Auto: Fashion and Deelgn

of the 11130a

"

-I

ART

at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored by:
Info: Call
879-0070

On&-of-e-Idoo automobiles. ar1-<1eco turniture and jewelry. period paintings aoo
other products from this era of revolutionary industrial design. Through Nov 8.
Portland Portrait a.llery
4 Milk Street. Portland. Portraits by Alex
Gnidziejko and Bruce Kaminski. Showing
through Sept 26. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat
11-5. or by appointment. 773-7665.
Robert J. Bam. . Interiors
1 Monument Way. Portland. Botanical
paintings of Elizabeth Sarah look. a1lowing through Oct 11. Hours: Man-Fri 1HI.
Sat-Sun 11-3. 773-3481.
The Stefn Gallery
20 Mik St. Portland. New work from Rick
Eckerd. John littleton and Kate Vogef.
Rob levin. John Nygrun. Rick aoo Valerie
Beck and more. showing through Sept
15. Gaiety Hours: Mon-Satll-6. Sun 114. 772-9072.
TIIoe. M _ Cabinetmakers
4.15Cumbei1andAve. Portland. Woodcut
prints by Wiliam Evaul aoo paintings by
Lynne Knobel. showing through Oct 10.
Hours: Man-Sat 9-5.774-3791.
The TI'Oft o.llery
112 High St. Portlaoo. "From the Inside
Out," a allow of incised gouaches on
paper by Suzanne Mcleod. Showing
through Aug 31. Gaiety hours: Thurs 5-8.
Fr>-Sat 12-5. Sun 12-4. 772-1961.

OUT OF TOWN
Bam Oallery
Shore Road & Bourne's Lane. Ogunquit.
ExhibHs: "The Great Indoors." interior

Dear Gloria,
I have a vexing problem that you may be able to help me
with. My mother recently came from an Eastern European
country and speaks no English. She's tried schools and
tutors, but finds them difficult and boring. What can be
done to help her?
- Stumped in Falmouth
Dear Stumped,
My own mother had the same problem many years ago
when she emigrated to America from Brazil. She taught
herself English by listening to Nat King Cole records.
Bring your mother in to Katahdin and I'll be glad to -play
his Greatest Hits. She'll be a smooth talker in no time!
Dear Gloria,
My mother-in-law is driving me crazy! Ever since we took
her out to dinner at Katahdin she's been very critical of
my COOking. She used to rave about my buttermilk biscuits
but now she says they taste like sawdust. Last weekend I
cooked her favorite meal - pot roast. She took one bite
and said, "It's not as juicy as Katahdin's." I could have
strangled her. And to make matters worse, I think my
husband secretly agrees with her!
- Peeved in Portland
l

1
I

Photo Contest
Picture Maine:

Grand Prize:
Konica Aiborg Camera or
2 Free Nights at the Lord
Camden Inn, Camden ME
(up to a $500.00 value!)
~------------------~

Sale ends August 31

Dear Peeved,
Don't even try to win this battle. Declare a truce. The next
time your mother-in-law comes over for dinner, meet her
at the door and say, "We're on our way to Katahdin, care to
join us?"

Dear Gloria,
My neighbor loves Katahdin and eats there frequently.
Several tiines a week he comes home with a doggie bag
and tosses the contents onto his lawn for the enjoyment of
his dog. It bothers me to see such delicious food being
thrown away like thal. Also, the dog is geuing obese,
which can't be good for its health. What should I do?
- Fed Up With Fido
Dear Fed Up,
Short of fighting with a dog over table scraps in public, I
can offer no easy solution. Get over it

774·1740 • SPRING AND HIGH STREET

MON·THURS 5PM . lOPM

Enter Our 4th Annual

e

FRI AND SAT 5PM • II PM

2.59

10 wallet-size reprints
(regular 4.90)

30 City C-., Partl.nd 772·7218
71 U.S. Route 1, _ o u g h 183-7363
Mond8Y • Friday 7:30· .:00
llatunlay .:00 - 1:00

speces explored by New England artist.
through Aug 30; "2Oth Century MasteK
Prints," through Aug 30; "Men. Women
and Children," figurative bronzes of
Sumner Winebaum lhrough Sept 27;
Hours: Man-Sat 1()'5. Sun 2-5. 64&-5370.
Bowdoin College MUHUm of Art
Walker Art Building. Bowdoin College.
Brunswick. The museum is open to the
public free of cherge. Hours: Tues-Sat
1()'5. Sun 2-S. 725-3275.
*The Art. of the "rnursl SWord
A historical survey of samurai swords and
sword guards from the 12th-19th centuries. Through Oct 4.
·Paul Strand: The Mellfcan Portfolio
The major phoIogavure reproductiona at
Paul Strand·spholosoft.4exico publiohed in
portfolio format in 1940. Through Oct 11.
*Malneacap.
An examination of Maine landscapes
through a selection of works from the
permanent collection. Through Aug 30.
"Recent Acqulaltlona II
Selections of recent additions to the permanent colectlon at the Twentieth Cent'-'Y Galery - paintings. photographs.
works on paper and 9Ctjpture. Through
Sept 26.
·Ann Grimm
Acrylic paintings of landscapes and buildings. On view through Sepl in Maulton
Union. Lancaster lounge. Hours: MonThurs 7 am-12:3Oam. Fr>-Sat7 am-2 am.
Sun 7 am-l1 pm.
·The North AmerIcan Indian
The photos of Edward S. Curtis. On view
Sept-Nov in Hawthorne-longfellow L~
brary. Hours: Man-Sat 8 :30 am-12 am.
Sun 10 am-12 am. Photos of the North
American
Caklbeck a.llery
12 Elm St. Rockland. Painlings by Michael
Reece and wood reliefs by Bemard
Langlais. showing through Sept 12. Hours:
Mon-Sat 11-6, Sun 1-5. 594-S935.
The Center for er.athra 1l1l81I1"1
51 Mechanic St. Camden. "Alegory" the
photos of New Yorl< photographer
Ryszard Horowitz. Through Oct 12. Gallery hours: daily 9-5.238-7400.
The Chocoiata Church a.llery
804 Washington St. Bath. "Miniature
Juried Invitational Show"throughAug 29.
"DomestJc SplIce," still life paintings of
Janet Conlon MIInyan through Sept 27.
Gallery hou..: Tuea-Fri 9-~. Sat 12-4.

442-8627.

Cry of the Loon Art a.llery
Rou1e 302. S. Casco. -Women's Perspac1ive." the work of 88-' Maine artists. Showing through Sept 13. Gallety
hours: Tues-Sun 9:30-S:3O. 655-5060.
EI_enla Oallery
19 Mason St. Brunswick. "Farewell
Drums: a group show of handmade
drums. rattles and other percuSsion instruments. ThroughAug 29. Galletyhours:
Tues-Thurs 1()'4. Fri·Sat 1()'S. 729-1108.
FamllWOrth Mu. .um
19 Elm St. Rockland. Retrospective exhibitionof Kar1 Schmg's paintings and prints.
Through September 13. HOUB: Man-Sat
I()'S. Sun 1-5.596-6457.
F...port Historical Society
45 Main St. Freeport. "An Island Sampler:
Bustins Island People and ArchHecture."
late 19th century aoo 20th century photos. showing through Sept 30. Hours:
daily I()'S. B6S-3170.
Gallery at Portland Players
420 Cottage Road. S. Por1land. Oils. watercolors and mixed media by Frieda
lundbefg. AI Waterman. Michael Wilis
aoo Robert Demers. Showing through
Seplember. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 1()'2
or by appointment. 799-7337.
The a.llery at Widgeon Cove Studios
Rou1e 123. Harpswel. Metal. wood aoo
paper sculptures by Georgeann and
Condon Kuhl aoo fused glass by laurie
Dehlerking. Through Aug . Gaiety hours:
Fr>-Sat 11-5. Sun 1-4.833-6081.
GI_n Oallery
150akSt. Boothbay. Paintingsaoo sculptures of Ken Greenleaf. Showing through
Sept 19. GalleryhotrS: Tues-Sat 1()'5. or
by appointment. 633-6849.
Icon Contemp..... ry Art
19 Mason St. Brunswick. Paintings and
drawings of Peter McGlamery. Through
Sept 25. Hours: Man-Sat 1-5. 725-8157.
Maine Coast Artiste
Russell Avenue. Rockport. "On the Edge:
Forty Years of Maine Painting." a show of
OVeK 100 paintings by artists associated
with Maine. Showing through Sepl 27.
Gallery hours: daily 1()'5. 236-2875.
Maine Maritime M ....um
Maritime History Bldg. 243 Washington
SI. Bath. Hours: daiy 9:30-5. 443-1316.
"The Maritime Folk Art ell A. De Clerck
Paintings by Belgian artist portraying the
coastal and deepwater vessels that entered the ports of Antwerp and liverpool
in the last days of sal. On view through
the year.
..... Worlds: North Atfantlc . . .farlng
In the Era of Discovery
Rare world maps and nautical charts.
early navigation instruments. Mlustratlons
of line art and ar<:haeological material
bfing togetheKthe Old and the NewWorids
in the Age of Discovery and bayaoo. On
view through the year.
·Bom from Co. .tlng
This exhibit includes watercolor paintings. drawings. sketches and oils by John
Faunce leavitt. focusing on his mad~
trom-memory renditions of the last generation of coasting schooners that plied
the coast of New England until the late
1930s. On view through the year.
Maine Writers Center
12 Pleasant St. Brunswick. Drawings of
Jane Robinson. showing through Sept 1.
Hours: Mon-Fri 9-S. Sat 9-11. 729-6333.
Mu. .um of Art' of Ogunquit
183Shore Rd. Ogunquit. Hours: Man-Sat
10:30-5. Sun 1:30-5. 64&-4909.
·Amerlcan Maater
The paintings of American inpressionist
Walt Kuhn. through Sept 15.
·lmag . . and Words
Abstract expressionist paintings and draw·
ings of Henry Meloy. through Sept 1S.
Mu. .um ell Art. Olin Arts Center
Bates College. L-'ston. Paintings. prints
and sculpture by L-'ston-bom artist
Chariie Hewitt. showing through Oct 11 .
Hours: Tues-Sat 1()'5. Sun I-S. 786-6158.
O'famtll G.llery
58 Main St. Brunswick. "What the Natives
Saw. What the Tour Bus Missed," the
drawings. paintings and ilustrations of
nm Sample; "The Navy Drawings" of Bill
MUir; aoo sctjptures of Wally Warren.
Through Sept 4. Gallery hours: Tu.... Sal
1()'5. 729-8228.
. .b. .codegen Artl... Gallery
Route24.G....tlsland. Worksby21 Maine
artists. Hours: Tues-Sun 1()'5. 833-S717.
Thomas Memorial LI..... ry
6 Scott Oyer Rd. Cape Elizabeth. "Paint·
ings and Records of the Hayloft Art Society," a group formed in 1922 aoo disbanded in 1991. Showing through Sept
19. GalleryhoLn: Moo.Wed. Fri9-S. TuesThurs 9-9. 799-1720.
WI _ _t Bay Oallery
WaterStreel. Wiscasset. "Northem light:
Two Centuries of New England Art," including wen by Wiliam Wallace Gilchrist.
Cart Weber and William Zorach. Showing
tIvough Sept 26. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat
10:30-S. or by appointment. 882-7682.
Yorlc Institute M ......m
371 Main St. Saco. "Kaleidoscope: Maine
Contemporary Artists." an Invitational
show of painting aoo sctjpture. showing
tIvough Sept Hours: Tues. Wed & Frt 1·
4; Thurs 1-8; Sat 1-4. 283-3861 .

Proving that "Maine art" defies classification:

Maine Coast Artists emphasizes younger artists lion the edge"
This exhibition is the most
important overview of Maine art
to be presented in the state since
the exhibitions at Colby college in
"On the Edge: Forty Years of Maine
1963 and 1964. An example of its
Painting, 1952-1992," fortieth
breadth is that Andrew Wyeth,
anniversary exhibition of Maine
Maine's most famous realist
Coast Artists, Russell Avenue,
painter, shares space on one panel
Rockport, through Sept. 27.
with Alison Hildreth, an emerging
artist whose huge, ecstatic
a briUiant selection of photo-realist
canvases swirl the unsuspecting
and magical works by Beverly
viewer right into the third
Hallam, Linden Frederick, Brett
dimension. And they cohabitate
Bigbee, Richard Estes, Tom Crotty,
very comfortably at that, echoing
Mark Wethli and Alan Magee.
each other's other-worldly
The exhibition does, then, demonintensity.
strate the breadth of genres included
"On the Edge" is the result of
:;;.
in the vague umbrella category of
two years' work on the part of
"Maine art." Joe Nicoletti, for
Bruce Brown, Maine Coast Artists'
example, who is usually categorized
curator, and guest curator
as a photo-realist, is exhibiting what
Theodor F. Wolff. Wolff, for over a
is in fact a psychological photo-realist
dec;ade the art critic for the
painting of himself in his studio with
Christian Science Monitor, is also a
his model. In this painting the
painter, author and lecturer. His
perspective is distorted and telemost recently published book,
scopic. Like a vortex it sucks you
''The Many Faces of Modern Art,"
directly into the heart of his studio,
is an erudite evaluation of this
his mind, and the intimate creative
complex subject. Wolff made three
process that is about to occur.
visits to Maine during the summer
Pop art is covered by Robert
of '91, during which he traveled
Indiana, primitivism by a gorgeous
the state with Brown, visiting
farm painting by Dahlov Ipcar,
artists' studios, galleries and
abstract expressionism by newcomer
museums.
Tom Lieber, Katherine Porter and old
The selection process for an
dean William Manning (Hildreth has
exhibition of this kind - one that
already been mentioned). Also
strives to be comprehenSive and
included in the genre of abstract
representative - is always subject
expressionism are masters Reuben
to controversy. Inevitably, it leaves
Tam and Alan Gussow. Color Field
one wondering both about certain
paintings are adeptly covered by
painters who are represented and
Alice Steinhardt.
certain ones who are not. The
Criticism of this exhibition stems
absence of George DeLyra, Peggy
from its purely physical limitations.
Bacon, Alfred Chadbourn and
Maine Coast Artists is housed in an
James EUiott, for example, can only
old firehouse. Consequently it's an
be justified by Brown's explanation
awkward exhibition space. It is
(in the forward of the exhibition
Will Bamet's "The Skaters," 011 on canvas, 75 3/4" • 40 3/4", 1986. confined, especially on its lower level,
catalog) that there were artists who were invited but declined, for
to narrow corridors that don't allow enough standing room to
one reason or another.
observe a painting properly. And with 104 paintings included, the
The exhibition is also heavily tilted toward current work - work
show is too enthusiastically crowded to do much more than boggle
that has been done in the last two or three years. In its favoritism
the mind.
toward the younger generation of contemporary artists it does not
But its ironic glory is that it does boggle the mind. In the glaring
fulfull its claim to be a 4O-year retrospective. But this slant, said
absence of similar exhibitions by the major arts institutions in Maine
Wolff, is deliberate, a conscious decision on the part of the board as
since the Colby shows - institutions with more than adequate
well as of himself and Bruce Brown.
viewing space - Maine Coast Artists, a humble, non-profit organi"What's going on in Maine today," Wolff said, "is extremely
zation operated by a committee group of local fold - is blessedly
exciting. We really wanted to show what was on the cutting edge of
too numb and unsophisticated to know that it can't do what's it's
doing: exhibiting some of the best and finest art being created in
painting in Maine today."
With this issue settled, what is on the cutting edge is nothing if .
Maine today.
not eclectic. The exhibit includes recent work in every conceivable
Margot Brown McWilliams
avant-garde category, some of less merit than others. It also includes
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NEW FALL HOURS
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MON-SAT·12-3,5-8

STARTING SEPTEMBER 1st SUN 12-8

Enjoy a Panoramic
View of Casco Bay
Specializing in Seafood and Homemade Desserts

Entertainment
Om/iII""d from P'lge 27
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LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
BAILEY ISLAND, ME.

833-5546
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Rt. 24, just 13 miles from Cooks Comer, Brunswick

.....1(~____Maine's ~\.¢"
Authentic
Oyster Bar
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Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Full Menu served from l1AM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

i

,

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of (1,_,$_ __

,

S Portland Pier
772-4828
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SPIRIT SHD.lS
PAINTINGS
PRINTS
POnERY
QUIUS

• HAND MINTED TEES
• PHOTOGRAPHY
• BOOKSIoCARDI
• WEAVING
• WREATHS

• NEEDLEWORK
• GIFTS

• KNITTING
• JEWELRY

The ereatotS Guild is • cc:lmjJnment ,allery.
PlII1icipation is open to all individuals who ha.""
suffered from mental or ftmotionBl illness, We
pt'CNidft membftrs a nwt8llS of displayiIW and
marlffttinl itftms they ha."" created.

CREATORS GUILD
1 '
I

Art " Craft Gallery

81 Ocean Street, So. Portland, 207 7~75, call for Gallery hours.

OTHER
Air Qu.11ty Art Sh_
Artists pnlpllring wa1< for the Air Qualty
Art Show should contact the show's coordinator, Roy Rike, PO Box 489,
Brunswick, ME 04011, if they have not
already done so. The show will be held at
the Trove Galery, 112 High St, Portland,
Sept 3-27.
ArtIsts of Augu8t Show
An extibition and sale of wa1< of artists
living In the Beiley Island area Aug 22Sept 1 from 11-7 at Library Hal. Rou1e24,
BaIley Island. For info call 443-3785.
Indlvldu.1 ArtIat fellowships
This year's competition is open to artists
in the performing, media and traditional
arts di9clpllnes. The application deadline
is Sept 1,1992. For Info cal 2~2724.
Labor Day Art Show
The Cape Eizabeth Fil& Department Englne Company One sponsors an art show
Sept 6 from 10-4 at Fort Wiliams Park,
Cape Eizabeth. For info cal 799-1662.
Mal... Contemporary DrawIng
DanfOl1h Gallery Is accepting submissions for Its drawing extibit, judged by
Slgrrund Abeles of UNH. Submit slides
by Sept 22. For mol& info &end .10 SASE
to: "Maine Contemporary Drawing Exhibit; Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth SI,
Portland, ME 04101 .
MovIn .nd Memorl_
Portland Museum 0/ Art presents "The
Inauguration of FOR" and "Wild Boys of
the Road; two movies from 1933 Sept 1
at 7 pm In the Portland Museum of Art, 7
CongnlS. Square, Portland. Frae with
admission to "The Elegant Auto," $3 general public, $2 museum member.s, S&niors, USM students and children. For
more Info cal 775-6 t 48.
Portland Public Ubrary
invites area artists to submit applications
for a one-month exhibition within the
liblary's lewis Gallery. Call 871-1758 lor
more info.
"Repl.y. O8mes, Sporta • P.tlmes of
Your Youth"
DanfOl1h Gallery is accepting submissions from senior artists statewide for its
juried extibition. last day 10 submit is
Sept 4. For more inlo send '10 SASE to
DanlOl1h Gallery, 34 Danforth St, POI1land, ME 04101 .
School Around U. Craft Fair
Drop by the green in front 01 the Captain
lord Mansion in Kennebunkport to view
over 80 crafts booths Sept 5 from 9-5.
Homemadedishesforbnlaklastandlunch
served. For more info call 967-2747.
UM Public Art Competition
Approximately $40,000 In Percent for Art
funds is available to purchase artwork for
the public spaces of the new College of
BusinessAdninistration. Artists interested
in applying should &end a self-addl&ssed,
stamped envelope by Aug 21 to David
Wilson, />JA, University of Maine System
NcMec!, 107 Maine Avenue, Bengor,
ME 04401.
Uptown Block Party
seeks artists and craftspeople 01 all types
(painters, Cl&fts, weavers, florists, tattoo
artists) 10 demonstrate or sell theirersft or
service Sept 12 from H}.4 at Congl&ss
Squal&. Sign up by Sept 5. For more info
cal 761-3930 or 775-8556.
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WELL

NESS

Adll" Screening Clinic
on the last Wad of fINery month, for blood
pAlSSUI& and testing for sugar, anemia
and cholesterol, from 11 :30 am-l pm at
the Peoples United Methodist Church,
310 Broadway, S. Por1\and. Can 7673326 for appointment and further info.

Aikido
is a martial art used to increase Hexibility,
stanina and a sense of well-being. Mul
classes: Mon and Wed, 5:30-6:15pm and
6:30-7:30 pm; Fri, 6:30-7:30 pm; Sat,
2 :30-3:30 pm and 3:45-4 :45 pm.
Children's classes: Set, 1:15-2:15 pm.
Classes held at Portland Aikido, 25A Forest Ave, POI1land. For further info call
772-1524.
Buddhl.t-Orionted Meditation
Group meets every Sun from 10-11 am at
1040 Broadway, S. Portland. Small donation. For more info cal 639-4897.
Cancer Support Oroup
A cancer support group wil meet the first
three Wednesdays of the month from 23:30 pm at Willston West Church at 32
Thomas st, Portland. The fourth Wednesday the group joins United Methodist
Church group at 7:30 pm, 280 Ocean
House Road, Cape Elizabeth. Cal 7730652 for more info.
Ch.knI Energy Workahop
Using tarot imagery and chakra energies,
explora the link belween the body and the
unconscious. Formoreinfo caR 799-8648.
Childbirth CI .....
DI8covery Education offers six-week pr&pared childbirth classes Including
anatomy & physiology of labor, relaxalion
& bnlathing techniques, pain management options during labor. role of coach
or support person, physical & emotional
changes after birth, and much more.
Classes 81& held Mon or Tues eves from
7-9 for six weeks. Cost: $60, including
handbook, gilt packs and articles. To
register cal 797-4096.
CookIng C I . _
for peoplein transition to a balanced,lowlatvegatarian eating style Sept 14and21
from &-8 pm. Cost: $35 for both classes.
For details cel774-8689.
Dh.rmo study Oroup
Weekly non-denominational meditation
practice fiN8f'J T ues from 7:30-9 pm at 98
Meine st, Brunswick. Although the group
Is allgnad with Tibetan Buddhism, general Buddhist med~ation Instruction Is
8vailable on req.-t. For more Info cal
666-3396.

Froodom • Energy In Movement

N.tural Food. Solution.
lea m all about the purchase and preparation of whole foods vegetarian meals in
your home. FordetaUs call 774-8889.
Pot &.0.. Therapy
A weekly support group will meet Thurs
from 7:30-9 pm in Westbrook to help
people who have pets who have died, are
dying orareiost. Cost: $15. For more info
call 657-2634.
Planned Parenthood
of Northern New England helps teenagers at Its Walk-In Clinic Fri, 1-4:30 pm and
Set, 9 am-noon, at 500 Forest Ave, Portland. Confidential services include birth
control, pregnancy tests, pap smears,
STDscreening and treatment. Fees based
on ability to pay. For inlo call 874-1095.
Pulmon.ry Rehabilitation
USM Ufeline offers a program designed
for individuals with various lung diseases
Tues and Thurs from 11:15-noon at the
USM Portland Campus Gym, Falmouth
St. For more info call 780-4170.
. .h.j. Yoga Meditation
Experience thoughtless awareness
Wednesdays at 7 pm in lhe Faculty
lounge, USM at Portland. F.rae. For more
info call 799-57 49.
Singing Medltetton
Meet Tues from &-9 in Falmouth to sing
rounds, chants and aongs. Fordirec1ions
caI78HI944.
Stretching the Bplrlt
A yoga class of gentle breathing and
stretching ending in deep relaxation. />JI
ano welcome to this creative approach to
body, nindand spiritual well-being . Bring
a mat. Weds from 5:30-6:30 pm, Sets
from 9-10 am at the Swadenborgian
Church, 302 StflNens Ave, Portland. D0nation: $3. For more inlo cal n2-8277.
T'.I Chi Ch'u.n
is an ancient Chinese martial art based on
mental and physical balance. It's good for
spiritual growth, physical hedh and for
reducing the effec! 01 stress and tension.
Beginners through advancad classes
ongoing. For more inlo call 772-9039.
The T. .nlYoung Adult Clinic ·
is a place to go n you have a heatth
concem or medical problem. need a
sportsIschool physical done, or have birth
control Issues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21, every Monday from 4-8 pm, at
Maine Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St,
POI1land. Walk-ins seen if they anlveby7
pm. 871 -2763.
V..-terlen Society of Maine
meets the third Monday of fINery month at
6 pm at 35 Seunders st, Portland, for a
potluck get together, vegetarian support
group meeting and planning meeting. For
more inlo call 773-6132.

A non-profit dance group meets Mon
_
at 6 pm In the Elm street United
Methodist ChUrch, 168 Elm St, S. Portland. Childl&n are welcome. Donations.
For fl6ther Info caN 799-1902.
F~ Yog. C I . _
Portland Yoga studio offers free Iyengar
hatha yoga classes Sept 3 and Sept 8
from 5:30-7 pm at 616 Congress St, Portland. For more Info call 797-5684.
F"-'da of the W . .tam Buddhl.t Order
invite a.lnterested individuals to a period
of meditation and study 01 Buddhist concepts and practice. Meetings are on Mon
fINes, from 7: 15-9: 15 pm. For info about
location caN 642-2128.
Oolf for People with DI. .bllltl_
larry Foumier will teach anyone with a
disability to play go" beginning Aug 19 at
Westerly Winds, 771 Cumberland Ave,
Westbrook. For more info call 854-9463.
H_lIng SUpport Oroup
A safe environment for those experiencing personal fraumas, addiction, gOOl,
loss of good heaHh, and who seek support within a context of mufual sharing .
Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm at Brighton
Madical Center, Surgical Conlerence
Room, 335 Brighton Ave, Portland. Call
767-3262 for further details.
H_lth Servlc. . of South Portland
holds an adult screening clinic - services
Include blood pressure, sugar and cholesterol screening - on the last Wed of
fINery month, from 11:30 am-l pm at the
Peoples Unitad Methodist Church, 310
Broadway, S. Portland . Call 767-3326 for
further details.
....rtllno C.rdl.c R....blllt.tlon
USM lneline offers an exercise program
for people who have had a heart attack,
angina, bypass surgery or angioplasty or
ano at risk for heart disease. Classes are
ongoing Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7:30 a m and 6 pm at Portland
Campus Gym, Falmouth St, POI1land. For
more Info cal 780-4649.
Herbal Worbhop.
CIYstal Springs Farm & Center S8/Y8S as a
learning center and proYides a variety of
herbal and aducational workshops: Sept 6
from 2-4 "The Path of Herbs, • $20; Sept 13
from 1-4, "Wildaafting, Harvesting & Drying
Herbs,· $35. Held at 70 Hollis and Buda
roads, Dayton. To register call 499-7040.
HnWalk
leam to identify plants and discover their
uses Sept 9 from 10-11 :30 am. Meat at
Trefethen Landing, Peaks Island. Cost:
$6. For details call 76&-4454.
Kund.llnl Mah. YOSIII
Participale in evening med~ations and
discussions on "Tools to Stil the Mind"
with Asha Ma, master of Kundalini Maha
Yoga Aug 20, 21 , 27 &26from7-9 pm and
Aug 23, 24, 29 & 30 from 6-8 pm at The
Yoga Center, Thompson's Point, Portland. For more info call 799-4449.
My Choice Pregnancy R_reo Ctr
offers counseling, referTals and housing
for women and leans experiencing an
untimely pn!Qnancy. Counseling focuses
ontheOptions of parenting or adoption. A
birth molher support grol.4) is offered to
any women who surrendered a child for
adoption or is considering doing ao. For
more Info cal 7n-7555.

WI.hcraftlT_mwork.
Support team of motivated people who
want to make thing. happen. Through
giving support, ideas, accurate steps and
the faith In one another's ability to succeed, we won't let you quit. For more info
cal 773-6226.
Women'. Meditation Worbhop
leam to Usten to your inner voice. For
more information call 781-0944.
YOSIII and the Men.trual Cycle
leam which yoga postures to practice·
and which to avoid during menstruation
Aug 29from8:30-11 amatPortlandYoga
Studio, 616 Congress St, Portland. This
relaxing and restorative practice is good
for men too. For details cal 797-5684.

Back Country Bike ElIcurilon.
Thesemin~weekends , which run June 13
through Oct 1, will take you through Ihe
foottillS of the White Mountains. They
start at noon on Set and end abouf 2 pm
on Sun. Each weekend includes overnight tent accommodation , one pancake
bnlaklast, one sweat sauna and more.
Cost: $35 single, $60 double. To enroll
cal 625-8189.
Bicycle Club of C . .co B.y
Join the club for a one- to fwo-hour ride
fINery Thurs at 6 pm along the ocean and
marshes 01 Scarborough and Cape E~za
beth. Pizza and socializing afterwards,
swimming optional on warm evenings.
Meet at Pat 's Pizza, Route 1, near Oak
HiM, Scarborough. Cyclers of all abilities
welcome. For further info, call 799-1 085.
CalICo Bay Rowing C.nter
seeks to provide the place, equipment
and people necessary for a safe and enjoyable rowing experience. Services offered include storage, a sheltered tidal
river,agatheringspaceandmore.Classes
and clinics, suitable for all levels, are
ongoing. For more Info call 848-5139.
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Oet Your Paddle Wet
Bring your kayak, paddle and craziness to
Portland's East End beach every Thursday
at 6 pm for some water fun. Call 772-5357.
Leorn to . .11
Hands-on instruction all summer long includes everything from tying knots to
rigging sails to navigation. Enrollment limited to six people percourse. Cost: $2751
20-hourclass. To register call 767-9528.
Main. Outdoor Adventure Club
brings together people who enjoy the
outdoors. MOAC offers trips and events
to people of all skil levels, beginner to
expert. Upcoming: Aug 28-30, lake
Umbagog canoeing \rip (84&-3036); Sept
2, monthly meeting at North Deering Congregational Church, 1364 Washington
Ave, POI1land; Sept 5-7 , Bigelows backpacking (773-3273); Sept 6, Casco Bey
kayaking
(774-8470) .
Ongoing :
Meckworlh Island walkThurs at 6 pm. For
updated trip info, caRtheOutdoorHotiine
at 774-1118. For club and membership
information call 772-9831.
Outdoor Trip Une
For the latest bicycling, hiking and other
outside activities info, sponsored by
Casco Bey Bicycle Club and Maine Outdoors Adventure Club, call 774-1118.
SERVElMaln. Volunteer Directory
lists volunt_ opportun~ies throughout
Maine with state and faderal natural noaource agencies. Opportunities include
"adopting" hiking trails and streams, worl<ing on water quality issues, coordinating
natural resource volunteers, conducting
environmental compliance surveys and
worl<ing as conservation educators.
Projects requirevoiunteers with skills and
abilities ranging lrom enthusiasm and interest in nature to highly trained professionals. For more information, orto obtain
a copy of the directory, can or write to
Libbey Seigars, SERVElMaine, Maine
Dep~ of Conservation, Station 122, Augusta, ME 04333. For info, call 267- 4945.
SUnday Nature 8erf. .
Wone's Neck Woods State Park offers
daily natul& programs through August.
Upcoming: "Stories in Stone." Aug 27;
"Talking Trees." Aug 28; "Animal Habits
and Homes,· Aug 29; "Nature's Medicine
Chest," Aug 30. Meet at 2 pm at the
benches in the second parking lot. For
more Info caR 865-4465.
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KIDS
Children'. Concert
Curtis Coleman perlonns music for kids
Aug 31 at noon at Tommy's Park, Portland. Free. For /TlOf8 info call 772-6828.
The Freah Air Fund
Is an non-profit organization that sends
thousands of underprivileged children on
free summer vacations to suburban and
country host families. It is now seeking
host families for kids 1>-12 years of age . A
variety 01 programs and possibil~ies exist. For more info write to The Fresh Air
Fund, 1040 Avooue 01 the Americas, New
Yorl<, NY 10018. Or call (800) 367-0003.
F....h P.lnt
Brunswick art studio oilers classes for
kids ages 2-12 In painting , working with
clay and art appreciation at 1 Blue Heron
Drive, Brunswick. For info cal 72S-4983.
Ha.tlng Teen. from Abrood
American Institufe for Foreign Study
Scholarship Foundation is a non-profit
organization which arranges 10-month
high schoollhome experiences for teens
from Europe, Asia and Latin America. You
select the person that most closely
matches your interests . Host fa miies are
awarded up to $800 in scholarship funds
for family members to use on />J FS study
abroad. If you would like to become a
host family, call 87 HI682.
"Ktahkomlg, Maine 14112"
This Children 's Museum of Maine exhibit
locuses on kids and their interaction w~h
the environment and explores how ch~
dren lived 500 years ago in an exhib~ that
runs through Oct 12, from 10am-5 pm at
Smiling Hill Farm, 781 County Rd ,
Westbrook. For more Info call 797-5483.
MII.lc for Kid.
Classes for kids aged 3-7 in basic keyboard, singing and note reading begin
Sept 17 at Starbird Music Shoppe, 500
Forest Ave, Portland. For more info call
775-2733.
Parenting Thl"OUSlh Divorce
An educational program for parents focusing on the needs of children during
and alter divorce Sept 5 from 8 :30 am12:30 pm. Call 773-2296 for location.
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Next Session starts
in September
with Nancy Carroll.
Call for information,
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780 Brid on Rd. (Rt 302) Westbrook· 854-0160
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Asha Ma, pictured In Bandhuad, Gujarat (India), makes herself at
home .11 over this world.

ave

Religion or soul science?

Meditating with Asha Ma
"It's like the taste of sugar," translates Asha Ma's husband Deepakji.
"No one can really describe it. One has to eat it to know what it is."
Asha Ma, a modest Indian guru, could be testifying to the latest
candy sensation. Instead she is referring to the union of her individual
soul with the cosmic soul. It seems irreverent to press for more intimate
details, yet there she sits, still inhabiting a body, cloaked in a yellow sari,
speaking softly in her native Gujarati. She casually creates an atmosphere in which it is as easy not to be in awe of her as it is to be overwhelmed by the implications of her presence.
Asha Ma is a master of Kindalini Maha Yoga who regularly visits
Portland under the aegis of The Yoga Center. Independent of specific
religious ideology, she teaches a yoga whose intention is literally to yoke
one's ordinary waking consciousness to the ultimate source of ronsciousness. She describes it as an "ancient, universal science" that traces
its origin to the mythical moment
when the Hindu deity Shiva first
activated the roiled serpentine
feminine energy called Kundalini.
The basic assumption that
Meditate with Asha Ma and
informs
the Kundalini world view
learn about "Tools To Stili
(and is, not incidentally, present in
the Mind" Aug. 27-30Thursday&: Friday 7-9 p.m., other cultures) is that all human
Saturday&: Sunday 6-8 p.m. beings are born with this cosmic
energy donnant at the base of the
- at The Yoga Center,
spine. The goal of human existence
Thompson's Point,
is to rouse this sleeping giant and
Portland. 799-4449.
guide it up the spine through the
chakras (physical energy centers of psychological transformation) until
one reaches the goal of identification with the universe.
Through practice or devotion it is possible, but unlikely, that an
individual could achieve this on her own, More efficiently, the fortunate
student happens upon the rare teacher who has gained complete control
over her or his life force and can perform the Shaktipat energy transfer
that stimulates the Kundalini from its torpid state.
Asha Ma was a teenager who had been jolted by a spontaneous
Kundalini awakening when she met her teacher Dhyanyogi
Madhusudandas. He recognized her ability and gave her Shaktipat to
stabilize her energy. In administering Shaktipat the guru takes responsibility for guiding the students' spiritual progress. Dhyanyogi currently
resides in India and remains the spiritual father of Kundalini Maha
Yoga. If age is any testament to effectiveness, his 115 years are the best
advertisement for this practice.
"Receiving Shaktipat is like receiving a priceless diamond," says
Asha Ma. "But a person who has no knowledge of diamonds may think
it is a piece of glass and not value it to its fullest extent."
Asha Ma dispenses Shaktipat in an ageless ceremony that costs the
student an offering of fruit, flowers and a cash donation. She weaves
warm laughter and ready images that simultaneously grant insight
while reminding that words never truly represent the actual experience,
"After receiving Shaktipat the energy is permanently activated and it
is working constantly," she explains. "But if there is no activity in te~s
of practices it's like a little bug crawling along from here to San Francisco. lf you practice it's like buying an airline ticket and reaching your
destination."
This yoga does require some discipline. Shaktipat is not fast food for
the spiritually malnourished. Asha Ma herself maintains a minimum
daily requirement of one-and-a-half hours of meditation. Still, at this
level of time commitment, it does not appear that spiritual devotion
requires ascetic withdrawal from the world.
"You can do both, continue a normal life and take on a spiritual life,"
she counsels. "You can have everything in life and enjoy it to the fullest,
but with the understanding of not being attached to it. It's nice that in
this culture people have everything on the material, physical level, so
they have gone beyond that now and are looking for something more
pennanent and valuable and spiritual!
"That's why the eagerness to grow and evolve is much deeper here
- whereas, at least in current times, people in India are fighting for
basic survival. So there's not much time for spiritual growth and
practices. "
Transcending the distractions of cultural difference and theological
symbology, Asha Ma presents a spiritual technology unlimited by
concepts of science or religion. A soul is a soul and the goal for each is
the same, The inner experience is what is most valid for anyone, Or, to
quote Dhyanyogi's favorite teaching, "Come, sit, meditate, and experience for yourself."

Jim Hanna
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Lego, Playmobile
Mon - Sat 10 - 5
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Unusualjetoelry & accessories.
I
Unique
clothing,
used
and
vintage
I
I~
guitars & banjos.
I
I
For School & Beyond
I
I
Leather Bags!
I
I
Soft Leather Briefcases!
I
I
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• LUNCH SPECIAL $2.50
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Egg Salad on Pita, Bagel or French
(crois~ 25t) WIth chips and choice of beverage
(exc,lulce) ... with coupon - onelcustomer- expo 9/10

25 Pearl SI. P~rtland OFFICE DELIVERIES 9-1 pm
next to TGI Frtdays ($1D min,1/2 mj radjus)
772-7511
Mon-Fri 6:30am-5:30pm' Sat 7-4. Sun 8-4
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KNIITING • SPINNING· WEAVING· SUPPLIES -INSTRUCTION
- CALL FOR CLASS OATES-

ki~d san:tp!e sweaters.~

Bring thiS In for an
extra $10 off
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STUDENT DISCOUNT

I

1

15%OFF

I J Compkte pair of
I J'Q prescriptio" eyewear
I
"0 other disco",," apply
I
WII!l Coupon Expires 9130192.
I
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Entertainment
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NOW
THROUGH
AUGUST 29
78FFF-24-36

I

I

Penthouse
Covergirl
& Centeifold

I

DOlT
WITH THE

·1

DREAM
TEAM
Tuesday-Saturday

J

, 1

,
,
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I

Tues-Thurs: 6, 8, 10, 12, Doors open at 4pm.
Fri-Sat: 1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, Doors open at 12 noon.

200 RIVERSIDE STREET • PORTLAND MAINE
(207) 772-8033 • 1-800-992-0006
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Portland's Largest Adult
Entertainment
Center!
Offering a huge
selection of videos,
magazines and toys
for the discriminating
adult ...

~~~~~ID~8ti)
:&?{~IP~I%

"We llllre Wlllll
l'OIl're
Selln'M"g For ...
AmI Tlrell

,,,

Sollie.

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.
666 Congress St • 774-1377
Open M-Sat. 10-11 • Sunday 1-11pm

Also in KITTERY

• VIDEO EXPO.
Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Th. 10-10 • Fri.-Sat
10-11 . -Sun. 12-9pm
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KIDS
Rlwrton Library
oilers ToddlerWne for 1- to 2-yearolds,
including games, stories and songs, Wed
at 9:30 and 10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am;
Preschool Story Hour for ages 3 to 5, Fri
at 10:30 am. The library's located at 1600
Forest Ave, Portland. Call 797-2915.
lilly a.turd8YS
Portland YMCA presents a series of summer wor1<shops for preschool-aged kids
on Saturdays from ~ 12 at 70 Forest Ave,
Portland. Cost: $15. Call 874-"" .
Th_terCl_
Mime/actor John Saccone teaches fNBry
Tues, Sept 100Dec 19, from 3:30-4:30.
For more Info call 871 -1013.
Youth FItneM Program
USM's Cenler for F~ness begins an &week circuit weight training and cardiovascular fitness program for boys and
giris ages 13-17, Aug 31 and Sept 1 from
3-4 pm at USM Lifeline Bodyshop, USM
Portland Gym, Falmouth St, PorUand.
Cost $67. For more nfo call 780-4170.
Youth IndOCH' Soccer Pl'09ram
at Portland YMCA for children &-11 years
of age. Registration is ongoing. For more
Info call 874-1111 .

SPORT
BaHb.II for Men 30+

Portland's Senior Baseball league Is now
forming for the 1992 season. CaU 7730767 for more info.
Canoe In.tnlctlon
l.l. Bean offers lessons in solo canoe
handling Aug 30 from 10:30 am-12:30 pm
at Royall River, Yarmouth. Cost: $15. For
moredetais call (800) 341-4341 .
FItn_ In.tructlon
USM Lifeline oilers five courses leading
to a Certificate in Fftness Instruction this
fall at USWPortiand. Registration deadline is Sept 11. For info call 780-4649.
Golf FH
A new 3-month program by USM Lifeline
combining weight training and cardiovascular exercises specifICally aimed al
slrengthening "golfing" muscles. Formora
info call 780-4170.
Paddling ....Ion.
JoinSaco RivarOutfltters Wad at 5:30pm
for paddling sessions al East End Beach,
weather pemitting. Call 773-0010.
Portland RU9by Club
The PorUand Rugby Club welcomes new
and old players to join them in the physical and fast-paced game of rugby. Practice sessions at 6 pm on Tues and lhurs
at the Fox Street 1IeId, just 011 exit 7 of 1295 in Portland. We schedule matches
every Sal for two teams. as well as three
matches for Old Boys (over 35~ For more
info caH ~3B6I .
Roiling & "'kayak RHCue ClInic.
sponsored by Saco River Outfitters, run
Sat nightsala cost of$40. Call Seco River
Outfitters at 773-0910 for more info.
"auyaklng Network
is lorming now. Call 874-2640 for info on
t~ and membership.
"nlor F1tn_ for Men & Women 5&.
USM Lifeline oilers classes Mondays,
Wednesdays & Fridays from 10:30-11:15
am at the USM Portland campus gym on
Falmouth Street. Program consists 01 pr0gressive exercises. Registration Is ongoing. Call 780-4170 for more Inlo.
8peechlcatlng
If you are eighl-years-old or older and
wolJd like to leam to speedskate, cal
781-3699 Immediately so thai weekly
practice sessions can be planned.
Thirty Somethln' 8occ«
Peopla 30+ meat to play soccer Sunday
evenings at 6 on Middla School fteId,
Scott Dyer Road , Cape Bizabeth. EYIIOts
Include pick-up games, challenge
metchea and occasional tOU'll8ments. For
more info cal 7~8869 .
USMUfellne
offers rnermershlp to the general public
in Ita gym activities program. Squash,
weight training facilities, racquetball and
basketball courlll, etc., areava.bIe. SeYeral membership options. USM Campus
Gym, 9CI Falmouth St. For more info cal
7110-4170.

Volunteer Coache.
South Portland Recreation is looking
for edults interested in coaching youth
9OCC8r, flag foolbal or tackle football
this fall. Coaches will be able 10 participate In the National Youth Sports
Coaches Association training sessions.
For more details call 767-7650.
Women'. Rugby
The Portland women's rugby team welcomes new and old players. Join us for
practice TUBS & Thurs from 5:30-7:30
pm at Baxter Boulevard field, Portland.
Call 87&-5087 for more info.
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ELL

OVER 100,000 READERS

1 -800-33~3749.

Motorcycl........nger Hunt
allows you to take a ride along the
scenic Maine coast and help the Special Oly~s Aug 30 at 11 am. Registration is from ~ 11 am at Tri-Sports,
139MainSt, Topsham. Cost: $5. Prizes
and food. For more info ca" 773-3831
or 727-5453.
Oratorio Choral.
holds its first fal IMBIing for present,
formerandprospecUvememberstooutline the '92-'93 season, schedule auditions and sing Aug 30 at 6 pm in Gibson
Hal, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For
details call 725-7103. If you want to go,
but can'~ call 783-4006.
Women with aualn..
The Women's Business Development
Corporation seeks nominations for their
annual award honoring a woman who's
operated a successful business lor at
least fIVe years. To receive a nomination
loon, contact the organization at PO Box
658, Bangor, ME 04401 or caJI234-2019.
Yard . .I.
Ifyou hate 10 rriss a bargain or if you'd
like to support the lightship It 12 Nantucker, bring some cash Aug 29 lrom
10-4 to 58 Fore St, Portland. All proceeds benefit the lightship. People
making donations of good quality , saleable items and receive passes for free
admission to the lightship. For more
Info caJl775-1181 .•

M.

.,......-----=-----,
Pet Loss Therapy

CONTRACEPTIVE BLUES? The tried &
true cervical cap is here! FDA approved.
Comfort. Spontaneity. Effective. Affordable. A barrier method ranaissance. For
information call CaSl:O Bay Midwifery
and Well Women Care. 799-4467.
DANCE ClASSES for childran and adults
in jazz. lap, streelfunk and stretch.
Dancemagic (4 yrs. and up). Beautiful
sludios. ExceUent, positiveinstructors.Fall
session begins ~10. casco Bay MoYers,
151 St. John st, Portland. 871- t013.

PSYCHIC-ClAIRVOYANT- Astrological
wisdomsolutionstodecisions- Regarding
now & '93! Your heanh, job, stresses,
financial problems, pets. moving, disabilities from accidents. Holiday office party
errtertainment. Appointments: 883-3223.

DEEPMUSCLEMASSAGEthroughyoga
and meditation, massage oil and healing
music. By 112 hour or hour, loose, Mif.
25% discount Keith, 774-7648.

SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE.
Shiatsu is Japanese-style massage.
Special introductory oller of 20% off
regular fee. Keith Hintz MST 828-2023.
Portland license.

DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- KaranAustan,
MAo LMJ., Licensed Massage Therapist. Allwiate chroric bacl<aches, headaches, neck and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress, ifT1lrove flexibilily, muscle
tOne, circulation, athletic performance. 9t
appoilTlrnant, ~n.
DISCOVER THE TOOLS OF THE PRACTICING ASTROLOGER- 8 weekly sessions beginning Tues. Sept 22nd, 78:30pm, $200. Taught by the Practical

799-9258
TMAI CHI CHUAN is an ancielTl Chinese r-cartial Art. basad on mental and physi- T:
B
MAC E D 'I' .
cal balance. One learns to blend w~h an usa ussey, .., . . . .
opponents force to control it TAl CHI is
Individual & Group Therapy
a fluid system basad on meditation in
for Women Focusing on
movement ExceilelTlforspirituai growth,
• Food
radialTl physical health and unequaled in
• Body Image
reducing the effects of slress and ten• Sexuality
sion in ones life. Beginners through 232 St.John Sl
77;"7927
advanced classes, including PushHands. Visitors welcome. For informa- ,.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- .

Astrologer,AbbeAndewn,M.BASend

tion call Gene Golden, 772-9039.

SI00deposittoRR2, Box 1600, Lisbon
Falls, ME 04252. F.M.I. 353-4363.
DREAMGROUPFORMING-Ifinterested

THE CLASS YOU'VE BEEN WAITING
FOR! Core Energetics: IlTIegration of
. d bod
. ·t
t·
. hP
Inn ,
y, SPin, smo IOns Wit am
Chubbuck, nationally known Therapist,
Teacher, Healer. Starts Sept 15th, 12
sessions, 6:30 to 8:30pm Tues. evas-

CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH. Call Tyler 774-1183.

Accent Reduction CI.._
A licensed/certified speech pathologist
is starting classses to help people lose
their foreign or regional accent. Forinfo
cal 87~1886.
Th. AIDS Project
has an urgent need for voluntoors with
cars who can assist clients who need
transportationfodoctorsappointments,
support groups, grocery shopping and
other life enands. Volunteers ara also
needed to cover telephone lines and
perform light office work at TAP. For
mora info cal 774-6877.
AIDS Walk
Maine AIDS Walk '92, the Ihird aMual
state-widedonation walk to benefit community-based AIDS service organizations, will be held Sun, Oct 4, at 1 pm.
The Portland 10 K walk starts at USM
CalJ1lUs Center, Portland. local pr0ceeds to benefit TAP, the People Wtth
AIDS Coalition of Maine and the AIDS
lodging House. Sign up sponsors this
summer and walk inthefall. For sponsor
sheets, call 774-6877.
Crula.Ca_a.y
The Matlovlch Soc:lely oilers a chernfree sunsat cruise on The Bay V/8W
Lady Aug 27 from 7-9 pm, departing
from Fisherman's Wharf, 164 Commercial St, Portland. Cost: $5 members,
$10 non-members. Call 657-2650.
Equal protectlonlPortJand
Volunteer to preserva Portland's Human Rights Ordinance. Help guarantee
all Portland residents, workers and visitors equal protection from discrimination In~yment, housing ,credit and
public accommodations regardless of
sexual orierriation. For more nfo call
87~5360 or write Equal Protection!
Portland, P.O. Box 1894, Portland. ME
04104.
Feminist. Agalnat Rape (FAR)
meets Tues at 7 pm for discussion and
planning. If you are a feminist determined 10 help make Portland a city free
of sexual violence, call 799-7242 or
772-5941 for location.
MDA Waluthon
Walk to raise money for the Muscular
Dystrophy Association Sept 7. Ragister .
at 9 am and begin walking at 10:30 am
at Deering Oaks Park. For mora info call

CALL 775·1234 OR FAX 775·1615

I£WMEN'SGROUPFORMINGFORFAlLlssuesaddl8SS8dWiDindudemaieroiesat
home & at woJ1<, fear of intimacy, mlidng
& suslaining comrrittments, stuck feelings, & lack of joy & iRJ. Those who find
that these or sirrilar issues.are a concern
ara waIcome to call for an initial interview,
whether or not you'lie had previous group
experience. Two groups Sl:heduled:
Wednesdays, 6-8pm, & Thursdays, ~
l1am Eight Il18f1lirrit each group. $251
session. Call Rick Lynch for rroreinformalion 0( an initial interview. 874-{1681.

body & soul

ETC

Augusl 27, 1992

in sharing and unraveling the various
images that. on an almost nightly basis,
preselTlthemseives
to us, call772-4126.
Mr. Nishil
Mehta
for rrore information.

Connie VaJliete. M.S.Ed
Regisrend COlUlSelor

Oil Sq)icmhe.- 1,
YOIII' 11I1H."'(

,"id,,-

will he waitiJII'
,...,
Ii '" yo II.

657-2634

nona Sllverman, RMT
Therapeutic Massage
Swedish
Neuromuscular Technique
Gm,u, rel"";"g, h••li"g,

871-1300

,..1" ",p<r;m« of detp haLt,,«
__ ACUPUNCTURE

Currently
Welcoming

WITHOUT NEEDLES

Ann FOller Tabbutt, AOITA

WEIGHT RELEASE
REALLY HELPS YOU LET GO
(01 fill In/g/llllullfD ID",.,

"1'1.' fIIU
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» SAFE» HOLISTIC
» NURTURING» POWERFUL

Psychotherapists.

Fall SemesterOni/Oing Personal Growth
Therapy Group: mOM SURVIVAL TO
THRIVING. New groups begin the week
of Sept. 21st. Call Michael Dwinell at
799-1024. ResidentialWeekendRetreaV
Workshop: IMPERATIVES OF THE
HEART: AUTHENTICITY AND VOCATION. Sept25-27 at GeneYa Point Conferance Center, Lake Winnipesaukee,
NH. Call (603)253-4366

WANT TO CHANGE Relationship patterns that no longer wor1<? Try group
therapy! New groups slarting in September. Call now to save your place:
Jane Gair 774-8633. Also 3Vailable for
individuals and couples.

FALLFEST '92- Festival for women, Sept
17-20. Ferrinistthameworl<shops, music,
planned activities. Donl rriss this opportunily. CalI207-743-'ll87 for details.

1I"''';''!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!''''''l'I

"PLEASE

Adult Intensive
Psychotherapy

ON YOUR KIDS!"

Jungian Orientation

Having difficulty PARENTING
in a creative positive manner?
Tired of reading parenting
books to resolve conflidS
with your children?
Call for: Individual or Group
Consllilations, Home VI5;t$

m••ting to find out if Therapeutic
WeiDht Release miDht be the n.xt WS LESBIAN wlcat & 112 dog looking
for responsible roomateto share house
sl,p in your ,,,w'ry & growth.
in rural or suburban setting wlin tl2
hourfromPorliand. Call 941-9511 days
or 567-3777 e.lSS.

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
New Group slarts Spelember

775-1771
PORTLAND YOGA STUDIO
Certifoed Iyengar Yoga

llNDA E. HUSTON
Early Childhood
Behavioral Consuhanr.

WOMEN'S5-DAY RETREAT in northern
New Mexico. Sept. 26-30. Cost: $375.
Facilitated by Rosalie (Byrer) Heart and
Maryrae Means. Call 563-5973.

Dr. Kathy Karpeles

Licensed Psychologjst

774-4436
Glenn Morazzini
L.e .S.W.

879-1981

879-0509 (ans. mach.)

Hours by appointment.

POLARITY

PROFESSIONAL

THERAPY
TRAINING
651 I'orut Ave.
Portland,
Me 04101
(207) 772-8011

TRAINING

Bqpn. Oct.. 24th Part-Tunc

1Iii_________.LI

Brunlwick

MASSAGE

1-....497-1908

St.uII Oct.. 3rd Part-Tunc
BNn.wick

1-Il00-497-1908

NEED A FOURTH- M/F, 30ish. Great
house, nice neighborhood. Avail. 9/1.
$155/mo. tS8C. + 1/4 utils. Call Bill 8717028 after 5PM
NORTH DEERING AREA- M/F NlS, energy ellicient home, sunny, WID , oNslreet parking, yard, screened porch,
quiet neighborhood, storage. S260/mo.
+1/3 utils. Nocouch potatoes. 797-9424.
OOB SHARE HOME WITH MATURE
WOMEN, enj<1)' privacy of furnished 2nd
floor, bedroom & balh,$65weel< includes
ewrything. Mature, chem-freefemalepreferred . Refs required. 934-4742.
RESPONSIBLE NlS WF to share qUiet,
bsautiful, 2 BR duplex near Bay. $3501
mo. includes heat, electric &cable, furnished . Call Joanne, 846-4593.
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, NIS. Gortolerant WF roommate to share country
house, desirable Portland suburb. Garage, utilities. Must value privacy and a
clean, comfortable house. Available
immad. Security and references. 53501
1m. 799-9768.

Cheryl Aronson
M.A., L.c.P.C.

LOOKING FOR quiet, responsible, NlS
female to share nice 3rd floor, mosUy
furnished apt on Bolton St. Decks, trees,
WID, cat, piano. $275 t 112 ulils. References. 773.jj212.

",I

772·7125

DON'T SIT

INTOWN- Spacious 2 room suite 3Vailable. Share large Victorian house with 2
NlS professionals. Rent $325 tutils.
Call David, 773-9733.

MY ROOMMATE MARRIED AN ALIENNow we need a human subject to ocIf it's time for a
rh,ng. in the cupy the void in this 3BR Washington
way you relate to foo4 & ..ting, Ave apt 2nd floor, spacious, WID, offslreet parking. S22!>'rro t 1/3 uti Is. Sec.
please come to the frII. intro4urlory dep. Avail 811 . 879-6088.

New Clients

A
Group Tlu!rapy for Therapists
to work on their own issues and
Powerful
keep their issues out of their work
1 F1
Op rtunity Judith Cough1in & C ha res
yon
pO

roommates

THERAPEUTIC

Limited enroliment,
deposit
829-4522. register sarly! $25 ~=========:::::--;:=========:::::
,

EUROPEAN PSYCHIC- Jonathan Mari<s, THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE and BodyMSO-Predicbng & analy2ing past happen- work for body awareness, recovery isings, presalTl problems and future events. sues, stress reduclion. Get back intouch
112-hour/hoursessions. Psychic, Tarot & withwhoyou rsallyare! AndreaE. Price,
Counseling. Portland, 775-2213.
L.M.T. 871-0121

MEN'S THERAPYISUPPORT GROUPAvailable openings in on-going group
led by Stephen Aranson, PhD. For rrore
information call 772-3176.

Grief Counseling
for Groups andlor Individuals.
Support group now forming for
Ihose whose pet is dying.
hu died, or is IOSL

roommates

COM)OL IFE?Lookingforaresponsible W RESPONSIBLE, PROFESSIONAL NlS
S roommate to share a 2 BR place off WOMAN 10 share charming, spacious,
BlightonAve. W/D",parldng,nopets.$27!>' West End Victorian. Sunlight, yard, fireplace, laundry. Furnished. $35011m. inmo t 112 utils. Available now. 774-4916.
cludes ali but phone. References, S8CUCOZY CONDO FOR CREATIVE, mature rity deposit. 772-1831.
woman- Share with same, Spring PoilTl
area. 2 rooms upstairs, share rest Mod- ROOMATE WANTED to share house.
Non-smoker or drinker preferred. 567
ern, clsan, quiet, near SMVTI, beaches.
US 1 Scarborough, 112 rent and ults.
S2751mo. Call 799-1058.
Call after 6 p.m. 883-8092
HALLOWELL-27y.o. GM seeks responsible NlS person to share apt. on Rt
201 . $2OO/mo. includes ali . Available
now thru Jan. 623-8717.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 181h
century sunny, spacious, Wesl End/Old
Port apt. w/extras. SI75/rro. t 1/2 cheap
utils. Call Matt (33 y.o.), 774-4195.

Check your attic, basement, your dosets or garage. " take stock of what you see and ask youl8elf, "Would I rather keep this, or have $92 in my pocket?" If=~n the cash,
send a 15-word description of the item in question to Casco Bay Weekly, (use the coupon below), ask 592 for it, and CBW will run your ad for 4 weeks
YFREE!

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

categories
o body & aoul
Oroommat..
O~rent
Oho~alrent

BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615

your ad:

the sure sell
o dining
o stull for sale
o S02 stull lor .ale
o yard

.aI.. ,

o olftcealrent
o bualn... rentals
o studios/rent
o ...onaVrent

o gardena
o wlW1ted

Ore....tate

Omu.1c

o bu..,.... property

o wheel.

Oland ..le

Obo...

0 .... & craft.

O computenl

O auctfon.

o thester .rts

O chRd care

DIMming

o help wanted
o Job. wanted
o bu..,.... .ervlcea
o bu..,.... opportunitJee
o financial
o dating .entlce.

o pu bllcatfons
O anlmala

o lost & found (free)
o legal notices

25 words .•• $11 per week
additional words . .. 50c;/word/week
Phone It in: 775-1234 (visa/mc)
FAX it in: 775-1615 (visa/mc)
WalkIMalllt in: Casco Bay Weekly
551ACongressSt., Portland, ME04101
Attn : Classifieds

deadlines
Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call n5-1234 for display rates.

fine print
Qanjled ado muot be paid lor il advwK:e with cash, personal
_
""""'" Cfd<r, VIsa or Mastercard. Lost & Found
!sled

m... Oanlled ada .... non·...rIl1dable. caw _

:t.::l ....

""i
not

o ride board

lorS21~

Number of words:

Name:

Number of weeks:

Address:

nom.

not be liable lor

oO::aI emn. orr/nIons, or dla>geo il the ad ..tlIcIl do
eel the vaI.te or content or abel .......); change the m..,.;"g
0/ the ad. ~ wi! be _
_
able ErTor has been
deI<rmIned _
one _
0/ publication. Tear sheets available

[J bulletin board

Phone #.

o visa

0 mc#

expodate

First 25 words
$11 per week: $

+ add. words 0 50¢ ea.: $
Total: $
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roommates
SCARBOROUGH- rvs M.f to share house

wi garage with 4Osormthi ng female and
cal Nice naghborllood. Near beaches.
$3OOr'mo includes utils. 883-£967.
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SCARBOROUGH- Person toshare house
on Nonesuch River. 5 llins. from Portland. Must becommunityspirited, health
conscious and environmentally concerned. call Liz at 883"()()76.
SOUTH PORTlAND- L.g. room, full wall
closet in spacious house. 2 bath, 2 car
gar., frplc, all appls., office space avail.
$295+ utils. 799-1073.
SPACIOUS 2-STORY HOUSE near USM.
M.f housematewanted. Gradstudentor
low-key, rnaturepernon preferred. Hardwood floo~, fireplace, washer. $29QI
mo.+I13 heat. 871-7212.
STARTING SEPTEMBER- Share spacious Peaks Island house w/2 others.
Large lawn, garden, near ferry. NIS, no
pets. $1851mo., 1/3 uti Is. call Beth or
Jeff 766-4425.
WOODFORDS- Responsiblefemale NlS
to share sunny, spacious 2 BR apt. on
first floor of house. Close to USM and
Back Cove. $2SO/mo . .vtils. 773-9796.

apts/rent
169 DANFORTH- Newly redecorated studio ($l751mo.) 1 112 BR ($4SWmo.)
Heat & utils. incl. Superintendent on
prellises. 87~2478.

,
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212 DANFORTH, Portland-efficiency apt
large kitchen, full bath and BA. Second
floor w/deck. $35OImo. call 774-7604
for more info.
98 PlEASANT ST- Intown Portland, 1
BR apt, plus off-street parking. $3751
mo. call 774-6881 or 8~411.
BUXTON-l PERSON effeciency private
clean, 1st floor country setting. $425
per month includes heat and eletricity
call 92~5660 or 799-5988.
CHANDLER'S WHARF- Elegant harbor
frorrttownhouse.2BR.gas heat fireplace.
$12OO'mo. Bailey Realty, 883-9068.
CUMBmLANDCENTER-Sunny, spa:ious
2 BR apt wlbackyard.lotsofstorageand
veryreasonable heat cost Nodogs, please.
$5501mo. call 865-6473.

r

DEERING OAKS PARK. Newly renovated,
heated 1 bedroom apartment. Hardwood
floo~. Sunny and cheerful. Clean and
secure building. Best Value in Town:
$37!i1mo. 773-7002.

i

t

FALMOUTH- 2 Rm., kit. & bath. Short
walk to beach. Laundry, no pets. $46!i1
mo heat & utils incl. cau 781-5205.
FOREST AVE., 1756- First floor 2 BR,
1.5 baths, LR, DR, parking, small yard.
Glealling hardwood floors throughou~
oil heat $57!i1mo. .vtils. call 772-5345.
HIGGINS BEACH lbdrmfurnished apt
across from beach, Great porch! $lSO +
ults. Days-883-2526, Eves.-781-5579.
Available Aug. 29th

MAINE MEDAJSM Area- Large 3BR apt
Avail. ~1. Parking for2 cars, laundry In
building, oil heat, hdwd firs, storage
room, no pets. Lease & Sec. Dep. $58!i1
mo + uti Is. 1-363-5544, leave rmssage.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE regarding the Investigation of
financing, business opportunities and
work at home opportunities, Casco Bay
Weekly urges it's readers to contact the
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Division, 812 St9Yens Ave., Portland, ME
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 04103-2648.

STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All
inclusive, tin ceilings. artists sinks. ligh
energy environrmnt Darkrooms to suHes
with views. $95 to $2SW1TD. 799-4759.

MIDDLE ST., 11 SO- Luxury 2 BR corner
unit in secure building, high ceilings.
gas heat and range,laundryfaciis. $62!i1
mo. +utils. Phillips Property Managemen~ 7n-5345.

I
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NEAR MERCYIMMC- Cozy newly renovated, 1 BR, third floor apt Skylights
throughout. Off-street parking. $37!i1
mo + utils. call 766-2385.
OCEAN FRONT- The Diplomat at Old
Orchard Beach. Luxurious, furnished 2
BR condos. Fabulousviews, fromS!JOOI
mo. Bailey Realty, 883-9068.

2BR HOME-112 acre, nice starter, good
location on Scarborough. VA assumable or use own financing, by owner.
call after 4pm weekdays or weekends.
$n,soo. 883-242t.
BY OWNER- FALMOUTH FORESIDE. 4
BR,livingroomwlfirepiace,diningroom,
remodeled kitchen, 2 bathrooms,
sunporch, private beach, and mooring
PORTLAND Country Neighborhood- rights, 2car garage. $160,000. call 781New modern 2 BR townhouse. W/w · 5639.
carpeting, WID, garbagedisp., parking. -------------------Kerosene monitor supplement $625 + DO YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SALE?
utils. Lease & security. 10/1. 797-2938. Why not adVertise it through THE SURE
SELL? call 775-1234 or 883-4149.
PORTlAND: TWO BEDROOM, FIRST
FLOOR apartment, comfortable colonial FRYE ISLAND, Sebago Lake- Drastically
home on KENT STREET. Spacious yard, reduced! Immaculate 4 BR furnished
dining & living room plus basement NO Gambrel w/lake view. 1314 baths, mod.
PETS 773-5144 for appointrmnt
kitch, basement, 4 yrs. old. Pampered
19112' Starcraft ski boat included. IsSILVER ST., 199- 1 BR wIloft, high land amenities include golf, tennis,
ceilings, exposed brick & beam, fully beaches, pool. Was $109,000. Now
applianced kitchen, electric heat, laun- $85,000. call John (207)655-3491 or
dryfacils.$55tVmo. +utils. Phillips Prop- (508)68H631.
erty Management. 772-5345.
GORHAM- 3 or 4 BR Country cape. 2
TORENTYOURAPARTMENTFAST, and full baths, very private. 13 lliles from
downtown Portland. $tI9,900. Call773to the highest caliber tenants, call 775- 0275 days, 781-5202 eves.
1234, THE SURE SELL CLASSIFIEDS,
and reach over 100,000 people throughout Greater Portland!
WEST END- Exceptionally clean & sunny
2BR. w/ hardwood floors, parki no. gas
heatand deckw/atiractiveyard. Offered at
$55OImo+ util. Ml & refs required. No
dogs. Non-smokars. Avail 811. 87~712O
WESTBROOK- Newly renovated sunny 2
BR on second floor, quiet neighborhood,
yard, on bus line, WID hookup, storage,
heated. $6OO'mo. call 871-!1252.

houses/rent
HOLLIS- Sept- June. Wonderful old
farmhouse. 3 BR, 2 baths. WID, wood or
oil h~ furnished. NlS preferred. Commu~ng distance to Portland/Sanlord,
etc. $35O/mo. + utils. 727-3714.
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PORTLAND- Pretty cape on quiet dead
end street Friendlyneighborhood, close
to Back Cove. 3 BR, hdwd firs, fenced-in
yard. $82,000 by owner. 773-9728.
SCARBOROUGH TOWN HOUSEHiggins Beach. 7 rooms, 3 BR, 2 112
baths, 2 car garage. Fireplace, cathedral
ceiling, customized features, 1,800 sq
It, $169,900. Sale by owner. NO BROKERS. call for appt. 883-8367-Evel
W.E. 797-4645 Days.
SCARBOROUGH, 3BDR T-RANCH. Master bdr, has cathedral skylights & enclosed jaccuzi room. 2full baths, DR has
French doors to deck, car & half attached garage, hardwood floors. great
neighborhood $137,000. call 883-6909.
YEAR ROUND HOME ON LAKE, ski,
skate, swim, fromyourdoorstep. 3 bdr.,
2 bath, modern kitchen oversized
livingroom, wrap-around deck with
screen porch, new cedar ciding. 80 tt.
frontage on littie Sebago. $174,SOO by
owner. 892-8627

MOVING SAI.E!!!
We're moving to Auburn,
And all homes have got to go,
70' #3208 $15,995,
80' #3615 $18,995, 80' #3275 $23,399, 80'
#3282 $25,995,72' #0282 $25,995, Norris 70'
16 wide #7150 $28,995, double wides,
Fleetwood 44' $21,995, Champion 64 x 28
$29,995. Homes from Champion, Fleetwood,
Norris and Ster1ing,

At 26, Oxford, ME
207-539-4759
Daily 11-8, Sun 11-5
Closed Tuesday

PEAKS ISLAND- Charming 2 BR ocean
view. RecenHy renovated. Well insu7n-1404.
I
_
lated. Limit 2 people. $5SO/mo + utils. ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
SEASONAL RENTAL- HIGGINS BEACH.
2BR, furnished, available SeptemberJune, $550 + utils. Call 883-4546 between 5-7pm.

business rental

-------------------FREElANCE JOURNALISTS, Photographers, Artists. Exc~ing opportunity. Contribute to monthly, women-oriented
newspaper. Guidelines available. Subllit background information: Maine Osteopathic Educational Foundation, RR
2, Box 1920, Manchester, ME 04351.

General Services Center

CALL 775-1234 FAX 775-1615

THE REACH
YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS:
"I've received more calls from a Single SU'R£ S£LL
claSSified ad than I did from months of advertising in
the Maine Sunday Telegram. And at a fraction of the
cost too! The ad more than paid for itself rJJ continue to
advertise my business with the SUR£ S£LLI"
_ Mary" Candie· Carey _
- Windham LOTS CLEARED- .ltVsq.ft., stump removal, wood harves~ng. 37 years experience. Will pay top dollar for standing
~mber or logs. Call for your free estimate. 943-208&'893-1043.

775-1234

LmLE PEOPlE DAY CARE- Deering
Hig hSchool area. Before and after school
accepted. call 773-8839.
smER NEEDED-forscattered 9Yenings
(some late). Good study atmosphere,
VCR avail., own transportation. Good
for older high school or college student
Portland area. References. 774-9291,
leave message.
SO. PORTLAND CHILD CARE CENTER
NEEDS two motivated, reliable teachers
for their Toddler Program and Afterschool Program. Hours 2:30-5:30 M-F.
call 761-3436.

help wanted
$40,oooIYR! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple "likeldon1Iike"
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
24-hour recording r9Yeals details. 80137~2925, copyright IMEI14EB.
ATIENTION SCARBOROUGH RESIDENTS- PARTTIMEJOB- Earn $20-$30
per week for 4-5 hours delivering
Penny$avers and Magazines. Walking
and driving routes available. call Advanced Delivery 883-1735.
CRUISESHIPJOBS-Upto$9OOlweekly.
Free roorrVboard, now hiring skilled!
unskilled, merVWomen. No experience
necessary. 818-960-9144, ext. C909.
EXCITING CONCEPT in home party
plans. Seel<ing kitchen consultants to
demonstrate unique high qualitykilchen
products. Earn extra $$S. Low start
costs. No deliveries. Call Oot for inter-

r:;:='"

Call Wendy 761"4580
Professional Cleaning
and Maintenance Company

TOUCHDOWN REMOOEUNG
Kitchens &
Bathrooms Installed
• TIle Roo,.

• C.7inp-

• Painting

No job too Big or Small
n4-2568

CHARLES B. MELCHER
PHOTOGRAPHER

mI
'i
.i'"

Do your goals match your skills?
Do you know how to
,.
market yourself? Are you
..
tongue-tied at interviews?
There is a job for you.
2071799-3344
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ATIENTION! Are you looking for a responsible person to cook, clean, provide home health c~re or do your hair In
your home? Excellent References. 87~
5412 87~5412
BAKER & HAlL-Professional wallpapering and painting. Ceiling specials plus
multi-room discounts. Experience and
references. For your free estimate, call
767-5752 or 799-0231.
CAN BUILD THAT SPECIAL PIECE of
furniture or cabinets toyourneeds. Also
remodeling work. Free estimates and
designs. call Roy 773-0372.
CARPENTRY & CABINETRY-Projects
detailed and styled for your home or
business. call Paul Keating 846-5802.
D.G. MASONRY 799-3827. SPECIALIZINGln residential chimooy repairandcleaning.AlI aspects 01 masonry,lreeestimates.
Domemnic Germano 799-3827.

on Chimney Cleaning

DRIVEWAY SEAL COATING- Experienced, dependable college student. Call
Justin for free estimate. 799-6041.
ELECTRICIAN- CALL "FORRESr at Town
& Country ElectriCfor 1st class workmanship & lowest prices in town. Lis. & insured- Fusesto breaker panelsaspeciaity.
Contractors- CALL US! 772-5257.
EXOTIC DANCERS Theareas fi nest male
and female PROFESSIONAL DANCEFIS.
Birthday, bachelor/bachelorette parties,
etc. Call PARty-UP TALENT a761-5566
FRESH, THOROUGH CLEANING- If you
enjoy returning from work toa sparkling
clean house, I can help! Weekly, biweekly, monthly. Call 871-9385.
HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAIlABLE
to do odd jobs and moving, locally or
long distance. Experienced & dependable with references. call lor low rates,
774-2159 anytime.
I FIXcoid-hot-steam pressure washers.
Karcher, Alkota, Power-Master, Landa,
etc. Factory trained serviceman. Also
new & used machines for sale or lease.
call 846-1405.

TREESCAPE- Natural landscape company specializing in naturalistic landscaping, trailwork, brushcutting, thinning, pruning, chipping, bushhoooing,
fences, wildlife planting, birdhouses,
lawns. and lot cleari ng. Satisfaction guaranteed. 761-0480.

•
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Bad Credit
CItWIT ItEP.\IH \ET\\UHK
1 Commercial St.
7:' Z·HO 10

Landscapers, Painters, Plumbers,

Restorers, Heating & Cooling Experts,
Security Systems, Window /Ooor
Installers, Wood floor Refinishers,

501 Cumberland Ave.
Portland 775-6301

... and other life support services
If you've ever cleaned up for the cleaning people •..
or worse, cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life.

commercial .

stull for sale
'64 GEMINI 130 wan Ampeg Amp- 112" Jensen speaker, 4 channels guitar
and accordion echo, vibrato footswitch.
Excellent cond o$2SO. Ka~, 87~1694,
87~2529.

ANTIOUE BRASS BED- $200; Minolta
7000 camera, manual or auto focus,
flash, 21ens, cas&- $500 or B. 0.; Yamaha
Clavinova electric piano- $500. 8653433, leave message.
BLACK LACQUER Round Dining Tablew/4chairs & built-in leaf. Smoked glass
prolective covering. Looks great in contemporary setting. $275. 87!Hl423.

PHOENIX S1JDEL River Kayak for sale,
ortradefor IS' mountain bike. call 775OS03.
WEDDING GOWN-SATIN, siml0, train,
gloves, off-shoulder, $700 new, asking
$350 or B.O. call Cheri, 781-2455,leave

rmssage.
WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL?The"56WGAN
Tag Sale' 9\f8ry Sunday, 9am-11am.
BUY, SELL or TRADE! Tune your radio
to the '56 WGAN Tag Sale".

$92
Stuff ·
for Sale
19' SANYD B&W TV- Complete with
antenna and packing materials. Works
great! $92. 854-2989.
1986 FIERO REAR BUMPER cover for
an SE or Formula, $92 or B.O. 8567315.
ACOUSTlCGUITARS(TW0)-$92.10x15
truck tires $50, 14' snow ti res $50 or
$92 for both. 773-7701.
AOUARIUM-2OgaI. high, fullyequipped.
Needs fish and gravel. $92. 799-2881.
AUTOMATIC WASHER & gas dryer for
sale. $92 each. call 774-2012.
BACKPACK- Gregory Polaris, medium
harness, excellent condition, $92. 7727579 after SPM or leave message.
BENTON SPRUANCE Lithograph- 'The
Fencers. "1937, signed in stone, American Artists Group series. 592. 767-2984.

MISS 1993 MAINE
(Offlcill preHmlrary 10 Mill World America)

"Today's young woman
is the total person. She's a
career minded, family
oriented, professional
individual who possesses
beauty of both face & form.
She's a woman of the 90's!"

Be a part of .the
GUYREX tradition.
No entrance fee.
Be Maine's choice In 19931

Katherine Clark
772-8784

MASTER ELECTRICIAN looking for extra work on weekends. Ouality for reasonable rate. call John 883-0254.

83~57521839-8175.

WANTED: INFORMATION ON "Foreign
body response" to artificial implants. Accu mliati ng data fromanysou rcelpatients.
Write: IMPlANTS, C/O BEAN, Box 2~,
665 Saco St, Westbrook, ME 04092.

Roll... FtunJJy I'bo1rai,

COMPULSIVE ICLEANING

NEW STORAGE SHED 8'x 12' 2 windows, 4ft. wide door, gable roof on pt
skids. $800 call after 4p.m. 83~3851

STANTON CONSTRUCTION-Ouality Guaranteed! Speciali2inginRemodeling &Landscaping. Also do additions, roofing, painting (interlor/oxterior), weather·insulation,
brlcllJstone work, cerallic tile, tree work.

Designers, Electricians, Furniture

EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS

NASTY~NEAT

MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
FRAMES- New and used. Also washe~
and dryers and appliances We also buy
ulllYanted ~ems. Cred~avallable m-5737.

SMALL HOUSE CLEANING BUSINESSWe clean your hormthewayyou want it
cleaned, and we'll do the extras! Reliable, hard-working, trustworthy. Call
83~3885 for references .

TEACHER looking for House Sitting arrangement. I'm tidy, flexible, NlS and
handy. Have peace of mind while your
house is safe and warm. 725-2068.

1'biIYou'a Boaury ••• Beaut)' wiIh aPmpale.

LO rs CLEARED- .1tVsq.ft., stump removal, wood harvesting. 37yearsexperience. Will pay top dollar for standing
timber or logs. Call for your free estimate. 943-208&'893-1043.

SHEET METAL- OUAL flY WORK, GUARANTEED lowest rates, all types. ductwork,
gutters, rework, repairs, 10 yea~ experience, 883-3453 ieave message.

Makers, Carpenters, Decorators,

'Ilee Docton...

GUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD as
the company that offers them. Watch
out for "money back' offers from unknown companies.

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE- Pain
in muscles reli9Yed before tl becomes
disabling. Valerie Blais, RN, Certified
NeuromuscularTherapist. 773-1215 for
appointment or information.

JUNK CARS & TRUCKS wanted. Free
pickup. Call DumboEnterprises854-2068.

1-800-540-1455
773-1455

LIGHT TRUCKING- Hauling rubbish,
brush, wood, demolition, llisc. 7 days!
week. call 772-7719.

MIKE'Z lANOSCAPE & TREE ServicePruning, removals, bracing, surgery,
planting of gardens, trees, lawns, hedge
trimming, stump grinding, retaining
walls, fences installed. Maintenance
available. 883-8746.

Architects, Builders, Cabinet

Sheetrockers, Siding SpeciaUsIs,

residential

Is your
job fun?

ATTENTION

ADOPTION- We have hugs and laughter
for your newborn. Coastal Mainecouple
with adopted daughter want to adopt
again. Pleasecall Lynn and Peter collect
at 244-5862. In compliance with Ti~e
22, chapter 1153.

• Free Estimates

Open 8 AM to 4 PM P.S.T.

ALL TYPES WORDPROCESSING- Resumes, cover letters, term papers, transcription, general correspondence. Reasonable rates, laser printer. 799-8731 .

PORTlAND- 311 CUMBERLAND AVE.,
cornerof ElmSt. Heavytraftic. Excellent EF AuPair- European live In Childcare.
visibil~. 1,600 sq. ft. store/office, heat
Screened. Legal Visas. Speak English.
Included, parking available. 7n-6527. Dedicated to your children.Averagecost
$170,wk. For more information, please
call 767-7281. Government designated.
Non-Profit

UQTII TuJrniques ro Desiglling
B.g inlle,s 10 Advanced
All .~es welcome!
Classes meet every week.

Special Summer Rates

'f

Call 714-573-9247

EXPERIENCED DAY CARE PROFESSIONAL would liketo babysit your children in my home. Close to park. Lunch
provided. Any time, any age. Mon-Fri &
weekends. 87H)536.
FULL-TIME MOMS, STUDENTS- looking for loving, responsible babysitter
near No. Yarmouth Center for my 1112
yr. old daughter. Flexible hours. Sarah,
892-4071.

CREATE YOUR OWN
SWEATER

SO. PORTLAND CHILD CARE CENTER
NEEDS two motivated, reliable teachers
for their Toddler Program and Afterschool Program. Hours 2:30-5:30 M-F.
call 761-3436 .

Earn up to 50% more
Many Extras & Benefits

1988 TOP OF THE LINE Burlington

child care

OPPORTUNITY OFFERED: Warm, carIng, motivated & experienced hairstylist
to serve in Maine's firstAveda Concept
Salon. If working in a relaxed atmosphere helping people look great interests you, send resume: Picture Yourself, 57 Exchange St., Portland 04101.

ALL OCCUPATIONS

business services

1112 bath. Wooden storage shed, fiberglass steps included. Can be moved.
Priced to sell! $29,900. 87!Hl423.

HOLIDAY INN WEST- Has immediate
openings for AMlPM waitstaff. experience preferred, please apply in person
to 81 Riverside Street. portland. NO
telephone calls please:

AUSTRALIA
WANTS YOU

child care

Ma~bol(>·14X76, fullyapplianced, 2BR,

wanted

business services

• Brick Repair' ChImneys Capped

mobile homes

slliclassifieds
OVER 100000 READERS

VACATION OVER? Rentwith other artistsat 317 Cumbe~and Avenue. Small
to large studios. lights, heatfurnished.
Parking available. call 772-6527.

real estate

Try the Sure Sell: 775-1234

·.

help wanted

studios/rent

33

For more info can 508-858-0035.
P.O. Box 539,
Tewksbury, MA 01876
Indepen6lnlfypl'Olb:led in Mlirttby 6TJ Enkrptise • .

music

More than half of all Casco Bay Weekly readers own
their own homes and 42% of those have begun
redecorating or remodeling in the past yearl

COMPUTER-I983ACCESSportableword
processor, 64K, printer & modern. Manuals and softwa re Incl. $92. 878-3406.

JAZZ PIANO LESSONS- Begin with the
Blues and advance to Contemporary
styles. College instructor giving lessons in Theory, Technique and Impr<>DENVER, CO- Roundtrip ticket from visation to students of all levels. David
Portland. August 12-19. Female. Only Libby, 773-6530.
$92. Must Sell! Call 874-0803.
LESSONS- Piano (Ihtermediate & AdELECTRIC GUITAR- with hard shell case vanced), Pipe Organ (previous piano
plus Ouantum amp with built-in chorus. required), Violin, Viola, Cello, Acoustic
$92.774-1418.
Bass, Trumpet, Flute,Recorder & ClariEXCELLENT Running Maytag Washer, net Windmill Music. (207)767-7375.
$92. Moving, must sell! Please call 773· PORTLAND LOUNGE- Curren~y accept8525. Leave message.
ing audition tapes. Interested in Jazz,
FENDER GEMINI II Acoustic Guitar. Like Blues, Acoustic, etc. Talented indiVidunew condoOnly 592. Great starter gui- als please send tapes w/ contact name
and phone number to ELC, 42 Market
tar!! 799-9040.
St., Portland, ME 04101. Attn: Michael.
FOR SALE- Oak cest of drawe~ w/ 3 M.AS1U OF MUSIC. BACHELOR OF MUSIC
drawers. $92. 892~017.
GE REFRIGERATOR- 9.5 cU.ft. Works
like new. Moving and must sell. $92.
775-0119. Leave message.
GIRLS BICYCLE- SCHWINN, 24", 5speed, blue with chrome fenders. New
condition, $92.
MEN'S BROWN LEATHER JACKETN9Yer worn. Originally $2SO, you~ for
$!l2. Call Barb, '854-2220.
PANASONIC VCR- $92. Divorce casualty. 799-6681 .
QUEEN SIZE Waterbed with bookcase
headboard. $92. 642-5871, 9Yes.
TRAILER Full of Yard Sale Stuff. $92
takes it all. 282-9202, days only.
TRUNOt.E BED with two mattresses. two
bolsters and bed cover. $92. 775-3665.
TWIN BED, chenry(?) spindled frame,
nice mattress & box spring, comfortable! Complete for $92.998-4133.

Classifieds:
775-1234

yard sales
1575 WASHINGTON AVE.- Saturday,
291h, 9am-4pm. Christian roamnce
books, furniture, odds & ends.
36 WARDTOWN RD., FREEPORT- Aug.
29 & 30. Moving, must go. Great stuff.
MOVING! Antique oak furnature priced
to sell: dresser, desk, sideboard, bookcase Cash. Aug. ~30 only. 9:()()"2:00.
35 Clearwater Drive near Scarborough
Market Place.
YARD SALE- RAIN OR SHINE! 46 Roberts St., Portland: Antiques, collectibles,
old prints. books. household items, toys.
kids books, tapes, clothing, lots more.
Saturday, August 29th, Bam~3pm. Call
for directions or more info: 874-64SO.

Don't miss an opportunity to put
your business name in front of this
important audience.
Call Casco Bay Weekly now to be included
in our annual Home Services Directory,
a special feature our Home Issue.
Call '7'ZS-1234, ask for Sheila or Michael.
Issue date is September 10.
Deadline is September 2.

MUSIC STUDIO
VOICElPlANO INSTRucrOR
Q#ssklll, ope,... IOU
BrYHUIw..y MuslciUs

871-8859
879-2606

.;)

-.r

3n Fore St.,

Portland

PIANO TEACHER
Specializing in
Conservatory Preparation
All Ages, all levels

781-5320
Barbara Payson

48 Thomh"rst Point
Fabnou!h Maine

wheels
$$ CASH CASH CASH $$- WE HAUL
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
condition, S9\fendaysaweek, ~9. 7736878

1962 CHEVROLET BELAIR- 4dr, 6cyI,
60,000 lliles. Runsexcellent, rides like
a dream, top example of the make and
model. Garaged winters, Ziebart in
1982. Own your own showcar$5,700.934-9127 or B.O.
1968 CAMARO, BLUE WIWHITE ROOF.
New pain~ new tires, small block 40OCI,
PSlPB, auto trans, solid car, stored
winte~, must sell!! $5,000883-2642
leave message.

1991 GEO TRACKER, 4X4, red wlblack
soft-top, 5-speed, AM/FM/cassette.
$9200. 934-0785.

SUBARU GL WAGON, 1982- Loaded,
many new parts, running, sticker, SQm8
rust. SI000. Must sell. 774-2012.

CHEAP! FBVU.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes,
$200; '86 VW, $50; '87Mercedes, $100;
'65 Mustang, $SO. Choose from thousands starting $25. 24-hour recording
r9Yealsgiveaway prices. 801-37~2929,
copyright IMEI14JC.

VW BUG, 1977- Mint metallic green wi
sunroof. Excellent condition, but needs
some work. $2000 or B.O. call Rob at
799-487.9.

19B9YAMAHARADIAN-6OOcc0nIy4,300
mi. Excellent condo $2300. 775-0626.

animals

FORD ESCORT, HIllS- Non-operative,
will sell for parts or for best offer. call
774-8604, leave message.
NISSAN TRUCK-I989 black, king cab,
5 spd, 29,000 miles, chrome package,
stereo. Exc. cond. $6700. CalI773-2107.

boats

ATIENTION CATS: Club Purr offers upscale boarding for cats only. Enjoy your
own window in immaculate, air conditioned comfort. Purrnonal pampering.
Vet approved. call Gorham, 83~2037.

BOAT/MOTORlTRAILER 18' FIBERGLASS. Inboard 12Ohp, merc. cruiser,
vinyl canvas cabin & rear cover. Fast,
excellent running, all-around boat.
$2,800 625-3021.

GRAY TIGER CAT looking for intimate
relationship with local family. call Animal Refuge League. South Portland,
Scarborough, Westbrook, Windham, ~
4 Mon-Sa~ 854-9771.

SUBARU '8~ Red,"4 dr, 5 spd, 4WD,
59,000 lliles. Excellent condo Stereo, 5
year/l00,ODO mile warrantee. $4795 or
b.o. 775-2166.
VWRABBIT, 1981-Runsgreat, but needs
mechanical owner. $2SO. call 77!>-7515.
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Describe your car, truck, or cycle in
2S wo(ds or fewer and we'll run
your ad for four weeks in front of
over 100,000 readers
FOR ONLY $251
If your vehicle doesn't sell, just
notify us in writing after the fourth
publication and we'll run your ad
again FOR FREEl Theres no limit!
S25 really does sell your car.

1976 MGB- Excellentcond. Lots 01 new
parts. Full service records. $3900 or
B.O. call 87!Hl499.

1988 YAMAHA YZ-I25. IT'S IN BEAUTIFUL shape. Must see. $1000 or B.O.,
days 88J..78,nights 766-5725.

DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE. Fall
classes: Monday & Wed nesday evenings
beginning Sept. 21 & 23. 10 weeks,
$250. Saturday marathon class also. For
brochure, writeK. Boldt, 19Birch Knolls,
cape Elizabeth, ME 04107 or call 7995n8.

VW JmA GLI 16V, 1990- Black, 5speed, loaded, BBS wheels, anti-theft
stereo, new Yokohamas, roccaro seats,
West coast car, 42K miles, $11,500.
637-3000.

1973 CHEVY NOVA 25(}' $1000, has
rust. 883-9133.

1984 MUSTANG GT- Red w/ black racing stripe, 34,000 orig. mles, 1 owner,
74yearyoung man. Asking $3900. Call
Tim at 856-0257 or 774-2617.

learning
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Classifieds 775-1234
Ad changes are $5. No refunds.
Private party only.
Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress SL. Portland. ME 0410 I

WHAT'S SO DIFFERENT ABOUT The
Happy Jack 3-X Flea Collar? I!'works!!!
Contains NO synthetic pyrethroids. For
dogs & cats! OAK HILL AVE HOWE 8835058.

lost & found
LOST A PET? Call The Animal Refuge
League, South Portland, Scarborough,
Westbrook, Windham, ~4 Mon-Sat,
854-9771.
REWARD-Snowwhne, short-hai red deaf
cat with 2 gray spots, Irom Glenridge
Townhouses. 871-0285

bulletin board
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS FALL? Jet
there anytime for only $169 with
AIRHITCH(r). Call 212-864-2000.

...
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bulletin board

adult services

PUBLIC AUCTION- KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS HAlL 89Saco St, Westbrook,
Me. August28, 1992 6:00pm. items to
beauctioned: Gate leg table, Secretary
desk, Bean pot, fly rod with case, crystal dish, trunks, pictures by Fred Thompson also other pictures, blue willow ware and other types of glass
ware, Violin, pine apple bed, cycle
magazines, sheet music, pine work
table, birdseyemaplecamode, mohag
bed, knick-knack stand, also different
types of chairs- Bentwood, hall tree,
crocks, jugs and much more, many
box lots, sterling salt & pepper shakers. Preview 5:00pm to 6:00pm catered, 10·'" buyersprerri um, Flanagins
Auction Service, Me. licl 1002. Tel
767-2939.
-

CROSS-DRESSERS: Complete HIM-2FEM resources- Catalogs, fiction, boutiques, true 8lCperiences, advice, personals, events, much more. 1-900-9904843, $19,9<V20 mins. OR 1-900-44&2336, $1.991rrin.+ $2/connection fee.
18~or parental perrrission. ATS, Box
566065, Atl, GA 31156, 404-333~64.
DROWN IN THE ECSTASY! 1-800-72ERICA,SWeetAgony!Aduns,$2.991min.
VisalM.C. Do~! No credit card? 1-900.
-ERICA. Alegend! $2/rri n. (E.P.S. 7OB882-7873)

n

HEAR TAlKING PERSONAlS- 1-900.
884-8500, $2/rrin. (18+) OR: TAlK TO
LIVE GIRLS- 1-900-884-1220, $2.991
min. (18+). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft
Laud., Fl.lnfo: 305-525-5433 (x9122).
IWANTTO WET YOU UP! Call meforthe
hottest conversation: live 1 on 1 and
uncensored, lisa. 1-800-726-5567,
SUS/min. VisWMClAmEx.

WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU
HELPED save a life? Do itthisweek by
donating blood at the Red Cross. For
more information cali us at 1-800- MILD OR WILD! Portland's 11 Dateline.
Meet exCiting women and men. Nterna428-0734 or 775-2367.
tivelifaslylesalso.I-900-443-3004,ext.
22, $2.4Wrrin.

-FREE HAlRCOLORmodels needed for advanced

salon wor1lshops.
For more Information, calf

LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET
YOUR PAST PRESENT &
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER
. OF THE TAROT

1-900-45-C·1444

Panache Salon

S1.79/m1n.-18. only

772-5767

Inlolt.c:S/II1embershlp
Whurlwlnd, Inc.

1-800·955·5580

Portland'. Haircolor Specialist.

Early Deadline

•

real uzzle

BII DOll RlIl)ill

College Bored
Each of these characters is commonly known by his initial rather than his given name, Just fill in the num·
bered blanks as indicated.
Can you solve the Real
Answer Sheet
Puzzle? There is a $20 ~ft
certificate from Alberta s
[
A
8
A
c
o
8
c o [
1. P. Snow
",
for the first-prize winner.
2. J.Foyt
__
",
11 ::
The second-prize winner
o
A
8
c
receives two free passes to
3. G. Marshall _ _
(
8
c o
A
The
Movies at Exchange
12
4. e. cummings _ __
2 ..
".
Street. Winners will
c o [
[
o
5 E. Housman _ __
c
receive their prizes in the
3
..
13
g
mail. Drawings are done
6. A. Milne
at
random. Contestants
[
c
o
c o [
8
7, F. Hutton
__
are ineligible to win more
",
14 g
than one prize in a four8. Power Biggs _ _
[
week span. Only one
c
o
8
[
c
o
9. L. Doctorow _ __
entry
is alIowed per
5 ..
person per week.
10. W. Griffith
[
[
c
o
o
c
AlI entries for this
A
11. Howard Hunt __
puzzle must be
week's
6
..
16 H
12 H. Lawrence _ __
received by Wednesday,
[
[
A
c o
o
c
September 2. The solution
13. I. du Pont
..
to this week's puzzle will
7
"'
14. B. Cooper
appear
in the September
[
[
A
c
o
c o
,.
10 issue of Casco Bay
15. F. Skinner
18 [[
Weekly. Send your best
16. B. White
(
guess to:
c
o
A
c o [
A
17. O. Plenty
9 ::
19 g
Real Puzzle #137
18. M . Forster
E
o
c
A
c o (
Casco Bay Weekly
19. J. Hunnicut
551A Congress Street
10 [[
Portland, Maine 04101
20. B. King
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The Sure Sell Classifieds
office will be closed on
Labor Day for golf"
Deadline for our
Sept. 10th issue will be

(Computer Models)

1. NASTASSJA KINSKI

2. LAUREN HUlTON

Friday, Sept. 4th at 5pm.

3. BR(x)KESHITELDS
4. GRACE JONES

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently published by Harper and Row.)

I'M LOOKING FOR ANDY· I think! The
music was loud at Raoul's 8/1 (Broken
Men) so I didnl catch your name. I'm
Christine; You'refriendly,gorgeous, and
new to the area (from Boston). Hope to
hear from you! !r5966 (WI4)

27, SWM- This DANDY (Dating And Not
Desperate Yet), struggling poet with a
day job is seeking a good companion,
22-32. l'mslim, athletic, rrildlyabsentminded, and love outspoken women
who make me laugh. caw Box 127.

INDEPENDENTDWf. Ti red of being alone?
Me, too. Attractive 40 y.o. would like to
meet friend who ~preciates IH&'nature. I
love the beach, swimrring, racing. Let's
get together! 'IrS946 (W14)

31 YEAR OLD EXPlORER, hiker, poet,
athlete, dreamer. Natu re talks to me.
Said "Toss IV." Now seek company of
adventurous, attractive young woman
with dreams. !r5055 (W28)

LET'S TALK! Early 405, DWF, attractive,
intelligent, fi~ insightful seeks monogamous, honest fun~oYing man of substance, who doasnl abuse substances.
Interested in outdoors, cultural pursuits,
farrily, travel, more. !r5005 (W21)

AlL -AMERICAN BOY, SWM, 35 fitness
buff, handsome, likes golf, current
events, romantic walks at dusk. Seeks
woman with wholesome values, good
conversation, sharp rrindand looks that
kill. !r5OO4 (W21)

LOOKING FOR MY SOULMATE- SWF,
40, attractive, Rubenesque, witty, sincere, somewhat shy. Many interests include arts, reading, music, travel. Want
good-hearted man who makes melaugh.
Prefer NlS, no right-wingers, please.
'll'S047 (W28)
LOOKING FOR THE SWM, 26, ac~ve, NI
S, who enjoys seasonal outdoor activities and quiettimes. 1respondedtoyour
ad but got the wrong #. !r5056 (!l'28)
LOVES TO TRAVEL attractive university
teacher in 40s, lived overseas, speaks
foreign languages, has many varied interests and sparlls for life. Seeks openrrinded SOUl-mate. '11'5006 (W21)

This week, Renee
Watson and a friend will
dine at Alberta's. Mary
McElroy and a friend wilJ
take in a movie at The
Movies at Exchange
Street.

Solution to Real Puzzle # 135

men (... women

LOOKING FOR LAWYER RON, fiftyish,
tall, sense of humor, sense of self. Last
seen 7122 at "DP" meeting by fiftyish
brunette wearing purple jacket. Coffee?
!r5039 (W28)

..

Make only ONE mark for .ch .ruWft'. AdditiOMI and ,tny ftUlrks 1IltII)' be
cf'Junled at misl.kes. In mak.an,: cornctions. er.ue errors COMl"LETELY.

women .. men

MISSING: ClASSY, SECURE. i ntell igen~
physically fit men. Last seen: Colege,
1977. Needed for: Various activities. If
found, refer to: Attr..:tive DWF, NIS, for
more info. !r5042 (!l'28)
NICE LOOKING, SLIM, personable, very
young looking 44 yr. old seeking nice
looking man. !r5008 (W21)

e 1992 United Feature Syndicate.

OUTDOORSY GUY WANTED! DWF, 43
seeks SWM 36-45 NlS attractive, cari ng
energetic, happy to share campfires,
hiking, laughing, natur&-living lifetothe
fullest. !r5012 (W21)
RELOCATING SWF. 37, NlS, athletic.
loves animals, versatile, wide variety of
interests, honest caring, old-fashioned,
marriag&-minded, seeks correspondence to relationship, men 27-37. For
.more details call !r5945 (!l'14)

I,..

,.
,

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL

('

(Calls cost 1.49/min. Must be 18 or over. Tou:;h-tone phones only, Casco Bay Weekly 207-775-1234)
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SWF, 24- nyou're looking for a fun gal
with a full-figure, then I'm for you. I like
to dance. movies, long walk and BIG
men. '11'5927 (W08)
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women .. men
AM I YOUR DREAMGIRL? Wanted:
Very handsome prince. Maybe: tall,
darll, beautiful eyes. SWF, 31, blond&'
green, 5'4", NlS, pretty, witty, logical,
Intense, spontaneous, charming.
!r5035 (9128)
ATIRACTIVE 4()'SOMETHING LADY
is seeiling an adventurous fellow between 35-45 and over S'IO" with a
sense of humor and doesnl mind
smoking. I'm 'from Portland. !r5058
(!lI28)
ATIRACTIVE WOMAN, 25 y.o. seelli ng monogamous male 25-35 must
be fit & good looking for meaningful
long term relationship. Must like children. !r5009 (!lI21)

BE PREPARED FOR Yintageclothing store
escapades, obscure films and musicals, a
warped sense of humor, baleful glares
from two possessivefeli nes, andwet paint
on the furriture. SWF, 23, warm, quickwittedand bewithing, seeksequally qIi r1Iy,
charrring, enthusias1ic, open man. '115013
(W21)

CASUAL, A WAlK IN THE PARK, a kiss
in the dark! No mountain climbers, no
skiers, no suits & ties. !r5936 (&'24)
CHUNI<Y, IMPERFECT, SlMOM seeks
husky(?) guy (with beard?) who knows
good things come in larger packages,
100. Maybe we could help each other
with weighHoss goals? !r5951 (WI4)
DECISIVE DWF, 31, delightful, down·
to-81rth,looking for love in allthewrong
places, hoping to meet some great new
faces. One call could do it now. !r5922
(!lI7)

ernie ook

DWF, PROFESSIONAl, 41, 5'6". Inter-

person 01 the week

ests Include theater, walking, camping,

31 YEAR OLD EXPLORER, hiker, poet, athlete, dreamer. Nature talks to me" Said
"Toss IV." Now seek company of adventurous, attractive young woman with dreams.
'fJ'5055 (9/28)

EDUCATED DWF, 54, with eclectic interests including canoeing, hil<ing, German
Shepherds, theatre & jazz, seeks intellectual DWM with sirrilarin18rests&awicked
sense of humor. 'IrS062 (W28)

movies, etc. Looking for SlDWM, 4150. You have similar interests and are
hones~ sensitive and emotionally available. !r5930 (W08)

GOOD PERSON WANTED ~4()'55,
least 5'S'. Not a bragger or beggar! Just
average flks myself. My interests are finding you for a start! tr5030 (W21)
HONEST, OPEN, ATTRACTIVE woman 01
many interests wishes to meet non-traditional mafe who is emotionally open and
irrtouch, evolving onaspiritual path, preferably vegetarian. !r5964 (!l'14)

Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBWs "Person of the Week".and is
awarded two free movie rentals, compliments of Videoport. All personal ads are entered In the
drawing.

Bll Llfnda Bam!
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HARLEY:
JESUS THE BIKER
He waa a lot like you and

~
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"
~~~:=~:~'~ke ~

was wei rd. His friends were
~
few. What m ends he had,
~
denied him. He was pe.-..ecuted
by hypocrites. He hung &rOWld ~
people like: you and me, not the ~

!

goody·tw""boe. Phari<oea.
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Yes. if J etlua were on this
earth in the nesh. he would be
nen to you on his Harley
telling you he loved
~
you .•. enough to die for you.

TAlL, SlENDER, WWF SEEKS single
tall man, S5-65, to share honest, healthy
friendship. Is there magic i nthe" Golden
Years"? '11'5944 (WI4)
WANTED:TAlL, BlACK ADONIS, (24-35)
bystrawberry-blonde Venus (27). WE are:
educated, open-rrinded, independent aggressive, sensitive, clean-shaven, athletic,
muscular, sensual, primal, disease and
drug free. !r5965 (!V14)

FREE

ATIRACTlVE, INTelLIGENT si ngle
you ng man loves long talks, candlelight,
white mountains, cooking and animals.
Looking for pretty, slender, buxom
young lady 20-35. Children O.K. Comrritments possible. !r5031 (!l'21)
00 YOU SEEK HARMONY, friendship,
intimacy, communicate with personal
warmth, have people skills, pretty face,
long hair,well-endowed buttrim?DWM,
47, 5'S", BrIBr, ESFP, fun-loving, easygoing, seeks younger woman to share
beach, music, country fairs, long rides.
woods walks, coastal art, dining, hugs.
back rubs. !r5050 (W28)

3S

women (... women Miss The Personals
MOST WOMEN ARE PRETTY to me. I
value their unique wisdoms and joys.
I'm seeking a woman. a partner, not a
girl who goes 'round with all sorts of
boys. If you're ready to reach out and
take what you like. I hope that you'll like
who you see. I'm searching for someone, a friend and a lover who feels that
she'll find that in me. !r5020 (W21)

AffiNTIONBiWfs.LOOKINGFORSAME!
Here's yourgolden opportunity: BiWF,305,
eccentric, amorous, humorous, intelligent,
average lOOks, feminine. Call today- offer
ends soon! !r5040 (W28)

Deadline?
No Problem!

DESPERATELY SEEKING RIOT
GRRRRLS- Write me! CBW Box 125.
MWBiF SEEKS ANOTHER WBiFforcompanionship, intimacy, friendship. I'm33,
very shy, not much experience with
people. Discretion, cleanliness assured
and expected. !r5051 (M8)

RUNNING COMPANION WANTEDDWM, 33, shoulder-length blonde hair,
into running, jogging and other outdoor
and indoor activities. Seeking NlS. fit
female to train with. Maybe more.
!r5061 (W28)

men .. men

SHE ENJOYS LIFE as a cherished gift
Natures cards are played with anai r. Her
country charm and creativity a delight
Is part of this you? 44/DWMl5·tl',
!r5048 (W28)

BOLO AND BLOND BiWM, 20, 5'tO",
148lbs, NlS. Physically Ii~ straight act·
ing, 18- 29 y.O. studly/handsome men,
call rre,l'lispoilyou rotten. Nogayscene
or queens. !r5044 (W28)

SWM 20ish NIS looking for a unique, but
not strange, talkative and fu n to be with
young lady with great lOOks and a brain.
Am I asking too much? 'Ir5019 (W21)

CARING AND CUTE GWM, 20, straight
acting seeks GWM 18-24 for outdoor
activities, fun, and mora. LeI's get together! !r5029 (W21)

With Casco Bay Weekly Personals
New Instant ad feature you can
record your own voice personal
right now!

call 1-900-370-2041
call cost $l .50/min. 1B yrs. or older
Touch Tone Phone only. Casco Bay Weekly 207-775-1234

Record your instant ad now!

SWM, 28, would like to meelfun, attractive, educated,NlSSWF20-40. lam5·tO",
honest, caring, professional. attr..:tive.
Enjoy music, ITXWies, frtness, camping,
beach, seafood. 'Ir5026 (Ml)

ENERGETIC, ATTRACTIVE GAY male
seeks masculine affection to help temper ' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---'
mJ ~cessive work ethiC. This 28 y,o.
also enjoys sports. reading and male
companionship. The latter is best satisfied by a Sincere, attractive man interSWM, 36, HANDSOME, siender gentle- ested incommitment Pleasewritesoon.
man seeking apetite, attractive andlively CBW Box 126.
DOUBLE DATE ANYONE- 29 year old llalian or French woman for a monogaATTRACTIVE 30y .0. SWM seeks couple MWM SEEKS ONE MWFfor avery safe,
swahbuckler and 32 year old mountain mous relationship. Professional with EXCHANGE WEEKLY MASSAGE with or Bi-females to indulge in uninhibited discreet, satisfying and special relationman looking for two dames to be one high income preferred. CBW Box t23. masculin&'athletic men. Relaxing, deep, sensuous fanlasy fulfillment. I'm ad- ship. Willing to stop at nothing to satwith adventure and nature with. Interspiritual. One-on-oneor possibly group. venturous, discreet, physicallyfit, clean, isfy. !r5023 (917)
SWM-PROFESSIONAL but notastuffed 'Zr5041 (W28)
ested? Call !r5027 (W21)
sexy,intelligentand fun. !r5036 (9/28)
shirt. Ea~y 30s, 6', 160lbs., seeks atNEEDED- MAlE surrogate friendllover
DWM, 44, 5'10" I enjoy nature, animals, tractive 18-38 yrs. For BiF for boating, GM, 37, PROFESSIONAl, medium height BEST OF BOTH WORLDS- SW pre-op todine, dance, talk. share lonelinesand
canoes, walks, skiing, birds. I cook, play hiking, sunbathing & maybe more ! Don1 beard, caring, sensitive, wants to meet T.S., slim. attractive. Nldrugs, with a give each other support. My mate canmusic and woodwork. You are commu- be shy, call! Nothing ventured, nothing married menwithsimilarqualitiesforfriend- zest for life, spontaneous. You- ath- not come home. Only non-smokers and
nicative, warm, sensitive and desire an gained. '11'5002 (W21)
ship and companionship. Discretion ex- letic, 31-45, male, willing towalkonlhe the really sincere underslanding type
honest, meaningful relationship. 'Ir5028
wild side of life, Nldrugs, safe, discreet. need apply. '11'5010 (W21)
pected & returned. !r5043 (M8)
(!lI21 )
'ZrS046 (W29)
UNIOUE SWM EARLY 20s looking for
PROFESSIONAl MWM, 39, good-look18-24 year old female to spend IN&- GWM, 33, S'I(1', 14SIbs, blon<Vblue, NlS,
DWM, 46, NEEDS LOVE & HUGS wrth ningsandweekendstogether. Must have good looking, straight acting, masculine. BUSHY BlONDE FULL-FIGURED LADY, ing, NIS, seeks trim females, 18-40, MI
buxom, affectionate, cuddly, huggable,
asenseof humor and want someone for college educated professional. Enjoys hik- seeks couple with bi-female or a single S, for discreet encounters. Many interwhit&'black/oriental , 4S & up gal. likes
bi-female. Enjoy sports, beach, mov- ests. I enjoy most everything. Photol
walks on baach, movies, conversation, ing, biking, carT'lling, trave. Prefer sirrilar
quiet times, VCR movies, passion. I'm
younger men that are truly into friendship. ies, rainy days and good clean, painless phone. Portlandilewisto n area. CBW
and much more. !r5018 (W21)
5'9", l8Otbs.. nice looking. 'Ir5059 (W28)
Tired of those interested in S8lC o~y . 21-36, fun. Discretion a must !r5038 (W28) Box 124.
no receding hair, drugs, fats, fems, activWOULD
YOU
ENJOY:
Gently
canoeing,
HEAVY METAl WOME~Whereareyou?
CURIOUS MWC20s, attr..:tive healthy, SWM 26 looking for older, married f&ists. 'Ir5016 (W21)
SWM 25, 5'1 (1', medium build, short brown winter snow-shoeing. spontaneous
seeks, similar couple or adventurous F male, 4S-60 for daytime meetings.
hairlooking forwomen rockers. Interested rides, walking the tides, windy blown GWM, 37, emotionally & physically fit for shared fun. First time for us.
Would like to 8)(perience the pleasures
sails,
Jeep
4-wheeling
trails,
deep
nain nice looking women 2t-35. Big hair a
healthcareprofessional, sensitive, sense treme discretion a must and guaran- that only a mature woman can give.
ture
walks,
cosmic
truth
talks,
relaxing
plus! !r5021 (W21)
of humor, seeking friendship with that teed. Come explore. 'ZrS024 (917)
Discreton assured. 'Zr501t (9121)
by a camp fire, or any new desire? OW special person. Tired of being alone. call
HEY HEY WHAT CAN I DO? "m a quiet countryboy 25 seeks woman 21-28ish, me. tl'5022 (!l'21)
FEMAlE WANTED- I have a male mas- SWM, 22, SEEKS BiM or couple for
SWM, 23, thaI likes cooking, movies, attractive, active and easy to please like
ter. I need a female master to fulfill my first-time, safe, 8lCperimentation. Must
dancing, rollerskating and pool. Seek- me. !r5017 (W21)
HANDSOME MUSCULAR BiWM lokking fantasies. 'Zr5032 (!l'7)
be drug-free, healthy, safe, & willing to
ing intelligent twentysomething, SWF,
for workout partner. I am 27, 5'11", 180
NlS preferred, with similar interests, to WOULDN'T IT BE AMAZING if you (in- Ibs, masculine, into lifting, mountain FIND YOURSELF- Bi-maIe(mostly men) accept a newcomer. '11'5045 (W14)
share fun times, quiet times, friendship telligent WF, 35-45, pretty face, fit & biking and baach . Want straight acting. seeking BVGM for friends and more. TENDER LOVE AND HAPPINESS
and more. !r5053 (W28)
trim, sense of humor. operrrrinded) athletic hunk 18-29to lift with and friend- Me: 305; you: 18-40, any race. LeI's AWAITS YOUR NEWBORN BABY in our
answered this ad and met me (healthy, ship. Bench 200-250 range. High stan- explore. '11'5000(9107)
Vermont home. Considering adoption?
HI-I'M ASWM, 36, attractive, romantic, attractive, WM, good cook, likes kids,
dards, straight Iifeslyle, totally discreet. HEDONIST WM, LATE 3Os, wants to Lets help eachother. CaLL collect 802caring. EnjoymoYies, dancing,concerts, adventurous, playful)and itworlled out?
!r5014 (!l'21)
meetothers (female, Bi-male, couples) 235-2312. Ask for Tom or Ann.
quiet times, interested in meeting at- We'll always wonder if you don't call!
tractive,caring. funSWF, 26-36forpos- !r5015 (W21)
HONEST, OPEN, SINCERE, caring GWM, for mutual fulfillment, discreet daytime WICKED NICE GUY, amorous, active,
sible relationship. !r5037 (W28)
20s, seeks GWM of similar qualities to oravening rendevous,communingwith attractive, overweight, mid-3Os MWM.
nature. P1easu re at your leisure.!r5049
YOU SAT AHEAD OF ME at the Christine explore life with. '11'5054 (W28)
Seeks exotic, erotic, eccentric, demure
LATE 20s SWM, handsome. fit, respon(!lIt4)
Lavin concert at Raoul's. Yourlable-mates
damsel for discreet day time diversion.
sible professional. Seeking unique, fun
got the physics paper. Your rod hair's NORMAl GUY that happens to be gay.
'11'5025 (917) CBW Box 122.
to bewith, attractive, independent, NlS,
HUG
A
TREE
FOR
JIM
HENRY!
Seeki ng attractive, straig ht acti ng, 2!;'35
beautiful! Please call! '11'5057 (W14)
SWF. Age unimportant. Enjoy movies,
GM with positive attitude to enjoy outoutdoors, exercise, BBQs, ocean. ZYGOTES!?! Someoneislookngforyou! door activities but not into bar scene.
!r5007 (W21)
And they're searching in the Personals! !r5003 (W21)
LONG-HAIRED SWM DEAD HEAD, 22, Place your own Personal Ad now and ROMANTIC, Prof., 46 GWM. 5'S", 145,
6'1·, 1701, lookillgforwomen 18-30 for receive a 25-word ad and FREE PER- attr., straight acting, healthy, secure, af45 words & Personal Calle FREE BY FAX Thursday Only
friendsh ip, romance, orwhataver. Must SONAl CAlL for 4 weeks! Use the cou- fectionate, seeks similar 30s140s male
pon provided to place your ad & disbe 8aSY"Joing. !rS052 (W28)
for friendship might lead to honest mocoverthatiove isonly aphonecall away!
nogamous relationship. !r5001 (W21)

FOUR-WEEK

How to respond to a personal ad:
Justcalll -900-37()'2041 anytime, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone
phone! Enterthe four-digit,. number of the ad you wish to respond tO,listen
to the greeting, then leave a response. (An advertiser may not have
n!COIded a greeting by the lime you call. You may still leave a message on
that person's line.) The date at the end of the ad is the last day to reply to
that ad. You may also choose to "browse" through all ads in a specific
category (companion. and other. not available to "browse"). Calls cost
$t.49/min. You must be 18 or over.
To respond 10 a CBW Box ,I, address mail to Casco Bay Weekly, 551 A
CongressS1., Portland, ME04101, making sure to prinlthethree-dig~CBW
Box II clearly in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope.

others

ex-

FAX FREE THURSDAY!
775-1615

PERSONAL

AD

WITH

25·Character Headline: includes spaces, be creative!
categOry:
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 0 women .. 'men
Your Ad: firsl 25-words FREE with Personal Callil!)

f:Ne cannot prinl your ad without il.)

phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _
nwne: ______________________

~

______

address: ___ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __
c~: --------------------_________

state: _ __ _ __ _ _ zip: _ _ _ __

First 25 words & headline
with Personal Call®:

FREE

add'i words @ .50 each: _ _ _ __

HOW to use your Personal call® mailbox:
name, phone number or address. Make sure you ask your caller.; to leave
their names, phone numbers and the best times to call them Allintroductions are reviewed by caw and go on line within 24 hours.

o men or men
Oolhers
o companions

Conftdentlallnformatlon:

To place a FREE ad with Personal calt(l), fil out the coupon and mail or
FAX ~ (775-1615) to us. Of faxing, please photocopy the coupon first and
then fax it. The newsprint doesn't reproduce well.) The deadline for placing
personal ads Is Friday at noon. FREE per.onal. ads are 25 words or less
(including headline), and run four weeks. No personal ads will be accepted
over the phone. Personal Call(l) ads with more than 25 words cost 50¢ per
add~ional word. We'll send you a lour-digit,. nurnber(to appear in your ad)
anda security code lor exclusive access to your responses through an8()().
line al no cost to you. Ads without Per.onal C8II(I) cost .50 per word plus
mail-forwarding or P.o . Box charges.
CBW Box" and P.O. Box lis cost $20 per two-week ad. Ads may be
peld for with VISa, MastetCard, local check or cash.
Alter you receive your .. number and private security code, you may

Omen ... women
0 women" women

CAU®

\

HOW to place your personal ad:

record your personal inlroduction. Use your Introduction jo tell more about
yourself than your ad does. Give your first name, but DON'T give your last

PERSONAL

Guidelines:
Personal ada are available for single people seeking raiationMips. Ads seeking to buy or &ell sexual
oervices will be refused. No full n~, .treet a d d _ or phone numb<n will be publishad. Ads
containing explic~ leXuBl or anatomical language will not be published. We reserva the right to edit.
refuM or recategoriZ8 any ad. Advertieers must be aver 18 years of age.

Without Personal Call®
ali words @ .50 each: _ _ __ _

CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): _ _ _ __
Total: _ _ _ __
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